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SUMMARY 

This thesis is a CIFRE project carried out in collaboration with CERENE, with the aim of developing and 

evaluating tools for diagnosing and remedying dyslexia, based on the solid literature on the dual route 

model of reading and the existence of different subtypes of dyslexia.  

The CERENE welcomes a majority of pupils at the start of 6th grade. To provide schools with an 

effective tool for characterising the reading difficulties of their pupils, we first present a lexical decision 

test. Normed on 1501 pupils in 6th grade, this test also made it possible to study from a theoretical 

point of view the impact of reading fluency level on lexical decision results among pupils at the same 

school level. The 120 stimuli seen by each pupil varied in terms of lexicality, length (from 4 to 8 letters) 

and frequency (4 frequency bands, from very frequent to very rare). The pseudowords included 

spelling traps, transpositions and mirror substitutions between the letters bd and pq. We found that 

the effect of word length decreased with reading fluency, with the most struggling students showing 

a strong length effect even for frequent words. The effect of frequency also varied with fluency, but 

only in proportion to overall reading speed, suggesting that frequency affects the decision phase in all 

readers, while length has a greater impact on poor readers. Performance is also influenced by the type 

of pseudoword, and these effects vary little with fluency level.  

Since it is also important to be able to detect specific reading deficits in young children, we then 

designed the Mariette, a test that takes into account the exact errors made by the child, unlike others 

such as the Alouette, which is widely used by researchers and practitioners to quantify reading fluency. 

It is a non-meaningful text containing regular words, irregular words, pseudowords and words that 

may lead to transposition or inter-word migration errors. The errors of 797 pupils from 1st to 5th grade 

were characterised in order to establish error thresholds above which a child is likely to present a 

specific deficit. 
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Finally, CERENE notes that more and more parents are asking about flickering reading aids for dyslexic 

children, such as the Lexilight® lamp or Lexilens® glasses. Since a few isolated cases of dyslexics helped 

by low-frequency flickering have been described in the literature, we first conducted two studies 

involving a computerised lexical decision task with a constant display or low-frequency flickering (10 

or 15 Hz). In 375 normal-reading adults, flickering slowed down word recognition and slightly biased 

the decision towards pseudowords, while no effect was observed in 20 dyslexic students. Given the 

lack of data on flickering devices, we then assessed the impact of the Lexilight® lamp and Lexilens® 

glasses, which operate at higher frequencies, on reading fluency and letter identification in 22 dyslexic 

students. No detectable impact was observed. Finally, in the case of two participants who claimed to 

benefit from Lexilens® glasses, we orthogonally manipulated the fact that the glasses were actually 

switched on and the fact that the patient believed they were. Only a small placebo effect was observed 

in one of the participants. These results contrast sharply with marketing claims that these tools can 

help 90% of dyslexics. 

As all these results were established with a view to practical applications, the major conclusions will 

also be the subject of short publications in French. 

 

Keywords : reading, dyslexia, children, remediation 
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RESUME 

Cette thèse est un projet CIFRE mené en collaboration avec le CERENE, afin de développer et d'évaluer 

des outils de diagnostic et de remédiation de la dyslexie, élaborés sur la base de la solide littérature 

sur le modèle de double voie de la lecture et l'existence de différents sous-types de dyslexie.  

Le CERENE accueille une majorité d'élèves à l'entrée en 6ème. Pour fournir aux écoles un outil efficace 

pour caractériser les difficultés de lecture de leurs élèves, nous présentons dans un premier temps un 

test de décision lexicale. Normé sur 1501 élèves de 6ème, ce test a également permis d'étudier du 

point de vue théorique l'impact du niveau de fluence de lecture sur les résultats de la décision lexicale 

chez des élèves d’un même niveau scolaire. Les 120 stimuli vus par chaque élève variaient en termes 

de lexicalité, de longueur (de 4 à 8 lettres) et de fréquence (4 bandes de fréquence, de très fréquent à 

très rare). Les pseudo-mots comprenaient des pièges orthographiques, des transpositions et des 

substitutions miroir entre les lettres bd et pq. Nous avons constaté que l'effet de la longueur des mots 

diminuait avec la fluence de lecture, les élèves les plus en difficulté montrant un fort effet de longueur 

même pour les mots fréquents. L'effet de la fréquence variait aussi avec la fluence, mais uniquement 

en proportion de la vitesse de lecture globale, ce qui suggère que la fréquence affecte la phase de 

décision chez tous les lecteurs, tandis que la longueur impacte davantage les mauvais lecteurs. Les 

performances sont également influencées par le type de pseudo-mot, et ces effets varient peu avec le 

niveau de fluence.  

Puisqu’il est aussi important de pouvoir détecter des déficits de lecture spécifique chez les jeunes 

enfants, nous avons ensuite conçu la Mariette, un test qui tient compte des erreurs exactes faites par 

l'enfant contrairement à d’autres comme l’Alouette, pourtant largement utilisé par chercheurs et 

praticiens pour quantifier la fluidité de la lecture. C’est un texte non signifiant contenant des mots 

réguliers, des mots irréguliers, des pseudo-mots et des mots pouvant entraîner des erreurs de 

transposition ou de migration inter-mots. Les erreurs de 797 élèves du CP au CM2 ont été caractérisées 
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afin d’établir des seuils d'erreurs au-delà desquels un enfant est susceptible de présenter un déficit 

spécifique. 

Enfin, le CERENE constate que de plus en plus de parents s’interrogent sur les outils d’aide à la lecture 

pour enfants dyslexiques fondés sur la stroboscopie comme la lampe Lexilight® ou les lunettes 

Lexilens®. Puisque quelques cas isolés de dyslexiques aidés par le clignotement à basse fréquence ont 

été décrits dans la littérature, nous avons d'abord mené deux études impliquant une tâche de décision 

lexicale informatisée avec un affichage constant ou un clignotement à basse fréquence (10 ou 15 Hz). 

Chez 375 adultes normaux-lecteurs, le clignotement a ralenti la reconnaissance des mots et biaisé 

légèrement la décision en faveur des pseudo-mots, tandis qu'aucun effet n'a été observé chez 20 

élèves dyslexiques. Compte tenu du manque de données sur les dispositifs stroboscopiques, nous 

avons ensuite évalué l'impact de la lampe Lexilight® et des lunettes Lexilens®, qui fonctionnent à des 

fréquences plus élevées, sur la fluidité de la lecture et l'identification de lettres chez 22 élèves 

dyslexiques. Aucun impact détectable n'a été observé. Enfin, chez deux participantes qui disaient 

bénéficier des lunettes Lexilens®, nous avons orthogonalement manipulé le fait que les lunettes soient 

effectivement allumées et le fait que la patiente croit qu’elles le soient. Seul un petit effet placebo a 

été observé chez l'une des participantes. Ces résultats contrastent fortement avec les affirmations 

marketing selon lesquelles ces outils peuvent aider 90 % des dyslexiques. 

Tous ces résultats ayant été établis en vue d'applications pratiques, les conclusions majeures feront 

également l’objet de courtes publications en français.  

 

Mots clés : lecture, dyslexie, enfants, remédiation 
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RESUME SUBSTANTIEL 

Cette thèse est un projet CIFRE, mené en collaboration avec les écoles et le centre d'évaluation 

neuropsychologique du CERENE, afin de développer et d'évaluer des outils de diagnostic et de 

remédiation de la dyslexie. Ces outils ont été développés sur la base de la solide littérature existante 

sur le modèle double voie de la lecture (Coltheart et al., 2001) selon lequel la lecture résulte d’une 

compétition entre deux voies de traitement des informations écrites. D’un côté, la voie lexicale ou voie 

d’adressage, reconnait les mots déjà stockés dans le lexique. Ce lexique est organisé par fréquence, 

rendant les mots plus fréquents plus rapides à extraire que les mots moins fréquents. Cette voie 

permet une lecture rapide des mots déjà connus du lecteur. D’un autre côté, la voie sublexicale ou 

voie d’assemblage, permet le déchiffrage de mots nouveaux ou de pseudo-mots via l’application des 

règles de conversion grapho-phonémiques. Cette voie est plus lente, et son utilisation est marquée par 

un fort effet de longueur (Coltheart, 2007). L’entrée dans ces deux voies est précédée d’une analyse 

visuo-orthographique, au cours de laquelle le lecteur va identifier les lettres composant le mot, et les 

associer à leur position au sein du mot ainsi qu’entre les mots voisins, dans le cas de lecture de textes 

par exemple (Friedmann & Coltheart, 2018). Une prédiction du modèle doubles voies est qu’en plus 

des dyslexies phonologique, résultant d’un déficit de la voie sublexicale, et de surface, résultant d’un 

déficit de la voie lexicale, un certain nombre de dyslexies pourraient émerger de déficits au niveau de 

l’analyse visuo-orthographique préalable à ces deux voies (Friedmann & Coltheart, 2018). De fait, au 

moins deux grandes catégories de dyslexies ont été identifiées à ce niveau : la dyslexie de position de 

lettres, et la dyslexie attentionnelle. La dyslexie de position de lettres affecte sélectivement la capacité 

d'encoder la position relative des lettres dans les mots. Les migrations de lettres apparaissent le plus 

souvent entre deux lettres intérieures et adjacentes, particulièrement lorsque l’erreur forme elle aussi 

un mot – ainsi, « fiable » est lu faible, ou « magner » manger. Ces erreurs se produisent à la fois en 

lecture à haute voix et silencieuse, dans n’importe quelle tâche qui implique d’identifier ou de 

comprendre un mot. Des cas de pure dyslexie de position de lettres, ne présentant aucun déficit 
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phonologique, ont été identifiés dans un grand nombre de langues (Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 

2012; Friedmann & Rahamim, 2007; Güven & Friedmann, 2019; Kohnen et al., 2012; Potier Watkins et 

al., 2023). La dyslexie attentionnelle est une autre dyslexie visuelle qui altère sélectivement la capacité 

d’attacher une lettre au mot d’où elle provient. Dans ce type de dyslexie, les lettres sont correctement 

identifiées et conservent presque toujours leur position relative, mais elles migrent vers un mot voisin 

– par exemple « suis pois » est lu puis pois. Les migrations peuvent avoir lieu à la fois horizontalement 

et verticalement, apparaissent le plus souvent en fin de mot, et en français, plus fréquemment du 

deuxième mot vers le premier (ce qui indique qu’il ne s’agit pas simplement de persévérations d’une 

lettre ou d’un phonème). Elles se manifestent à la fois par des substitutions, des additions ou des 

omissions de lettres présentes dans les mots voisins (Friedmann et al., 2010; Potier Watkins et al., 

2023; Rayner et al., 1989). Les outils que nous avons développés au cours de cette thèse s’appuient 

sur cette théorie. 

Le CERENE accueille une majorité d'élèves à l'entrée en 6ème. Dans notre premier chapitre, nous 

décrivons la tâche de décision lexicale que nous avons développée pour ce niveau, afin de fournir aux 

écoles un outil efficace pour caractériser les difficultés de lecture rencontrées par les élèves. Normée 

sur 1501 élèves de 6ème représentatifs de la population française, cette épreuve a également permis 

d'étudier, d'un point de vue plus théorique, l'impact du niveau de fluence de lecture sur les résultats 

de la décision lexicale chez des élèves de même niveau scolaire. Nous avons testé une prédiction du 

modèle à double voie : à mesure que la fluence augmente, les variations dans les résultats devraient 

refléter une diminution de la dépendance au décodage et une augmentation de l’utilisation de la voie 

lexicale. Les 120 stimuli vus par chaque élève, tirés au hasard d'une base de données de plus de 3000 

mots et de plus de 1000 pseudo-mots, variaient en termes de lexicalité (mots ou pseudo mots), de 

longueur (de 4 à 8 lettres) et de fréquence (4 bandes de fréquence, de très fréquent à très rare). Les 

pseudo-mots comprenaient notamment des pièges orthographiques (« bage », « plase »), des 

transpositions (« pafrois », « regadrer ») et des substitutions en miroir entre les lettres bd et pq 

(« aibe », « musipue »), ainsi que des contrôles pour chaque catégorie. Comme prévu, nous avons 
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constaté que l'effet de la longueur des mots variait considérablement en fonction de la fluence de la 

lecture, les élèves les plus en difficulté montrant un fort effet de longueur même pour les mots 

fréquents. L'effet de la fréquence varie également avec la fluence, mais uniquement en proportion de 

la vitesse de lecture globale, ce qui suggère que la fréquence affecte la phase de décision chez tous les 

lecteurs, tandis que la longueur a un impact plus important sur les mauvais lecteurs. Les temps de 

réponse et les erreurs ont également été influencés par le type de pseudo-mot, mais ces effets varient 

très peu avec le niveau de fluence. 

S’il est important de pouvoir évaluer la lecture avec précision et rapidité à l'entrée en 6ème, il est 

également essentiel de pouvoir détecter des déficits spécifiques chez les enfants plus jeunes. Le test 

de l’Alouette (Lefavrais, 2005), bien que largement utilisé par les praticiens et la communauté 

scientifique pour quantifier la fluidité de la lecture, ne fournit que des mesures quantitatives de la 

vitesse et de la précision globales de la lecture, et ne tient pas compte des erreurs exactes commises 

par l'enfant. Or pour détecter des troubles spécifiques tels que des dyslexies de position de lettres ou 

des dyslexies attentionnelles, il est essentiel de s’intéresser aux erreurs exactes de l’enfant et d’inclure 

dans les tests des stimuli piégeux pour faire en sorte que chaque types d’erreur puisse se manifester 

– chez certains patients par exemple, seule la présentation de mots « transposables », comme fiable 

ou magner, met en évidence des erreurs de position de lettres qui, sans cela, passeraient inaperçues, 

la dyslexie se manifestant alors seulement par un ralentissement de la lecture, voir une absence de 

déficit aux tests standards (Kohnen et al., 2012; Potier Watkins et al., 2023). Afin de doter le CERENE 

d’un test plus précis et tout aussi efficace, le deuxième chapitre de ce travail présente la Mariette, un 

texte non signifiant de 294 mots contenant notamment des mots réguliers, des mots irréguliers, des 

pseudo-mots, des mots pouvant conduire à des transpositions (cirque/crique) ainsi que des paires de 

mots pouvant conduire à des migrations inter-mots (cape page / cape cage). Les erreurs de 797 élèves 

du CP au CM2 ont été caractérisées et des seuils d'erreurs au-delà desquels un enfant est susceptible 

de présenter un déficit spécifique tel qu'une dyslexie de position des lettres ou une dyslexie 

attentionnelle ont été établis pour chaque niveau. Un test comme celui-ci permet également d’évaluer 
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la lecture de l’enfant dans les conditions les plus écologiques possibles car contrairement à une liste 

de mots, la lecture d’un texte nécessite une bonne utilisation des mécanismes oculomoteurs.  

Enfin, le CERENE constate que de plus en plus de parents s’interrogent voire achètent des outils d’aide 

à la lecture pour enfants dyslexiques fondés sur la stroboscopie, comme la lampe Lexilight® ou les 

lunettes Lexilens®. Le fondement scientifique derrière cette idée semble pourtant extrêmement 

mince. Il découle d'une étude de Le Floch et Ropars (2017), qui affirme que la dyslexie est causée par 

une anomalie rétinienne entraînant la formation d'images miroirs illusoires et se traduisant par 

l'absence d'un œil dominant, à laquelle il serait possible de remédier par un clignotement à haute 

fréquence. La logique de cette étude est très discutable : aucun score de lecture n'a été fourni dans 

cette étude ; une anomalie rétinienne, si elle était correctement documentée, n'expliquerait pas les 

dissociations observées dans la dyslexie, par exemple entre la lecture des chiffres et des lettres (Dotan 

& Friedmann, 2019 ; Friedmann, Dotan, et al., 2010) ; enfin, à notre connaissance, les résultats de cette 

étude n'ont jamais été répliqués. Il serait donc facile de faire de ce clignotement une proposition 

excentrique, s'il n'y avait pas plusieurs contre-arguments possibles. Tout d'abord, les fabricants 

semblent réussir à vendre leurs produits et finalement, quelques études ont décrit des adultes 

souffrant de troubles de la lecture en miroir qui ont été aidés par un clignotement à basse fréquence 

(McCloskey et al., 1995 ; McCloskey & Rapp, 2000a ; Pflugshaupt et al., 2007 ; Vannuscorps et al., 

2022). Dans le troisième chapitre de ce travail, nous avons donc cherché à mieux comprendre si le 

clignotement à basse ou haute fréquence pouvait faciliter la lecture pour les lecteurs normaux et les 

dyslexiques. Nous avons tout d'abord mené deux expériences impliquant une tâche de décision 

lexicale informatisée avec un affichage constant ou un clignotement à basse fréquence (10 ou 15 Hz). 

Chez 375 adultes normaux-lecteurs, le clignotement a sensiblement ralenti la reconnaissance des 

mots, tout en biaisant légèrement la décision en faveur des pseudo-mots, tandis qu'aucun effet 

significatif n'a été observé chez 20 enfants dyslexiques. Nous nous sommes ensuite intéressés à 

l'impact du clignotement à haute fréquence. Pour ce faire, nous avons utilisé un environnement plus 

naturel (lecture sur papier) ainsi que la lampe et les lunettes décrites ci-dessus. Nous avons testé une 
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fréquence de clignotement de ~80Hz, sur un groupe d'enfants dyslexiques qui ne connaissaient pas 

ces dispositifs, puis sur deux patientes, une adulte et une enfant, qui affirmaient toutes deux être 

aidées par les lunettes au quotidien. Aucun impact détectable n'a été observé sur le groupe de 22 

enfants dyslexiques. Enfin, chez les deux participantes qui prétendaient bénéficier de lunettes, nous 

avons orthogonalement manipulé le fait que les lunettes soient effectivement allumées et le fait que 

la patiente croit qu’elles le soient. Seul un petit effet placebo a été observé chez l'une des participantes. 

Nos résultats contrastent fortement avec les affirmations marketing selon lesquelles ces outils peuvent 

aider 90 % des dyslexiques, et soulignent le rôle d'une recherche scientifique rigoureuse pour 

permettre aux personnes dyslexiques de prendre des décisions en connaissance de cause. 

L'ensemble de ces travaux a été réalisé dans le but de fournir au CERENE et, plus largement, aux 

praticiens et aux enseignants, des solutions applicables pour le dépistage et la caractérisation des 

difficultés de lecture. Deux outils ont été conçus dans ce but. La décision lexicale a été standardisée 

pour les élèves de 6ème et est désormais accessible gratuitement en ligne, sur ordinateur et téléphone 

portable (https://neurospin-data.cea.fr/exp/PiegeAmots/). A la fin de chaque test, d’une durée 

d’environ 3 minutes, un feedback automatique est généré, indiquant les points forts et les points 

faibles de l'élève. L'utilisation régulière du test permet de voir l'évolution de l'élève et de mesurer ses 

progrès. Le Mariette a été standardisée pour les élèves du CP au CM2 et sera bientôt mise à la 

disposition des enseignants et des praticiens qui souhaitent l'utiliser. Un guide d'utilisation 

comprenant des normes et des règles pour faciliter le repérage des erreurs accompagnera le test. 

Enfin, avec notre étude sur les outils d’aide à la lecture fondés sur le principe de la stroboscopie, nous 

avons fourni aux professionnels paramédicaux du CERENE des arguments pour répondre aux questions 

des parents sur les outils de lecture qui sont actuellement sur le marché avec la promesse infondée 

d'aider près de 90% des enfants dyslexiques. 

  

https://neurospin-data.cea.fr/exp/PiegeAmots/
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PREAMBLE 

Developmental dyslexia is a learning disability that affects between 3% and 12% of the population, 

depending on language and definition (Di Folco et al., 2022; Lindgren et al., 1985; Roongpraiwan et al., 

2002; Yang et al., 2022). It is characterized by a range of reading difficulties, which can vary from 

extreme slowness in reading to a complete inability to recognize letters. Dyslexia is part of a broader 

spectrum of neurodevelopmental disorders, including dyspraxia, dysphasia, and dyscalculia, all of 

which significantly impact children's ability to learn in school. 

While initial signals to difficulty in reading may raise concerns as early as the end of kindergarten, 

formal diagnosis usually occurs at the end of the 2nd grade (Mazeau et al., 2022). For this reason, 

dyslexia is typically defined by a delay of approximately two years in the development of reading skills. 

Diagnosis is typically done through assessments by either neuropsychologists or speech therapists and 

followed up with a tailored program of personalized support depending on the severity of the disorder. 

However, dyslexia is not a condition that is 'cured'. Therapy is usually in the goal, for milder cases, to 

provide the child with the additional focused practice to help them learn to read or help the child learn 

to use tools like audio reading aids and spell checkers to counter their difficulties with reading. In the 

latter case of more mild dyslexia, the deficit does not prevent reading but persists as slow reading, 

while in the later, more severe case, reading remains difficult. 

In recent years, specialized schools dedicated to providing optimal support for these children have 

emerged throughout France. Among the pioneers is the school CERENE (http://cerene-education.fr), 

which currently serves 400 students, with 70% of them being dyslexic. The goal of the school is to 

accommodate students from 3rd to 9th grade with normal intelligence, but with a 'dys' profile that 

makes attending normal school difficult. CERENE provides personalized teaching through small-class 

settings, equipping students with laptop computer loaded with software tools such as spellcheckers 

and voice feedback, training with occupational therapists to learn how to use IT tools, and 
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psychologists, neuropsychologists, and speech therapists to provide on-site support. The school's 

primary objective is to prepare students for a successful return to a standard curriculum with 

appropriate adaptations once they have completed their time at CERENE. In other words, CERENE 

allows students to keep up with their school learning, while also learning how to integrate tools that 

allow them to navigate life-long learning despite their 'dys' related difficulties. 

In addition to the school, CERENE also has a neuropsychological diagnostic centre where 

neuropsychological assessments are carried out on children from kindergarten to secondary school. 

These assessments evaluate a wide variety of cognitive dimensions, including written language, 

enabling a diagnosis to be made and recommendations for adapting the child's schooling and 

managing the disorder. Depending on the profile, these children may be referred to a CERENE school.  

This PhD is the result of a collaboration with CERENE, the aim of which was to improve dyslexia 

screening in France and to evaluate the effectiveness of remediation tools already on the market. The 

tools developed and the evaluation protocols are based on the vast literature available in the field of 

reading and dyslexia, an overview of which is given in this introduction. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Reading, a relatively recent human faculty that emerged alongside writing approximately four 

millennia before our era, represents a pivotal moment in the shift from prehistory to history. It serves 

as the bridge between oral language and the written code. The ability to read signifies the acquisition 

of a mental information processing system capable of navigating the transition from text to spoken 

language. This process is intricate, demanding a cognitively intensive learning phase and resulting in 

alterations to the organization of the brain. In this discussion, we will explore the various aspects of 

reading, encompassing proficient adult readers, the challenges of dyslexia, and reading development 

in the child's brain. 

READING AND ITS DEVELOPMENT 

Behavioral Reading Proficiency in Skilled Adult Readers 

In the realm of skilled adult readers, words seem to flow towards understanding. We effortlessly 

identify signs during a leisurely stroll, news headlines immediately pique our interest as we scroll, and 

the words in books come alive in our thoughts. Words are everywhere, and grasping their meaning 

feels as natural as breathing. It is only when an expert reader encounters an unfamiliar word, such as 

'Sesquipedalian' (meaning the use of long words or verbosity), that a brief interruption occurs in their 

thought process. In these moments, they may adopt a more deliberate approach, akin to a child, by 

slowly sounding out and listening to the word to fully comprehend it. Two reading tasks have emerged 

as particularly influential in shedding light on the cognitive processes underlying both effortless and 

effortful reading. They reveal that even in the case of seemingly effortless reading, there are intricate 

cognitive processes at work that can be understood and manipulated. These tasks are the "Naming" 

and "Lexical Decision" tasks. This subset is deliberately "reductive" in order to limit it to isolated word 

reading tasks, essentially reading without the influence of contextual cues.  
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In the naming task, participants are presented with visually displayed words (e.g., "black") or 

pseudowords (e.g., "bluck") and are asked to name them promptly and accurately. On the other hand, 

the lexical decision task assesses silent reading processes. Participants are shown a series of letter 

strings, which can be real words or pseudowords, and must quickly determine whether each item is a 

real word or not, often by pressing a designated key as rapidly as possible. In these tasks, researchers 

typically analyze participants' response times and error rates. Both tasks are commonly employed in 

psychological experiments to investigate the speed and accuracy of lexical access, shedding light on 

how the brain processes and recognizes words. These paradigms reveal various effects, with the most 

significant ones pertaining to the lexicality of stimulus (real word or pseudoword), word frequency, 

and word length, which we will introduce below, and which are illustrated in Figure 1.  

Several studies describe the presence of a lexicality effect: reading times for non-words are longer than 

those for regular words (B. S. Weekes, 1997; Seidenberg et al., 1984; Forster & Chambers, 1973; 

Juphard et al., 2004a). This lexicality effect interacts most of the time with that of length in the 

following way: for words between 4 and 8 letters, length does not influence reading performance once 

the neighbourhood effects1 have been corrected, unlike the situation observed for pseudowords, for 

which reading time increases with length (Bijeljac-Babic et al., 2004a; B. S. Weekes, 1997), known as 

the length effect. Large-scale studies of several tens of thousands of words, conducted in French and 

English, have shown that the effect of word length follows a U-shape curve. It decreases between 2 

and 4-5 letters, reaches a plateau between 4-5 and 8-9 letters and increases again for words of more 

than 9 letters. (Ferrand et al., 2010; New et al., 2006a).  

Other studies have highlighted an effect of word frequency, with low-frequency words, which are 

rarer, taking longer to read than high-frequency words, which are much more frequently used 

                                                           

1 The "neighborhood effect" refers to the influence or impact of words that are similar in spelling to the target 
word being evaluated. 
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(Andrews, 1992, 1989; Forster & Chambers, 1973; McCann & Besner, 1987; Seidenberg et al., 1984; 

Burani et al., 2002). This occurs despite understanding the non-frequent word. More precisely, the 

response times to the lexical decision vary linearly with the logarithm of the word frequency (Norris, 

2006). Data from the English lexicon project also show that this parameter is the best predictor of 

lexical decision response times, and that its influence on naming results is more tenuous (Baayen et 

al., 2006; Balota et al., 2004; Cortese & Khanna, 2007). This frequency effect interacts with the effect 

of word regularity with irregular words read less quickly than regular words, particularly low-frequency 

words suffering the greatest increase in response time (Paap & Noel, 1991; Seidenberg et al., 1984).  

The number of neighbours is another factor that affects the recognition of written words. The 

neighbourhood effect refers to the influence or impact of words that are similar in spelling to the target 

word being evaluated. This is classically measured using Coltheart's N (Coltheart et al., 1977), which 

considers as “neighbours” two strings of the same length that differ by only one letter. The effect of 

neighbourhood interacts with that of frequency in the following way: word reading times are not 

affected by the number N of neighbours when words are of high frequency, but there is a facilitating 

effect of a large number of neighbours on lexical decision and naming when words are of low frequency 

(Andrews, 1989, 1992). This neighbourhood effect is reversed for the reading of pseudowords: the 

response to pseudowords is longer for high N pseudowords (e.g., the pseudoword 'plut' is neighbour 

to the frequent word 'plus') than for low N pseudowords (e.g., the pseudoword 'spowl' is neighbour to 

the infrequent word 'scowl') (Andrews, 1989; Coltheart et al., 1977). 
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Figure 1. Illustration of the effects of lexicality, length, frequency, regularity and neighbourhood size and their 

interactions in adults. (a) Interaction between lexicality, length and frequency in a naming task: reading times 

are constant for frequent words no matter the length whereas they increase for less frequent words and even 

more for nonwords (Weekes et al. 1997). (b) Length effect on a lexical decision task in English and in French: it 

follows a U-shape curve, decreasing between 2 and 4-5 letters, reaching a plateau between 4-5 and 8-9 letters 

and increasing again for words of more than 9 letters (Ferrand et al., 2010; New et al., 2006a). (c) Interaction 

between frequency and regularity in a naming task: irregular words are read less quickly than regular words, 

particularly low-frequency words (Paap & Noel, 1991). (d) Interaction between frequency and neighbourhood 

size in both lexical decision and naming: the number N of neighbours does not affect word-reading times when 

words are of high frequency, but there is a facilitating effect of a large number of neighbours when words are of 

low frequency, an effect that is reversed for pseudowords (Andrews, 1989). 
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A model to explain behavioural results: the dual-route model of reading 

The results from research in the 1970s marked the emergence of the first models of reading. While 

various models have been extensively discussed in the literature, my work focused on Coltheart's Dual-

Route model. The reason for this is quite clear: Coltheart's Dual-Route model is the most prevalent and 

influential model of reading. Its prominence arises from its substantial empirical backing, drawn from 

a diverse array of studies conducted in the fields of psycholinguistics, cognitive psychology, and, 

notably, research in reading development within education. Moreover, this model has shown 

remarkable predictive power in explaining a wide spectrum of reading behaviours observed in skilled 

readers when implemented (Coltheart et al., 2001a; Ziegler et al., 2014, 2020). Our inclination toward 

this model is also grounded in its lucidity and simplicity, which we will delve into further below.  

This Dual-Route model describes the reading process as the outcome of two competing pathways. On 

the one hand, the lexical pathway accesses words already stored in the mental lexicon. This lexicon is 

organized by word frequency, such that 'more' frequent words are quicker to retrieve than less 

frequent ones. This pathway lends itself to fast fluent reading of known words. On the other hand, the 

sublexical pathway enables reading words that have not been stored in the mental lexicon, such as 

unknown words or pseudowords, via the application of grapheme-phoneme correspondence (GPC) 

rules (Coltheart, 2007). More recently, this model's explanation of central reading processes have been 

expanded on to include peripheral elements of reading, such as visual processes (Figure2). For a more 

complete view, see Friedmann and Coltheart in the Handbook of communication disorders (Friedmann 

& Coltheart, 2018).  
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Figure 2. The dual route model of reading (Friedmann & Coltheart, 2018) 

Access to the centralized routes of lexical and sub-lexical reading is preceded by a visuo-orthographic 

analysis during which the reader identifies the letters that make up the word, orders them to avoid 

confusion between anagrams, and associates them with the word he or she is currently reading, and 

not with the following or preceding words. The information then enters the orthographic input buffer. 

It is probably at this level that morphological decomposition takes place, so that only the stems are 

sent to the lexical and sublexical pathways. Morphological affixes are processed in parallel and 

collected at the end of the pathway. The lexical pathway comprises several stages. The information 

first enters the orthographic input lexicon, which points to phonetic inputs, in the phonetic input 

lexicon, and semantic inputs, via the semantic lexicon, associated with the written form of the word 

when it is known to the reader. It is this semantic lexicon, linked to the conceptual system, which 

enables us to understand written words. At the same time, pronunciation is also activated. In the 

sublexical pathway, reading is done through grapheme-phoneme conversion. Conversion are 
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maintained in the phonological output buffer, where the word and its morphological affixes are 

recomposed allowing the reader to access pronunciation and meaning. 

The dual-route model of reading provides a framework to understand many of the observed behavioral 

effects I have presented. For instance, the lexicality effect can be explained by the speed difference 

between the two reading pathways. When readers encounter known regular words, they can rapidly 

process them through the lexical route, which is the fastest route. However, when confronted with 

pseudowords, they must resort to the slower sublexical route.  When reading via the lexical route, 

letters in medium-length words (around 4 to 8 letters) can be processed simultaneously. In contrast, 

the sublexical route requires sequential letter processing. Due to this difference, we do not observe a 

word length effect for medium-length words, but reading time for pseudowords increases linearly with 

the number of letters. The frequency effect is a consequence of how the mental lexicon is organized 

within the lexical route. In this mental lexicon, words are organized by their frequency of use, making 

high-frequency words more readily accessible than low-frequency ones. This organization influences 

how quickly we can recognize and process words during reading. Using the dual route model, we can 

also explain the regularity effect and its interaction with the frequency effect: frequent irregular words 

are rapidly decoded by the lexical route, just like regular words, unlike infrequent irregular words, for 

which the two routes generate contradictory information. Resolving this conflict requires additional 

processing time compared with reading infrequent regular words. In addition, infrequent irregular 

words will have a greater tendency to produce regularisations than frequent irregular words, as long 

as the previous conflict is resolved in favour of the sublexical route. Finally, the inversion of the effect 

of the number of neighbours, which is facilitative for words but deleterious for pseudowords, can be 

explained by interference from the lexical route, which interferes with the reading of pseudowords via 

the sublexical pathway by emitting possible neighbouring output words. 
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Reading development in children 

The effects of lexicality, length, frequency, and regularity evolve over the course of learning to read 

(Figure 3). It only takes a few months for the first lexicality effect to appear, which interacts with 

frequency: pupils in 1st grade read high-frequency words faster than pseudowords, but their reading 

time is the same between pseudowords and low-frequency words. This lexicality effect increases with 

age, appearing for low-frequency words from third grade onwards (Zoccolotti et al., 2009a). At the 

same time, the effect of word length, which is very present in young children, diminishes progressively 

with age and disappears once the fundamental mechanisms of reading have been acquired (Bijeljac-

Babic et al., 2004a; Burani et al., 2002; Schröter & Schroeder, 2017; Zoccolotti et al., 2005a). This 

reduction is modulated by frequency, with the length effect fading more quickly for low-frequency 

words than for high-frequency words (Zoccolotti et al., 2009a). As in the case of adults, the length 

effect persists for pseudowords and its size remains constant during learning (Zoccolotti et al., 2009a). 

The effect of frequency can also be observed from the first years of reading acquisition. It reaches his 

maximum effect in third grade, then decreases substantially, particularly for longer words. Unlike the 

length effect, it remains significant even for the most experienced readers (Schmalz et al., 2013a; 

Schröter & Schroeder, 2017; Zoccolotti et al., 2009a). Finally, the effect of frequency interacts with 

that of regularity in similar ways to adults, even in third grade: the effect of regularity is present for 

low-frequency words, but not for high-frequency words (Schmalz et al., 2013a).  
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Figure 3. Illustration of the effects of lexicality, length, frequency, regularity and neighbourhood size and their 

interactions in the course of learning. (a) Interaction between lexicality, length, and frequency in a naming task: 

reading time difference between short and long words (length effect) decreases as a function of grade, faster for 

high frequency than low-frequency words. The length effect on pseudowords never disappears, even for the 

oldest students (Zoccolotti et al. 2009). (b) Diminution of the length effect between 1st and 3rd grade in a naming 

task: naming time linearly increases with length in 1st graders and remains constant in 3rd graders (Zoccolotti et 

al. 2005). (c) Interaction between length and frequency in both naming and lexical decision: the length effect 

on high frequency words that exists in 3rd graders almost fades in 5th graders, whereas is remains significant for 

low-frequency words (Burani et al. 2002). (d) Interaction between frequency and regularity in a lexical decision 

task: the effect of regularity is present for low-frequency words, but not for high-frequency words already in 3rd 

graders (Schmalz et al. 2013). 

Through the lens of the dual-route model of reading, we can interpret these observations as follows. 

At the early stages of reading instruction, children begin by learning the rules of converting graphemes 

into corresponding phonemes. This fundamental step sets the foundation for the development of their 

sublexical pathway. During this initial phase, children predominantly rely on this sublexical route as 
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they gradually build their orthographic lexicon, which is essentially their mental repository of known 

words. This initial reliance on the sublexical pathway explains the substantial length effect often 

observed in young readers. In simpler terms, young readers tend to take more time to read longer 

words because they are primarily utilizing the sublexical route. As these readers gain experience and 

accumulate word knowledge, they become more proficient in recognizing words. This reduced 

dependence on the sublexical route leads to a decrease in the length effect. Furthermore, this decrease 

occurs more rapidly for high-frequency words compared to low-frequency words. This pattern reflects 

the stocking of words in the mental lexicon and the development of an experience-dependent lexical 

pathway. This interpretation aligns with the emergence of the frequency effect, which coincides with 

the decrease in the length effect. The frequency effect serves as an indicator of the utilization of the 

lexical pathway in reading.  

Along with the central processing changes that happen in reading, learning to read also modifies 

peripheral aspect to fluency. For example, the visual system is modified with learning to read. The Dual 

route model explains this through several different visual processing stages. One of these processes, 

letter recognition, is particularly fastidious for letters that are symmetrical with each other (b, d, p and 

q, u and n, m and w), because of the mirror generalisation inherent in our visual system, which enables 

us in other contexts to associate the same name with an object and its symmetrical counterpart, for 

example. The ability to differentiate between these letters is very closely linked to the ability to unlearn 

mirror generalisation (Ahr et al., 2016). Mirror confusion is generally very common in young children 

and disappears as they master reading (Cornell, 1985). Another process that needs to be mastered is 

the association of each letter with its position in the word. Both developing and skilled readers can 

make errors characterised by internal letter transpositions (i.e., reading “from” as “form”) (Paterson 

et al., 2015). This effect is also very present in young readers and intensifies in the first years of 

learning, before diminishing to a minimum in expert readers (Grainger et al., 2012). 
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Brain networks for reading 

All the above-mentioned behavioural studies have made it possible to establish and confirm the 

presence of two distinct reading pathways enabling the transition from print to speech. Imaging 

studies, such as fMRI and MEG, have enabled us to gain a better understanding of the organisation of 

reading networks, and to study their development during learning.  

When we read, the visual system is the first to be called upon (Figure 4). This system, present in both 

hemispheres, is divided into different areas, some dedicated to recognising faces, others shapes, etc. 

The visual area specialised in recognising letters and written words is located in the left lateral 

occipitotemporal sulcus and is known as the Visual Word Form Area (VWFA) (Cohen et al., 2000). A 

central element in the processing of written words, it is found in all good readers and is specifically 

activated in the recognition of written words (Dehaene et al., 2002), regardless of the location of the 

word (presentation in the right or left visual field) (Cohen et al., 2000), of case (Dehaene et al., 2001) 

and of language (Bolger et al., 2005). It is also able to distinguish a word from its mirror image, unlike 

other visual areas (Pegado et al., 2011a).  

The causal role of the VWFA in reading was highlighted by a surgical study of a patient suffering from 

epilepsy in the left occipitotemporal lobe. Removal of this lobe led to a deterioration in the patient's 

reading ability, transforming him from a fluent reader to a decoder with great difficulty (Gaillard et al., 

2006). It is also in this region of the brain or its afferents and efferents that lesions are located in 

patients suffering from pure alexia (Cohen, 2003; Déjerine, 1892). 

The results of functional imaging in patients with hemi alexia, who can only read information presented 

in the right visual field, demonstrate the central role of the corpus callosum in the transmission of 

information from the left visual field to the VWFA (Cohen et al., 2000). In these patients, the lesion of 

the corpus callosum breaks the invariance of VWFA activation, which is only activated for words 

presented in the right visual field, as the information received by the left visual field can no longer 
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circulate to the VWFA. The need for information from the left visual field to pass through the corpus 

callosum was also demonstrated by the behavioural results, which showed that the accuracy of 

processing of stimuli presented in the right visual field was slightly greater than that of the left visual 

field (Cohen et al., 2000).  

According to the neuron recycling hypothesis, the appearance of VWFA in adult readers results from 

the recycling of certain neurons in the left visual area (Dehaene et al., 2010). This study by Dehaene et 

al., which compares VWFA activation between illiterate and reading adults, also shows a strong 

correlation between reading ability and VWFA activation (Dehaene et al., 2010). Finally, the 

lateralization of the VWFA in the left hemisphere could be partly linked to its proximity to the language 

brain areas, which are also located in the left hemisphere in most right-handed adults (Monzalvo & 

Dehaene-Lambertz, 2013), and with whom the VWFA communicates in order to access the phonology 

and meaning of written words (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011). 

 

Figure 4. A brain model for reading as described by Dehaene in its book “The Reading Brain”. The information 

first enters the visual system, where it is sent to the VWFA. Connections between the VWFA and the language 

areas then allow access to the pronunciation and meaning of the words read. 
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How do these networks develop during reading acquisition? 

Long before they learn to read, young children's language areas are already organised and activated in 

a similar way to those of adults (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2006). The brain area where the VWFA 

classically appears is also already connected to the language areas (Feng et al., 2022). Although the 

visual areas specialised in recognising shapes, houses and faces are also activated in a similar way to 

those of adults, the left lateral occipitotemporal sulcus is not yet activated specifically for words 

(Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2018). The effect of the onset of reading in this area is visible from the very 

first months: the left lateral occipitotemporal sulcus, previously weakly specialised, specialises in letter 

and word recognition and the VWFA appears, in the same position as it does in adults, as depicted on 

Figure 5 (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2018; Feng et al., 2022).  

 

Figure 5. Emerges from the VWFA during learning to read (Feng et al. 2022). It only takes a few months of learning 

to read for the first specific activations of the VWFA to appear, already in the same place as in normal adult 

readers. 

The onset of VWFA is a consequence of learning to read and is not age-related. Before first grade, it is 

already present in children with some knowledge of reading (Feng et al., 2022; Monzalvo, 2011), and 

appears in nursery school children when they are encouraged to learn grapho-phoneme 

correspondences (Brem et al., 2010). Similarly, it is absent from the visual areas of illiterate adults, but 

appears when they learn to read (Braga et al., 2017; Dehaene et al., 2010).  
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These results support the hypothesis of neuronal recycling for learning to read and show that the 

cerebral plasticity of visual areas continues into adulthood. However, they show that it becomes less 

effective with age, with the pattern of activation during the first year of reading acquisition differing 

between ex-illiterates and young children. In young children, VWFA activation increases very rapidly, 

peaking after a few months of learning, indicating that reading is still very cognitively demanding. The 

gradual decrease observed over the following months marks the transition to automatic reading, which 

is less costly and more effective (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2018). In ex-illiterate adults, on the other 

hand, there was a constant increase in VWFA activation, while progress in reading was rather slow, a 

sign that reading is still a costly process, even after more than a year of learning (Braga et al., 2017). 

Finally, learning to read also affects language areas, significantly increasing the activity of areas 

associated with phonological representations and sentence integration after one year of learning to 

read (Monzalvo & Dehaene-Lambertz, 2013). 

How does language affect these observations? 

The previous paragraphs have shown that age, and therefore level of reading experience, affects both 

behavioural results and brain activity. Language is another variable that could have an impact on these 

observations. It would be illusory to attempt to summarise in a few lines the vast field of research into 

the differences between languages, but we will give you a brief overview of some of the major results, 

as these observations will be useful in contextualising the results of this thesis work within the existing 

literature. 

Studying the differences between languages means first characterising the different writing systems 

according to the size of the encoded units (words, syllables, phonemes) as well as orthographic 

transparency, which characterises the degree of regularity between sounds and their orthographies, 

in both directions. In alphabetic languages, graphemes are associated with phonemes. If each 

grapheme is associated with a phoneme in a bijective relationship, the language is said to be 
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transparent (e.g., Finnish). As the number of irregularities increases, the language is considered 

increasingly opaque. By characterising the degree of irregularities in the grapheme-phoneme 

conversions for each language, we can see that Greek, Finnish, German, Spanish and Italian are 

transparent languages, while English is a very opaque language (i.e., a single grapheme may make 

many different phonemes, as in the case of the letter 'a' in words like 'cat', 'cane', 'caught' and 

'America'). In the middle of this continuum are French, Portuguese and Danish (Ziegler et al., 2010). 

French, the language of the current work included many rule-based grapheme phoneme relations. For 

example, the letter 's' can make the /s/ or /z/ sound depending on if it is sandwiched between vowels 

or a consonant. There are also many frequent irregular words (i.e., the letter 'e' in the word for woman 

'femme') and silent letters that act as morphological pointers (e.g., the third person plural silent 'ent' 

ending on a verb, which is an audible grapheme combination in non-verbs). 

From a behavioural point of view, language opacity affects the speed of acquisition of fluent and 

efficient reading between languages. Several studies have highlighted this (Vaessen et al., 2010; Ziegler 

& Goswami, 2005). One of the most important observations of this difference was made when 

researchers from various European countries joined forces to create a database of words and non-

words matched across 14 different languages. They had first-grade children from all countries read this 

pool of words, all of whom had received the same amount of reading instruction. In countries where 

spelling is transparent, pupils were at ceiling in both words and pseudowords reading by the middle of 

first grade. The success of French, Portuguese and Danish pupils was close to 75%, while that of English 

pupils, the most opaque language studied, did not exceed 40%, as shown on Figure 6 (Seymour et al., 

2003). These results can be explained as follows. The more transparent a language is, the faster pupils 

acquire the rules of grapheme-phoneme conversion and can thus use their phonological route to 

decode words they are encountering for the first time. This acquisition becomes more laborious as the 

opacity of the language increases. It also becomes more difficult for readers to rely solely on these 

rules, as they can contain so many exceptions. Learning to read will then require learning to memorize 
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regular word lists and orthographic rules on the one hand or learning words thought their common 

rhyme units, a process that necessarily takes longer to master (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005).  

 

Figure 6. Influence of orthographic depth on the reading of simple words and nonwords in the middle of 1st grade 

(Seymour et al. 2003). German and Austrian-speaking children are already at ceiling when English-speaking 

children are still making 70% errors. 

Despite these language differences, brain imaging studies show a universal reading circuit, unaffected 

by differences between languages (Figure 7). The reading networks, and in particular the VWFA, are 

present in the same way regardless of culture, in children and adults alike (Feng et al., 2020a; 

Nakamura et al., 2012; Rueckl et al., 2015). These results are in line with the neuronal recycling 

hypothesis for learning to read, which forces part of the visual system, identical in all languages, to 

specialise in letter recognition. 
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Figure 7. Brain imaging in Chinese and French typical children (Feng et al. 2020). Although Chinese and French 

are very different languages, brain activations exhibit a similar pattern and the VWFA is located in the same brain 

region. 

READING IN DYSLEXICS 

Developmental dyslexia is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterised by important difficulties in 

reading acquisition in the presence of normal intelligence and access to education. According to the 

APA definition, it is a "neurologically based learning disability manifested as severe difficulties in 

reading, spelling, and writing words". Many different directions are pursued in dyslexia research, 

including the existence of subtypes, their behavioural characterization, and their cognitive, circuit-

level, neuronal and genetic mechanisms. In terms of reading skills, dyslexic readers represents the tail 

of a normal distribution of word reading abilities (Shaywitz et al., 1992). In contrast to acquired 

dyslexia, which results from a neural lesion to a fully developed system, developmental dyslexia is a 

disorder that prevents the developing reading system from becoming efficient and automatized. In 

this thesis work, we only focus on developmental dyslexia. 

How do behavioural results and brain activity vary with dyslexia? 

In the first part of this introduction, we focused on the impact of different variables such as length, 

frequency and lexicality on reading in adults and normal children and on the brain networks involved 
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in reading. To understand how these effects vary with dyslexia, numerous behavioural studies 

comparing dyslexics and non-dyslexics have been carried out. These studies use two types of control 

group: chronological age controls and reading level controls. Reading level controls are important to 

ensure that the differences observed between dyslexics and chronological age controls are not merely 

a manifestation of developmental delay. On overall performance in different reading tasks, most 

studies converge on the following observations: dyslexic pupils are slower and make more errors than 

aged matched controls (Araújo et al., 2014a; Barca et al., 2006; Bergmann & Wimmer, 2008; Davies et 

al., 2013; Di Filippo et al., 2006a; Martens & De Jong, 2006; Ziegler et al., 2003; Zoccolotti et al., 2005a) 

but they make just as many errors and are just as fast as reading level matched controls (Figure 8) 

(Davies et al., 2013; Martens & De Jong, 2006; Ziegler et al., 2003; Zoccolotti et al., 2005a). 

The lexicality effect, which indicates a more rapid and precise response to words than to pseudowords, 

is more marked in dyslexic pupils than in aged-matched controls (Araújo et al., 2014a; Bergmann & 

Wimmer, 2008; Martens & De Jong, 2006; Ziegler et al., 2003). However, this difference in raw scores 

disappears when we check for the overall slowness of the dyslexic children (Di Filippo et al., 2006a). 

Comparison with reading level controls produces more controversial results. While differences 

between these two groups are observable, some studies report a greater lexicality effect in dyslexics 

than in reading level control (Martens & De Jong, 2006; Ziegler et al., 2003) while others achieve the 

opposite results (Davies et al., 2013).  

Compared to chronological age controls, dyslexics show a massive length effect on both RT and 

accuracy (Davies et al., 2013; De Luca et al., 2008; Martens & De Jong, 2006; Spinelli et al., 2005; Ziegler 

et al., 2003), including for words (Araújo et al., 2014a; Di Filippo et al., 2006a; Zoccolotti et al., 2005a). 

The linear relationship between length and response time is very similar to that for reading level 

controls (Martens & De Jong, 2006; Zoccolotti et al., 2005a), and sometimes even higher in dyslexics 

(Ziegler et al., 2003). Contrary to the findings on the lexicality effect, once controlled for the overall 

slowness of dyslexic participants, this length effect still exists and is still higher for dyslexics than for 
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age-matched controls (Di Filippo et al., 2006a), which accentuates the real existence of such a 

difference.  

The results reported on the frequency effect are a bit less consistent between studies. While some 

studies report a greater frequency effect in dyslexics than in age-matched controls (Araújo et al., 

2014a; Barca et al., 2006), others report similar effects (De Luca et al., 2008). Comparison with reading 

level controls shows that the frequency effect is greater in dyslexics (Beech & Awaida, 1992). Finally, 

with regard to the regularity effect, several studies have shown no difference between the results 

observed in dyslexic children and those observed in controls of the same age or reading level (Marinus 

& De Jong, 2010; Ziegler et al., 2003).  

From the dual-route perspective, dyslexic individuals exhibit reading profiles that bear resemblance to 

those of younger children. Their pronounced length effect, even when reading regular words, 

highlights their heavy reliance on sublexical processes, underscoring that their reading is not yet 

automatic. Additionally, the presence of a frequency effect suggests that dyslexic individuals, when 

encountering familiar words, can also tap into their lexical route for reading. 

 

Figure 8. Illustration of the differences in the effects of lexicality, length and frequency and their interactions 

between dyslexic children and typical readers. (a) Interaction between lexicality, frequency and length in 
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dyslexic children and chronological-aged controls. Dyslexic children exhibit a strong length effect on both high 

frequency and low-frequency words, conversely to chronological-aged controls (Araújo et al., 2014). (b) 

Interaction between lexicality and length in dyslexic children and both chronological-aged (CA) and reading-

level (RA) controls. Dyslexic children reading profile is very similar to that of reading-level controls but differs 

from that of chronological-aged controls: chronological-aged controls are faster and they exhibit no length effect 

for words and a small length effect for pseudowords, whereas dyslexics and reading-level controls shows strong 

length effect for both words and pseudo-words (Martens & De Jong, 2006). 

Other differences have been observed between the brains of normal readers and those of dyslexics. 

While the results of many studies agree that brain volume is smaller in dyslexics than in normal readers 

(Ramus et al., 2018), the differences in terms of brain activity are more open to debate. Some studies 

have shown significant differences in activation in certain areas involved in reading and language 

(Altarelli et al., 2014; Feng et al., 2020a), a recent review by Ramus et al. (2018) shows, however, that 

care must be taken when interpreting these differences, which depend very much on sample size and 

the statistical analysis methods used. When we looked at the differences between languages, we 

observed that all these observations, both behavioural and in terms of imagery, are only marginally 

modulated by orthographic depth (Feng et al., 2020a; Ziegler et al., 2003).  

Early categorization of dyslexia profiles 

Critically, these studies consider overall errors and reading response times and not the difference in 

the types of errors that dyslexia may produce compared to normal reading. Nor do they consider that 

dyslexia may arrive from a developmental deficit at any stage in reading, thus producing as many 

different types of dyslexia profiles as there are processing components in the brain to reading. If there 

are differences between dyslexics and normal readers, there are also differences between dyslexics 

themselves. Numerous studies, on single cases or small cohorts, describe a wide variety of error profile 

between their participants. Some dyslexics have great difficulty in reading irregular words (Castles & 

Coltheart, 1993; Manis et al., 1996; Sprenger-Charolles et al., 2000, 2011; Stanovich et al., 1997; 

Valdois et al., 2003), others in reading pseudowords (Castles & Coltheart, 1993; Manis et al., 1996; 

Sprenger-Charolles et al., 2000, 2011; Stanovich et al., 1997; Valdois et al., 2003), others confuse mirror 

letters (b, d, p and q, u and n, m and w) (McCloskey et al., 1995; McCloskey & Rapp, 2000b), others 
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make a lot of transposition errors (Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 2012; Friedmann & Rahamim, 2007a; 

Güven & Friedmann, 2019; Kohnen et al., 2012; Potier Watkins et al., 2023), and still others swap the 

letters of a word with those of surrounding words (Friedmann, Kerbel, et al., 2010; Friedmann & 

Haddad-Hanna, 2014; Potier Watkins et al., 2023; Rayner et al., 1989).  

In the early 1990s, these findings led to the development of the first screening tools for categorizing 

dyslexia subtypes based on the dual-route model of reading. Three primary subtypes emerged: surface 

dyslexia, phonological dyslexia, and mixed dyslexia. Surface Dyslexia was characterized by a deficit in 

the lexical route and is typically identified through assessments involving irregular word reading. 

Individuals with surface dyslexia heavily rely on sublexical reading, resulting in slower reading and a 

tendency to apply regular phonetic rules to irregular words, which makes reading irregular words 

challenging. Phonological dyslexia was associated with a deficit in the sublexical route. In this case, 

individuals struggle with phonological decoding and must rely on memorization to read words, slowing 

down their reading progress, as they cannot easily sound out words. Phonological dyslexia is often 

diagnosed by assessing the individual's difficulty in reading pseudowords that does not exist. Mixed 

dyslexia can encompass deficits in both the lexical and sublexical routes. Individuals with mixed 

dyslexia encounter challenges in recognizing familiar words and decoding unfamiliar words. Their 

reading difficulties span a broad range of words, combining characteristics of both surface and 

phonological dyslexia. Numerous studies have examined and described these dyslexia profiles, but 

these definitions remain limited given the complex nature of reading. Using dual-route model, 

researchers have aimed to provide a framework for understanding these distinct reading profiles and 

tailoring interventions to address the many different profiles of dyslexia observed in the literature. 

(Castles & Coltheart, 1993; Manis et al., 1996; Sprenger-Charolles et al., 2000, 2011; Stanovich et al., 

1997). In their 1993’s study,  Castles et Coltheart also suggested to characterize soft types of 

phonological and surface dyslexia, dyslexic people impaired in both procedures, but much more in one 

than in the other, using regressions, as explained in Figure 9 (Castles & Coltheart, 1993). Most dyslexics 

would therefore be soft types. Castles and Coltheart's regression technique was subsequently reused 
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in other studies which gave fairly similar results in terms of the prevalence of the different subtypes of 

dyslexia, with a higher proportion of phonological dyslexics in all but one of these studies (Castles & 

Coltheart, 1993; Manis et al., 1996; Sprenger-Charolles et al., 2000, 2011; Stanovich et al., 1997; Ziegler 

et al., 2008). The variations observed can be attributed both to the age of the participants (younger in 

Stanovich et al., for example) and to the language.  

 

Figure 9. The regression technique proposed by Castles and Coltheart to identify phonological and surface 

dyslexics (Castles & Coltheart, 1993). (a) Using age-matched controls, they first extract the linear relationship 

between the number of irregular words and pseudowords correctly read. They used this regression to find the 

boundaries below which student should fell to conclude that their performance was significantly lower than 

expected. (b) The scatterplots of dyslexics’ results using these boundaries showed the existence of 16 surface 

dyslexics and 29 phonological dyslexics.  

Theories on the cognitive basis of dyslexia 

Samuel Orton was one of the first to report dyslexia cases and tried to find a cause to that disorder. 

According to him, this deficit, which he named "strephosymbolia", was a brain-based disorder. For him, 

the visual form of letters was correctly stored in the left hemisphere but mirrored in the right 

hemisphere. In normal readers, the left hemisphere was dominant, so only the correct image emerged, 
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unlike dyslexic readers, for whom there was an incomplete suppression of the mirror image, leading 

to the huge number of letter confusions that he observed (Orton, 1925, 1928). 

This hypothesis, which is no longer taken seriously today, nevertheless helped to lay the foundations 

for dyslexia and set in motion the thinking that gave rise to the various theories presented below. 

Various theories of a core deficit in dyslexia 

Visual theories 

Since reading involves the association of letters and sounds, it initially requires a good perception of 

words. This is why several studies have focused on visual deficits in dyslexics. One of the recent 

hypothesis is the theory of Le Floch and Ropars, according to which an anomaly in Maxwell's spot 

centroids, in the central region of the fovea, is the cause of all dyslexias (Le Floch & Ropars, 2017). 

Dissymmetrical in normal readers, this task would be symmetrical in all dyslexics, leading to the 

formation of mirror images and consequent confusion of letters, particularly the mirror pairs b/d and 

p/q. For them, this would explain why dyslexics struggle with reading. A retinal anomaly, if it was 

properly documented, would however not explain the dissociations observed in dyslexia, for instance 

between number and letter reading (Dotan & Friedmann, 2019; Friedmann, Dotan, et al., 2010) and to 

the best of our knowledge, the results of this study have never been replicated.  

Another hypothesis, this time better documented in the literature, makes a link between dyslexia and 

dysfunction of the magnocellular pathway, one of the two input pathways of the visual system (Boden 

& Giaschi, 2007; Gori & Facoetti, 2014; Livingstone et al., 1991). In their review, Stein & Walsh clearly 

show that there is a link between dyslexia and difficulties in processing movement or stimuli with low 

contrast, high temporal frequency or low spatial frequency, skills linked to the functioning of the 

magnocellular pathway. They suggest that these physiological differences between dyslexics and 

normal readers are at the root of reading problems in dyslexics (Stein & Walsh, 1997). Vidyasagar and 
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Pammer go further and suggest that a deficit in the magnocellular pathway is at the root of dyslexia 

because it interacts with deficits in visual attention (Vidyasagar & Pammer, 2010), defined as 

difficulties in shifting attention and orienting attention in the visual modality. The claim that dyslexia 

unilaterally stems from a visual-attention deficit has first been suggested by Vidyasagar in 1999 

(Vidyasagar, 1999), even though these disorders are always associated with phonological disorders 

(Valdois, 2014). According to this hypothesis, the visual attention difficulties observed in dyslexics 

would interfere with the scanning of the sequence to be read, resulting in a defect in grapheme 

segmentation and, consequently, a defect in phonological awareness, which is known to be better 

when the child is aware of grapheme segmentation. 

Phonological theory 

The phonological theory is the other major theory opposing the various visual theories mentioned 

above (Ramus, 2001, 2003a; Vellutino et al., 2004). In its strong version, it explains that dyslexia is 

specifically linked to a phonological deficit, characterised by a deficit in the ability to perceive and 

manipulate sounds. In particular, this deficit impedes the learning of the rules of grapho-phonemic 

conversion, which is essential for the acquisition of reading, as presented in the first part of this 

introduction. This theory is based in particular on the very poor performance of many dyslexics in 

phonological awareness exercises (Bradley & Bryant, 1983; Elbro & Jensen, 2005; Landerl et al., 2013; 

Sprenger-Charolles et al., 2000; Vellutino et al., 2004). Studies comparing the phonological deficit 

theory with others have shown that most dyslexics have a phonological deficit, and they postulate that 

their dyslexia is aggravated by the presence of visual or motor deficits, suggesting that a phonological 

deficit is inherent in dyslexia (Ramus, 2003b; Ramus et al., 2003; Saksida et al., 2016; White et al., 2006; 

Ziegler et al., 2008). The theory of the phonological whole thus explains the visual disorders described 

above as a consequence of dyslexia and not as a cause (Goswami, 2015a). It also seeks to explain the 

different profiles of dyslexia, whether surface, phonological or mixed. In the studies of different hard 

and soft types of dyslexia presented above which evaluate phonological skills, results showed that all 
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dyslexics, whether they present a profile of surface dyslexia or phonological dyslexia, were impaired 

(Manis et al., 1996; Sprenger-Charolles et al., 2000; Ziegler et al., 2008). Thanks to their longitudinal 

data, Sprenger-Charolles and colleagues were also able to trace pupils' performance back to the very 

beginning of learning to read, and they showed that even if some pupils went on to display different 

dyslexia profiles, they were all very similar at the outset (Sprenger-Charolles et al., 2000). They 

conclude that the two forms of dyslexia do not therefore have fundamentally different cognitive 

profiles, but rather are linked to different compensatory strategies, probably explained by 

environmental factors. A final surprising effect common to all these studies, is the virtual 

disappearance of surface dyslexics when the regression technique is applied in comparison with 

reading-level controls (Manis et al., 1996; Sprenger-Charolles et al., 2000, 2011; Stanovich et al., 1997). 

For the authors of these studies, phonological dyslexia is therefore the result of a genuine phonological 

deficit, while surface dyslexia is more likely to be linked to an overall delay in learning to read. 

However, while the importance of phonological disorders in some dyslexics is no longer in doubt, 

considering phonological disorders as the sole cause of dyslexia is widely questioned, particularly in 

view of the existence of a number of cases of dyslexics with no phonological disorders (Castles & 

Friedmann, 2014; Valdois et al., 2003, 2011; Zoccolotti & Friedmann, 2010). Thus, other theories have 

emerged, encompassing the phonological deficit in a broader model. 

Dyslexia resulting from multiple deficits 

Phonological deficit or visual-attention span deficit 

In Valdois' theory, dyslexic disorders are caused by two major deficits: a phonological deficit and a 

deficit of the visual-attention span, defined as the quantity of distinct visual elements that can be 

processed in parallel in a multi-element network. First introduced in 2007, the concept of a visual-

attention span deficit in some dyslexics has since been the subject of many publications. While single 

case studies have demonstrated the existence of such a disorder and its dissociation from phonological 
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disorders (Valdois et al., 2003, 2011), cohort studies have shown that this type of deficit is fairly 

frequent and again, dissociated from phonological disorders (Bosse et al., 2007; Germano et al., 2014; 

Valdois et al., 2004; Zoubrinetzky et al., 2016). According to Valdois and colleagues, this deficit should 

not be considered marginal, since it concerns 18% of the population studied in a cohort of over a 

hundred children (Valdois et al., 2021). This type of disorder has already been identified in several 

languages of different opacity (Bosse et al., 2007; Germano et al., 2014), and the evidence that a 

proportion of dyslexics suffer from a visual-attentional span disorder is fairly solid. It is the purely visual 

origin of this deficit, and its causal relationship with dyslexia, that are still being questioned today, 

particularly by supporters of the phonological theory (Banfi et al., 2018; Collis et al., 2013; Goswami, 

2015a, 2015b; Yeari et al., 2017; Ziegler et al., 2009). Several studies and reviews by Valdois emphasise 

the purely visual origin of visual-attention span disorder, which affects a wide variety of stimuli, and 

not just alphabetic stimuli (Lobier et al., 2012; Valdois, 2022; Valdois et al., 2012). Valdois and 

colleagues underline the causal nature of the disorder by studies comparing dyslexics and reading level 

controls, which have shown that the reduction in visual-attention span remains greater in dyslexics 

(Bosse & Valdois, 2003; Zoubrinetzky et al., 2014), as well as by remediation studies, in which training 

of the visual-attention span led to an increase in the reading ability of the children concerned (Valdois 

et al., 2014; Zoubrinetzky et al., 2019). At the present time, however, the lack of large-scale longitudinal 

studies remains a factor opposing this causal relationship, preventing the debate from being concluded 

(Goswami, 2015b).  

With this theory, Valdois finally calls into question the surface/phonological/mixed categorisation of 

dyslexia subtypes established using the word list reading method of Castles and Coltheart (1993). 

While the method indicates that the vast majority of phonological dyslexia hard cases suffer from 

phonological disorders and that the vast majority of surface dyslexia hard cases suffer from a deficit in 

the visual-attention span (Valdois et al., 2003; Zoubrinetzky et al., 2019), cases of mixed dyslexia, 

although grouped under the same name, present very varied profiles. A study by Zoubrinetzky et al. of 

a group of mixed dyslexics found that a number of dyslexics had an isolated phonological disorder, 
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others had an isolated visual-attention deficit, others had both disorders and still others had neither. 

Finally, this study no longer looked at the error rate for each type of word, but rather at the error itself, 

which could be the result of omission, voicing confusion, digram parsing errors or contextual errors for 

instance. The study concludes that dyslexics with a phonological disorder will make more voicing 

errors, while dyslexics with a visual-attention span deficit will make more parsing errors (Zoubrinetzky 

et al., 2014). 

Multiple dyslexias arising from any site within the dual-route model 

Examining the specific errors made by a child is a method recommended by Friedmann and colleagues 

to distinguish between different dyslexia profiles and gain insights into potential underlying deficits. 

She further elaborated this approach by using stimuli that can elicit types of errors. For instance, if a 

reader has a deficit in recognizing letter positions, presenting anagrams should result in a higher rate 

of error production compared to readers with other types of dyslexia. This is because anagrams 

provide an opportunity for errors to occur without immediate self-correction, allowing the reader to 

produce an incorrect word also stored in their mental lexicon (for instance, reading 'silent' as 'listen'). 

Her model, based on the dual route model of reading, stipulates that a certain subtype of dyslexia 

appear as soon as one of the stages in the dual route model is impaired, giving a more precise 

categorization than the one first mentioned by Castles and Coltheart (1993). In addition to 

phonological and surface dyslexias resulting from impairment of the lexical or sublexical routes, a 

certain number of dyslexias can thus emerge from impairment at the orthographic-visual analysis 

stage. This is the case with letter position dyslexia, which selectively impairs the ability to encode the 

relative position of letters within words. Letter migrations occur most often between two adjacent 

internal letters, when the error creates another existing word (slime  smile or form  from), both 

when reading aloud and silently. Also observed in letter position dyslexia are errors of letter doubling 

(i.e., reading ‘bile’ as ‘bible’) or omission of one instance of a letter that appears twice in a word (i.e., 

the opposite, reading ‘bible’ as ‘bile’) (Friedmann & Rahamim, 2007b). Cases of pure letter-position 
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dyslexia, with no phonological deficit, have been demonstrated in a large number of languages, with a 

wide range of orthographic depths (Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 2012; Friedmann & Rahamim, 2007a; 

Güven & Friedmann, 2019; Kohnen et al., 2012; Potier Watkins et al., 2023). The observed dissociation 

between letters and numbers assessed that letter position dyslexia is domain-specific (Friedmann, 

Dotan, et al., 2010; Güven & Friedmann, 2019). 

Attentional dyslexia is another orthographic-visual dyslexia which selectively alters letter to word 

binding. Here, letters are correctly identified and almost always retain their correct relative position, 

but they migrate towards a neighbouring word (read fig-tree as fig-free). Migration can occur both 

horizontally and vertically, most often at the end of a word, and more frequently from the first to the 

second word in Hebrew (Friedmann, Kerbel, et al., 2010) and from the second to the first word in 

French (Potier Watkins et al., 2023). It takes the form of substitutions, additions or omissions of letters 

in neighbouring words (Friedmann, Kerbel, et al., 2010; Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 2014; Potier 

Watkins et al., 2023; Rayner et al., 1989). Although it might be thought that this type of dyslexia reflects 

a deficit in visual attention, a study by Lukov et al. shows that these two deficits can be uncorrelated 

(Lukov et al., 2015). In a recent study, Toledano and Friedmann point out that between-words 

migrations, when reading aloud, is also characteristic of dyslexics with a phonological output buffer 

deficit (Toledano & Friedmann, 2023). Silent reading and the repetition of word pairs enable these two 

types of disorder to be differentiated: attentional dyslexics will also make errors in silent reading but 

not when repeating word pairs, unlike dyslexics with a phonological output buffer deficit. Other rarer 

types of dyslexia also have their origins in visual-orthographic analysis. In particular, there may be a 

deficit in encoding the abstract identity of letters. This is a rare form of dyslexia, in which patients are 

unable to read because they are unable to identify letters correctly. They cannot name a letter, identify 

a written letter by its name or sound, or match upper and lower case letters (Brunsdon et al., 2006). 

Finally, a deficit in the output of the orthographic visual analyser that affects all functions of the 

orthographic-visual analyser leads to visual dyslexia, a profile in which participant omit, substitute or 

add letters in words, no matter the letter and no matter their position (Friedmann et al., 2012). 
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Friedmann's work has also made it possible to refine the different types of surface dyslexia that exist. 

The lexical route is made up of different stages, each of which can be altered. Lukov and Friedmann 

identified three subtypes of surface dyslexia, but in reading aloud all these variants show similar 

patterns (Friedmann & Lukov, 2008), with a high difficulty in reading irregular words. 

The existence of these different subtypes of dyslexia, in their pure form, corroborates that of each of 

the stages of the dual route model of reading as described by Friedmann and Coltheart, as well as their 

independence (Friedmann & Coltheart, 2018). These different deficits may also coexist in the same 

individual. At present, however, there is no precise measure of the prevalence of each of these types 

of dyslexia in the population. 

Dyslexia remediation 

Seeking to help dyslexic patients is usually the first step after diagnosis. A vast field of research has 

looked at the most effective methods. Some research has looked at the impact of cognitive re-

education, training fundamental aspects of reading such as decoding, phonological awareness or 

visual-attention span. Several studies have shown the effectiveness of intensive work on one or the 

other, depending on dyslexia profile, with effects that are still visible in the long term (Alexander et al., 

1991; Elbro & Jensen, 2005; Heikkilä et al., 2013; Saine et al., 2011; Temple et al., 2003; Torgesen et 

al., 2001; Valdois et al., 2014; Zoubrinetzky et al., 2019). These intensive training sessions are given by 

speech therapists, or using software such as Play-On®, RapDys®, GraphoGame® or MAEVA®. 

Although these re-educations are very effective, they nevertheless require considerable human 

resources and a great deal of patience (intensive training of 67.5 hours spread over 8 weeks for each 

child, individually with an experienced educational therapist and a follow-up of weekly 50-minute 

sessions for the rest of the year for the Torgesen et al. study / 100 minutes a day, 5 days a week for 5 

weeks for the Temple et al. study / 64 hours or training spread over 6 weeks for the Alexander et al. 

study / 30 minutes a day for 17 weeks for the Elbro and Petersen study / 15 minutes a day during 12 
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weeks for the Zoubrinetzky et al. study / 6 days a week during 6 weeks for the Valdois et al. study). 

This is why another field of research has focused on facilitating reading for dyslexics by manipulating 

their reading experience.  

Increasing font size and spacing is one easier to put in place aids that has proved effective so far, with 

reading made easier for dyslexics using a larger font size (O’Brien et al., 2005; Rello & Baeza-Yates, 

2017). While it may simply indicate that many dyslexics, similar to beginner readers, have not yet 

adapted to small print, it does offer a simple way to help them. Increasing the spacing between 

characters is also an effective parameter (Zorzi et al., 2012), that could even be more effective than 

increasing the font size (Katzir et al., 2013). Spacing letters a few extra percent apart has been reported 

to increase reading speed, reduce errors and facilitate comprehension  (Łuniewska et al., 2022; Stagg 

& Kiss, 2021; Duranovic et al., 2018; Rello & Baeza-Yates, 2017; Hakvoort et al., 2017; Sjoblom et al., 

2016; Zorzi et al., 2012). To be optimal, it has to be combined with an increase in the spacing between 

words (Galliussi et al., 2020). Other parameters such as coloured background, the use of specific fonts 

or line spacing have also been studied, with no facilitating effect found (Rello & Baeza-Yates, 2017). 

The effectiveness of specific fonts which is occasionally reported  (Bachmann & Mengheri, 2018) fades 

once controlling for the spacing between characters, which is greater in specific fonts (Joseph & Powell, 

2022; Galliussi et al., 2020; Marinus et al., 2016), thus suggesting that character spacing, rather than 

the font itself, is the most impactful variable. For easier reading, some data also suggest that the style 

of the font should be sans serif and should avoid italics (Rello & Baeza-Yates, 2013). Finally, single cases 

and group studies reported that colouring each letter using a different colour did not improve their 

dyslexic participants’ results, and in some cases even worsen them, compared to baseline (Friedmann 

& Rahamim, 2014; Humphreys & Mayall, 2001; Koornneef & Kraal, 2022; Pinna & Deiana, 2018).  

Regarding specific subtypes of dyslexia, such as attentional or letter position dyslexia, Friedman et al. 

have found that the use of an attentional window drastically reduced errors in attentional dyslexics 

(Friedmann, Kerbel, et al., 2010), while following words with the finger greatly helped patients with 
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letter-position dyslexia (Friedmann & Rahamim, 2014). Other studies have shown that intensive 

training, based on recognising letters and their sounds, enabled a child with a letter-processing 

impairment to make progress in his ability to associate graphemes and phonemes, a fundamental stage 

in beginning to read (Brunsdon et al., 2006).  

GOAL OF THE THESIS: NEW TOOLS FOR DIAGNOSING AND 

REMEDYING DYSLEXIA  

Building on the theoretical background described above, this thesis aims to develop and evaluate new 

methods for the diagnosis and remediation of dyslexia. The CERENE schools welcome many pupils at 

the start of 6th grade. In chapter one of this work, we will therefore present the lexical decision tool 

that we have developed and normed on 1501 6th graders, with the aim of allowing teachers at CERENE 

and elsewhere to measure pupils' reading difficulties in terms of lexicality, length, and frequency 

effects, at a pivotal age when reading plays an increasingly important role in academic success. This 

test also made it possible to study, from a more theoretical point of view, the impact of reading fluency 

level on lexical decision results in years-of-education equivalent non-dyslexic students. 

It is important to be able to assess reading accurately and quickly at the start of 6th grade, but it is also 

essential to be able to detect specific deficits in younger children. Reading tests used by practitioners 

and the scientific community alike to quantify reading fluency, only provide quantitative measures of 

overall reading speed and accuracy, and do not look at the exact errors made by the child. To provide 

CERENE with a more informative, but equally effective test, in the chapter two I present the Mariette, 

a nonsense text in which we characterized the exact errors of 812 pupils from 1st to 5th grade. Error 

thresholds beyond which a child is likely to present a specific deficit were established for dyslexias 

previously reported in the literature. The test also quantifies the child's fatigability and word skipping. 
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It is recommended that children with dyslexia receive 1 hour of extra individualized care from a speech 

therapist. Finding the personnel trained to meet this demand, not to mention the required for the child 

and parent to manage this extra-curricular goal, is becoming harder and harder. More and more 

parents are therefore looking for alternative solutions. Unfortunately, many of these quick fixes such 

as Lexilights® lamp and Lexilens® glasses are untested, although claiming that their technique using 

light flickering,alleviates difficulties in reading for up to 90% of dyslexics. CERENE has reported being 

regularly asked by parents whether buying these products could help their children. Given the lack of 

scientific evidence on these devices, chapter three presents the study we conducted on the impact of 

high- and low-frequency flickering on the reading performance of 375 normal adult readers and 22 

dyslexic children. The results we obtained are in stark contrast with marketing claims and emphasize 

the role of rigorous scientific research in empowering dyslexic individuals to make informed decisions. 

All these results have been established with the goal of practical applications. This is why all these 

chapters will also be published in French. The lexical decision test developed for 6th graders is also 

freely available online, and the Mariette will be made available soon once all our analyses have been 

completed. 
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CHAPTER 1 – EXAMINING THE IMPACT OF READING 

FLUENCY ON LEXICAL DECISION RESULTS ON FRENCH 

6TH GRADERS 
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ABSTRACT 

Purpose: How do lexical decision results vary in students with the same amount of 

education (all students were in their first year of middle-school), but different levels of 

reading fluency? Here, we tested a prediction of the dual-route model: as fluency 

increases, variations in the results may reflect a decreasing reliance on decoding and an 

increasing reliance on the lexical route. 

Method: 1,501 French 6th graders passed a one-minute speeded reading-aloud task 

evaluating fluency, and a ten-minute computerized lexical decision task evaluating the 

impact of lexicality, length, word frequency and pseudoword type. 

Results: As predicted, the word length effect varied dramatically with reading fluency, 

with the least fluent students showing a length effect even for frequent words. The 

frequency effect also varied, but solely in proportion to overall reading speed, 

suggesting that frequency affects the decision stage in all readers, while length impacts 

poor readers disproportionately. Response times and errors were also affected by 

pseudoword type (e.g., letter substitutions or transpositions), but these effects showed 

minimal variation with fluency. 

Conclusion: Our results highlight the variability in middle-school reading ability and 

describe how a simple lexical decision task can be used to asses students’ mental lexicon 

(vocabulary) and the automatization of reading skills. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Lexical Decision (LD) is a classic psycholinguistics paradigm requiring participants to classify visually 

presented stimuli as words or pseudowords. It has been widely used in cognitive science and provides 

well-replicated measures of key components of the visual word recognition process, which are 

captured by the Dual Route Model of reading (Coltheart et al., 2001b; Fiebach et al., 2002). This model 

describes the reading process as the outcome of two competing pathways. On the one hand, the lexical 

pathway lends itself to fast fluent reading of known words stored in the mental lexicon. This lexicon is 

affected by word frequency, such that most frequent words are quicker to retrieve than less frequent 

ones. On the other hand, the sublexical pathway enables reading unknown words or pseudowords, via 

the application of grapheme-phoneme correspondence (GPC) rules. The necessity to decode in order 

to access sound and thereby meaning (or rejection of meaning) causes response time (RT) to stimuli 

processed via the sublexical pathway to be strongly affected by the number of letters in the word (Acha 

& Perea, 2008; Bijeljac-Babic et al., 2004b; Di Filippo et al., 2006b; Martens & de Jong, 2006).  

With LD, it is very easy to measure the length, lexicality and frequency effects that arise from the use 

of one of these two routes by varying the lexicality of stimuli (word or pseudoword), their length or 

their frequency (for words only). Numerous longitudinal studies have investigated how these effects 

change with reading acquisition. For example, Children, compared to adults, are affected by a more 

pronounced word length effect, as they rely more heavily on sublexical procedures when learning to 

read (Acha & Perea, 2008). As reading becomes efficient, the word length effect fades, indicating that 

the lexical pathway becomes fully operational, meaning that reading has become automatic (B. 

Weekes, 1997; Zoccolotti et al., 2005b). This decrease arises between 3rd and 5th grade, indicating a 

slow transition from serial grapheme–phoneme mapping to a greater reliance on lexical knowledge 

(Bijeljac-Babic et al., 2004b). 
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The decrease in the length effect is concomitant with the appearance of a frequency effect (Faust, 

Balota, Spieler, Ferraro, et al., 1999). The improvement in word reading performance is observed with 

longer words, plateauing within a range of approximately 3-8 letters (New et al., 2006b). Conversely, 

response time (RT) and accuracy are increasingly influenced by word frequency (Brysbaert et al., 2011; 

Burani et al., 2002; Grainger & Segui, 1990; Ratcliff et al., 2004). At this stage, reading is characterized 

by a linear relationship between the logarithm of  frequency and RT (Norris, 2006). This maturing of 

faster lexical procedures can take from one to two years, depending on the transparency of the 

orthography in a given language (Schmalz et al., 2013b). In this study, we focus on the French language, 

which has an opaque orthography characterized by numerous graphemes with diverse phonemic 

realizations. It is noteworthy that the frequency effect in reading acquisition typically appears after 

nearly a year (Sprenger-Charolles et al., 1998). Additionally, the lexicality effect generally emerges for 

high-frequency words around the 3rd grade (Araújo et al., 2014b; Di Filippo et al., 2006b; Juphard et 

al., 2004b; Sela et al., 2014). 

Looking at the results of the studies mentioned above, one could naively imagine that within the same 

grade, the effects observed differ little between students since they have all been exposed to reading 

for the same number of years. However, it is well known that large differences in reading literacy exist 

within grade. This is particularly true at the start of middle-school in France (6th grade), where this 

study took place, where many students enter without the skills needed for independent reading 

(Andreu et al., 2021, 2022). To our knowledge, the only current studies that look at students in the 

same grade compare dyslexics and non-dyslexics (Castles, 2006; Martens & de Jong, 2006; Zoccolotti 

et al., 2005b). Longitudinal studies are limited to a few hundred students per grade, which does not 

provide sufficient statistical power to study the effects of student's reading level within each grade. In 

their recent study, Yeatman et al. looked at the impact of reading level on length effect only, but 

through a wide range of ages (Yeatman et al., 2021). With our large-scale study conducted on a 

representative sample of the French 6th graders, we aim to better understand how do lexical decision 
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results vary within a grade, and how answer to pseudowords is affected by the reading level of the 

student. 

How do lexicality, length and frequency effects vary within a grade? 

Our first aim was to describe the effect of lexicality, length, and frequency as a function of reading level 

in students with the same amount of education. Considering our anticipation of slower performance 

in the lexical decision (LD) task among participants with poorer reading proficiency, we will examine 

whether slowness alone accounts for the larger observed effects on response times (RTs) among less 

fluent individuals. It is worth noting that slower participants often exhibit more pronounced RT effects 

compared to faster participants. (Faust, Balota, Spieler, & Ferraro, 1999). If those effects occur at the 

decision stage, which is thought to involve a stochastic accumulation of evidence, then one would 

predict effect size to be proportional to the standard deviation of RTs across trials (Sigman & Dehaene, 

2005). We will investigate this hypothesis using z-scores of the response time. 

How is response to pseudowords affected by reading level? 

Another goal of our work was to better understand how students with different levels of reading ability 

process pseudowords. To this aim, we designed different types of word-derived pseudowords, also 

called “traps” because they must be rejected, in spite of their often close similarity to words. Much 

prior research has demonstrated an effect of the orthographic similarity of pseudowords to words 

(Davis & Bowers, 2006; Ferrand & Grainger, 1993; Grainger & Segui, 1990). This similarity is classically 

measured using Coltheart's N (Coltheart et al., 1977), which considers as “neighbors” two strings of 

the same length that differ by only one letter. Here, however, we explored a greater range of 

pseudoword types, based on the presence of transposed or mirror letters, as well as misspelled words.  

Both developing and skilled readers can make errors characterized by internal letter transpositions 

(i.e., reading “from” as “form”) (Paterson et al., 2015). In LD tasks, children show a higher tendency in 

misclassifying pseudowords with transposed letters. This effect initially intensifies with reading 
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acquisition and subsequently diminishes to its minimum level among skilled readers. (Grainger et al., 

2012). We expected our participants to be slower and less accurate when processing letter-

transposition pseudowords than their double-substitution controls, an effect that would be the highest 

for our most fluent readers. Regarding mirror generalization, it is an early predisposition of the pre-

reader’s brain  that must be inhibited or superseded when learning to read (Dehaene, 2009; Dehaene 

et al., 2015; Kolinsky et al., 2011; Pegado et al., 2011b, 2014). Indeed, identifying that two mirror letters 

are different is harder than differentiating between two non-mirror letters (Ahr et al., 2016). In 

addition, the sounds /p/-/b/ and /b/-/d/ are very close phonologically. Thus, we expected that 

processing pseudowords containing mirror substitutions, such as ‘dateau’ instead of the French word 

‘bateau’, would require a greater effort than processing pseudowords arising from an equivalent, non-

mirror letter substitution (e.g., ‘fateau’; English equivalents would be ‘dalance’ [derived from 'balance'] 

versus ‘falance’). As students with reading deficits often confuse letter-sound rules (Rack et al., 1992), 

we also introduced misspelled words that would sound like a word if the wrong GPC rule was applied 

(pseudohomophones). Prior research using lexical decision showed that students exhibited major 

difficulties distinguishing between words and pseudohomophones (Bergmann & Wimmer, 2008) 

which decreased in the course of reading development (Grainger et al., 2012). Thus, we expected 

higher RTs and error rates for orthographic traps than for control word approximations, and a 

reduction of this effect as fluency increased. Errors on pseudohomophones may be an outcome of 

poor reading experience exasperated by difficulties in learning French, a language with an opaque 

orthography. We hypothesized that all readers would be slower to classify pseudowords based on their 

distance to a real word, but that poor readers would be further penalized by pseudohomophones.  

METHODS 

Participants 

Within the framework of the French national evaluations taken by all 6th-grade students, which marks 
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the commencement of middle school, we implemented our LD task in a student panel. These 

evaluations on expected grade-level French and Math abilities are done individually on computer, with 

the exception of a one-minute oral reading fluency test. The administration and data collection 

processes were overseen by the Direction of Evaluation, Prospective, and Performance (DEPP), the 

ministerial service responsible for education statistics in France (website: 

www.education.gouv.fr/direction-de-l-evaluation-de-la-prospective-et-de-la-performance-depp-

12389). 

The panel taking the LD task consisted of 3,472 students from schools chosen by the DEPP as 

representative of French population. The DEPP was also able to provide us with the reading fluency 

scores for 2,194 students. To examine the impact of reading ability on lexical decision results, we only 

kept students who had completed both tests. No differences in gender or socio-economic status 

between our initial and reduced sample were found. Out of these 2,194 students, only 1,501 

completed the LD task entirely. We found that the lower the student’s scores in fluency, the more they 

abandoned the lexical decision along the way. Their partial data were still collected, but the number 

of trials performed was too low to be analysed. Thus, the results described in this article concern the 

1,501 students (806 girls and 695 boys, mean age = 11.0 y.o.) who had a complete LD dataset (120 

trials) and reading fluency scores. This sample was still representative of the French population in 

terms of socio-economic status.  

Reading fluency test 

Within the National Evaluations, student fluency was assessed by the standarized text, Le Géant 

égoïste included in the BALE battery (Jacquier-Roux et al., 2010). This text consists of 206 words, spread 

over 15 lines. The teacher administered this portion of the national evaluation individually. In a quiet 

room, the student was instructed to read the text aloud for one minute, as accurately as possible in 

normal reading speed. Teachers reported the student's number of words correctly read in one minute. 
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Lexical Decision Task 

The LD task was included in the computerized portion of the national assessment. Students worked 

individually with headphones in a group setting in the school’s computer lab. The task started with 

written and oral instructions: “For this exercise, decide as fast as possible if what is written on the 

screen is a real word or a trap. Press M for a word and Q for a trap.” This was followed by a video 

demonstration for each item category (word or trap). Students clicked a button when they were ready 

to start. Each item remained in the middle of the screen until the student responded by pressing ‘Q’ 

or ‘M’ or was skipped after a 5000ms time limit. Audio-visual feedback was provided. Positive audio 

feedback increased in tone with consecutive correct responses to encourage pursuit of winnings 

streaks. We collected measures of accuracy and response time (RT in ms). There were twelve different 

lexical decision modules, each composed of 120 stimuli, 60 words and 60 pseudowords (see below). 

Students were randomly assigned to a module. The whole task was administered in one block, and 

stimulus order was randomized within each student. 

Word stimuli 

We first extracted all mono-lemmatic and mono-morphemic words from the Lexique 3.83 database 

(New et al., 2004) with a length of four to eight letters and a frequency higher than three per million. 

We manually excluded all potentially offending, inappropriate or foreign words, thus resulting in a 

stimulus set of 3,656 words. These items were then separated into four different frequency bands: 

very frequent, frequent, rare, and very rare (see table 1 for details). 12 modules were designed using 

this database. For each module, we randomly selected 3 words from each frequency category and each 

length, resulting in a factorial design with length (5 levels, 4-8 letters) and frequency (4 levels) as 

factors, for a total of 60 words per module.  
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Frequency category 

Length 

4 letters 5 letters 6 letters 7 letters 8 letters 

Very frequent 

(greater than 100 per 

million) 

beau 

(nice) 

avion 

(plane) 

visage 

(face) 

message 

(message) 

déranger 

(disturb) 

Frequent 

(40 to 100 per million) 

acte 

(act) 

usine 

(factory) 

camion 

(truck) 

étudier 

(study) 

vaisseau 

(vessel) 

Rare 

(10 to 40 per million) 

vélo 

(bike) 

alibi 

(alibi) 

carnet 

(booklet) 

complot 

(conspiracy) 

éprouver 

(experience) 

Very rare 

(3 to 10 per million) 

cerf 

(deer) 

maçon 

(bricklayer) 

abolir 

(abolish) 

stocker 

(store) 

élégance 

(elegance) 

Table 1. Characteristics of words stimuli and examples. 

Pseudoword stimuli 

Using only words from the “very frequent” category, we built six categories of pseudowords “traps”, 

for a total pool of 1,196 items. For each module, we randomly selected two pseudowords for each type 

and each length, thus resulting in a factorial design with pseudoword category (6 levels, see below) 

and length (5 levels, 4-8 letters) as factors, and 60 pseudowords per module. We describe each of the 

pseudoword categories below. Examples are presented in Table 2.  

Orthographic traps. These were misspelled words that could, by an erroneous grapheme-

phoneme correspondence, sound like real word. These pseudowords were manually built by selecting 

all words in our pool with a given rule-based grapheme-phoneme correspondence, then over-

regularizing it. We focused on the letters s, c, and g, whose pronunciation varies with context in French. 

The letter ‘s’ most frequently sounds as /s/ (e.g., in “sale”) except when a single ‘s’ is sandwiched 

between vowels (e.g., in “base”), causing it to sound /z/. Similarly, letters ‘c’ and ‘g’ respectively sound 

as /k/ and /g/ when followed by the vowels ‘a’, ‘o’ and ‘u’, but as /s/ and /Z/ when followed by the 

letters ‘e’ and ‘i’. As a result of those rules, the pseudoword ‘ausi’ should be read /ozi/, and the 
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pseudoword ‘bage’ should be read /baZ/. A reader for whom these rules have not been consolidated 

might read these pseudowords as the words /osi/ (also) and /bag/ (ring) 

Word approximations. Those were pseudowords entirely made of frequent French trigrams. 

To build them, we calculated the frequencies of all legal letter trigrams in our word pool. Only trigrams 

with frequency greater than 1/10,000 were retained. Pseudowords of 4 to 8 letters were then built 

solely from those frequent trigrams. We implemented a Markov process that (1) draws an initial 

trigram at random, in proportion to its frequency; (2) uses the last two letters to continue with the 

next trigram, again drawing randomly based on frequency, and so on. For example, the 4-letter 

pseudoword “arie” could be built using the frequent trigrams ‘ari’ and ‘rie’. Actual words were 

excluded by software and human inspection. 

Letter transposition traps. Pseudowords of this category were constructed by inverting two 

adjacent internal letters of a word. The transposed bigram was composed of either two vowels or two 

consonants. Only pseudoword items whose bigrams exceeded a frequency of 1/10,0000 were kept. 

Bigram frequency was calculated using the same method described above for trigrams. 

Two-letter substitution traps. This category, a control for transpositions, was built by 

substituting the same bigram in each transposed pseudoword with another random bigram with 

frequency higher than 1/10,000. Consonants were replaced by consonants, and vowels by vowels. All 

the resulting bigrams from this substitution were controlled to ensure that their frequency exceeds a 

threshold of 1/10,000. 

Mirror letter traps (mirroring of letters b d p q). This category was generated by mirroring 

mirror letters in the following way: p→q ; q→p ; b→d ; d→b. Items were only kept if the transformation 

yielded a pseudoword. 

Single-letter substitution traps (substitution of letters b d p q). In this category, a control for 
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the mirror substitution traps, letters b d p q were substituted with a non-mirror letter: p→g ; q→j ; 

b→f ; d→t.  

Table 2. Characteristics of pseudowords stimuli and examples. 

 Data Analyses 

We used the fluency score of the student as a measure of reading automatization. Trials with a 

response time (RT) exceeding 200ms were included in a linear mixed-effect model, incorporating 

fluency level (quintiles 1-5), lexicality (word, pseudoword), length (4-8 letters), and word frequency (4 

levels ranging from very frequent to very rare) as fixed effects. Subject and stimulus were treated as 

random effects. We also ran our analyses but with fluency as a continuous variable. Similar results 

were obtained. As the variation in effects between the different groups, however, was clearly non-

linear, all further analyses were conducted with the fluency quintiles as a 5-level factorial variable, 

rather than as a continuous variable. 

Pseudoword 

traps 

Length 

4 letters 5 letters 6 letters 7 letters 8 letters 

Orthographic 

traps 

bage 

(bague = ring) 

plase 

(place = 

place) 

inciet 

(inquiet = 

worried) 

ésaiyer 

(essayer = try) 

difisile 

(difficile = 

hard) 

Word 

approximations 

atio ouvoi jamure répoure voicider 

Transpositions 
ceil 

(ciel = sky) 

juene 

(jeune = 

young) 

geurre 

(guerre = war) 

pafrois 

(parfois = 

sometimes) 

regadrer 

(regarder = 

look) 

Double 

substitutions 

cuol 

(ciel = sky) 

jaine 

(jeune = 

young) 

gairre 

(guerre = war) 

pansois 

(parfois = 

sometimes) 

reganger 

(regarder = 

look) 

Mirror 

substitutions 

aibe 

(aide = help) 

qièce 

(pièce = 

room) 

dateau 

(bateau = 

boat) 

musipue 

(musique = 

music) 

qrochain 

(prochain = 

next) 

Single 

substitutions 

aite 

(aide = help) 

gièce 

(pièce = 

room) 

fateau 

(bateau = 

boat) 

musijue 

(musique = 

music) 

grochain 

(prochain = 

next) 
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We used the ‘mixed’ function from R’s afex package with the following formula:  

dv ~ 𝑋1 ∗ 𝑋2 ∗ … ∗ 𝑋𝑛 + (1|subject) + (1|stimulus) 

Xi represents the combination of our interacting fixed effects. dv is either accuracy of the answer or 

RT. For RT, we computed a classical mixed effect model (Baayen et al., 2008) while for accuracy we 

used a logistic mixed effect regression with the binomial link function (Jaeger, 2008). Significance was 

computed using the Satterthwaite’s degrees of freedom for RT and the Likelihood ratio test (LRT) for 

accuracy. All analyses used a significance threshold of α=0.05.  

Follow-up analyses were done using the simple effect analysis where we split the data into subsets 

according to the modulating variable(s) and recomputed the model with only the remaining variable(s).  

To check if the slowness of less fluent readers alone could explain why they showed larger (absolute) 

effects on RTs, we turned our raw RT into z-scores by subtracting from each subject’s RT their overall 

mean and then dividing by their overall standard deviation (Zoccolotti et al., 2008), after verifying that 

our data fitted the conditions to apply Faust et al.’s (1999) rate and amount model (RAM). 

RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the distribution of text reading fluency in our sample, in words/minutes. Since the 

primary goal of our project was to assess within-grade variability in the size of the lexicality, length and 

frequency effects in the LD task results, we first separated students into five groups based on their 

fluency score, each quintile group containing 20% of the students. Fluency quintile 1 refers to the best 

readers and 5 to the poorest readers. 
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Figure 1. Distribution of participant’s reading fluency on the National Evaluation. Reading fluency was assessed 

by measuring the number of words correctly read in a text in one minute. Color graduation from dark to light 

corresponds to fluency group levels, with light green corresponding to the most fluent students. Each quintile 

group represents 20% of the tested population. 

These quintiles are indicative of the expected Gaussian reading levels of pupils for this grade level 

according to the test's standardized norms. At the start of 6th grade students are expected to be 

capable of correctly reading 127.16 words per minute in this text, with a standard deviation of 29.41. 

Within our sample, 47.7% of the students perform above this norm, while 57.8% fall within the range 

of plus or minus one standard deviation. Moreover, 5.06% of the pupils exhibit reading abilities below 

two standard deviations. 
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Length and lexicality effects  

LD results are plotted in Figure 2 as a function of lexical status and length. In agreement with the 

literature on LD RT, responses to words were faster than to pseudowords, F(1,1063.1)=213.20, 

p<.0001; better readers read faster, F(4,1478.9)=58.86, p<.0001; RT increased with word length 

F(1,1062.5)=73.85, p<.0001. All three two-way interactions were significant: fluency x lexicality, 

F(4,135933.4)=16.55, p<.0001; fluency x length, F(4,135826.6)=50.37, p<.0001; lexicality x length, 

F(1,1062.6)=7.63, p=0.006. There was, however, no significant three-way interaction between fluency, 

lexicality, and length F(4,135833.3)=0.23, p=0.92. 

Performing simple effect analysis on the significant interaction between length and fluency, we found 

that that all quintiles exhibit a significant length effect. The steepness of the slope of this effect 

increased, as fluency level decreased. Looking at the interaction between length and lexicality, we 

found that both words and pseudowords exhibit a significant length effect, which slope was steeper 

for pseudowords than for words.   

 

Figure 2. Length and lexicality effects on response times on correct answers (RT), Z-transformed RTs, and error 

rates. Each point represents the mean RT or error rate as a function of sord length and fluency. Error bars 

represent one standard error of the mean. The slopes are the linear regression associated with the point. 
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As expected, less fluent reader were also slower in the lexical decision task. Could this slowness alone 

explain why less fluent subjects showed a larger (absolute) effect of word length on RTs? To answer 

this question, we turned our raw RT into z-scores. The results remain unchanged. Our mixed effect 

model on z-transformed RTs showed that all effects were significant except the three-way interaction, 

F(4,137202.4)=0.45, p=0.77. Crucially, the fluency by length interaction remained significant, 

F(4,137202.4)=30.46, p<.0001, indicating that the reduction of the length effect as fluency increased 

went beyond what could be due solely to faster responses. Fluent readers are not just faster, but have 

a genuinely smaller length effect. 

We next turned our attention to comparing error rates. Results mirrored those for  RT. All subjects 

were more accurate for words than pseudowords, χ²(1)=91.85, p<.001, and better readers were more 

accurate than their counterparts, χ²(4)=595.89, p<.001. The main effect of length was not significant, 

χ²(1)=0.01, p=0.92, but a significant interaction was found between length and lexicality, χ²(1)=14.16, 

p<.001: greater length increased the likelihood of errors for pseudowords, but decreased it for words. 

We also found a significant interaction between fluency and lexicality, χ²(4)=21.02, p<.001 though not 

between fluency and length, χ²(4)=9.36, p=0.053, nor a three-way interaction, χ²(4)=1.00, p=0.91. In 

the absence of an interaction between fluency and length, we conclude that across all trials, none of 

the quintiles exhibits any significant length effect.  

Frequency effect on words 

Subsequently, we focused our investigation on word items within the LD task, specifically examining 

the influence of word frequency and its relationship with fluency variations. Correct RTs and error rates 

sorted by the four bands of frequency appear in Figure 3. Both RT and accuracy were affected by a 

significant main effect of frequency (RT: F(1,561.66)=101.40, p<.0001; accuracy: χ²(1)=219.05, p<.001). 

Again, there was a main effect of fluency quintile (RT: F(4,1461.01)=54.23, p<.0001; accuracy: 
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χ²(4)=422.22, p<.001) and a significant interaction between fluency and frequency (RT: 

F(4,70582.79)=4.59, p=0.001; accuracy: χ²(4)=30.93, p<.001) due to the fact that the slope of the 

frequency effect decreased in the most fluent readers. Analyses restricted to each fluency quintile 

showed that, for both RT and accuracy, performance for all fluency quintiles dropped with less 

frequent words. The slope of decreased performance was only less steep for our best performers. 

Again, we used z-transformed RTs to examine whether the reduction in the frequency effect as fluency 

increased was solely due to faster overall responses. The main effect on frequency remained 

significant, F(1,620.63)=116.36, p<.0001, but the two-way interaction vanished, F(4,71977.60)=1.06, 

p=0.37. This finding suggests that, once the speed of their responses was considered, the frequency 

effect on RT was actually identical for all students, no matter their fluency level. In other words, 

frequency appears to be a variable that affects the decision stage and whose amplitude therefore 

covaries with the standard deviation of RTs, while word length does not.  

Figure 3. Frequency effects on response times on correct answers (RT), Z-transformed RTs and error rates. Each 

point represents the mean RT or error rate as a function of frequency and fluency. Error bars represent the 

standard error of the mean. The slopes are th linear regression associated with the points. 
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Interaction between length and frequency 

Our large sample also allowed us to investigate the interaction between length, frequency, and fluency 

(figure 4). Our prediction was that these variables should have a 3-way interaction on RTs because (1) 

fluent readers would show little or no length effect, regardless of frequency, as they consistently rely 

on the fast lexical route; (2) less fluent readers would show an increasingly marked length effect as 

word frequency decreases, because lower frequency decreases the probability that they use the lexical 

route. 

In a general linear model restricted to words only, the predicted three-way interaction between 

fluency quintile, word frequency and length was significant for RT, though not for accuracy (RT: 

F(4,70564.14)=5.59, p=0.0002 / accuracy: χ²(4)=2.76, p=0.60). Figure 4 shows that RTs were affected 

by the frequency x length interaction reported earlier, and that, as predicted, this effect decreased as 

fluency increased. A simple effect analysis on length, separately for each fluency x frequency level, 

showed a clear trend: the most fluent students exhibited no length effect, no matter the frequency of 

the words, whereas the least fluent student showed a significant length effect even for very frequent 

words.  

Results on z-transformed RTs were almost exactly the same as for RT, except that, as expected, there 

was no longer a significant main effect of fluency quintile, F(4,71970.80)=1.30, p=0.27, as well as any 

significant interaction between word frequency and fluency, F(4,71979.29)=0.99, p=0.41, as previously 

reported. The interaction between length and frequency was also not significant, F(1,598.16)=0.95, 

p=0.33. As the three-way interaction between length, word frequency and fluency level remained 

significant, our conclusions remained unchanged.  
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Figure 4. Interaction between length, frequency and fluency on response times on correct answers (RT), Z-

transformed RTs and error rates. Each point represents the mean RT or error rate as a function of length, 
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frequency and fluency. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The slopes are the linear regression 

associated with the points. 

 

Processing of pseudowords 

We designed our pseudoword traps for two-by-two comparisons: orthographic traps versus words 

approximations, transpositions versus double substitutions, and mirror versus single substitutions. 

Figure 5 shows the data for these comparisons, which we consider in turn. 

Figure 5. Reponses to pseudowords: reponse time on correct answers (RT), Z-transformed RTs and error rates.  

Impact of orthographic traps 

Our mixed effect analysis only showed a significant main effect of pseudoword type on accuracy, 

χ²(1)=32.35, p<.001, but not on RT, F(1,147.36)=0.038, p=0.85, meaning that when they were correct, 

students were equally fast to classify orthographic traps and word approximations. We also found a 

significant effect of fluency quintile on both RT and accuracy (RT: F(4,1428.30)=37.10, p<.0001 ; 

accuracy: χ²(4)=393.42, p<.001) and a significant interaction between fluency and pseudoword type 
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only for RT (RT: F1(4, 19168.23)=3.10, p=0.015 ; accuracy: χ²(4)=2.80, p=0.59), which was preserved in 

z-transformed RTs, F(4,20407.0)=2.81, p=0.024. Performing simple effect analysis, we found that this 

interaction highlighted that word approximations tended to be classified faster than orthographic 

traps, except in the least fluent students.  

Effect of letter transpositions 

Results of our mixed effect models confirmed our expectations. For both RT and accuracy, we found a 

main effect of pseudoword type (RT: F(1,175.21)=11.60, p=0.0008 ; accuracy: χ²(1)=26.70, p<.001) 

meaning that transpositions were harder to classify than double substitutions. Initially, we found that 

the better the reader, the better the overall performance as highlighted by the main effect of fluency, 

(RT: F(4,1403.38)=46.75, p<.0001; accuracy: χ²(4)=403.63, p<.001), in the absence of an interaction 

with pseudoword type (RT: F(4,21294.44)=2.02, p=0.088 ; accuracy: χ²(4)=3.53, p=0.473). However, 

looking at z-scores, we did find a significant interaction between type and fluency level, 

F(4,22646.1)=2.46, p=0.043, confirming that the difference observed between the two type of 

pseudowords is steeper as fluency level increases.  

Processing mirror substitutions 

Surprisingly, our results on this type of pseudoword departed from our prediction that mirror 

substitutions should be more difficult than single substitutions (figure 5). Our mixed effect model 

showed a significant main effect of pseudoword type on both RT and accuracy (RT: F(1,174.64)=11.04, 

p=0.0011 ; accuracy: χ²(1)=13.73, p<.001), but with a difference in favor of mirror substitutions. There 

was a significant main effect of fluency quintile (RT: F(4,1422.50)=46.80, p<.0001 ; accuracy: 

χ²(4)=383.65, p<.001) and a significant interaction on accuracy only (RT: F(4,20941.65)=0.20, p=0.94 ; 

accuracy: χ²(4)=22.02, p<.001). Within each fluency quintile, faster and more accurate performance 

with mirror letters reached significance for all but the least fluent students, χ²(1)=3.23, p=0.072 -- the 

converse of our predictions. 
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What could be the underlying reason of this surprising effect? One possibility is that mirror confusions 

are more likely to access the mental lexicon, such as the activation of 'balance' when encountering 

'dalance'. Subsequently, top-down feedback from the lexicon might facilitate the detection of the 

erroneous letter 'd', not to be confused with the 'b'. Control pseudowords like 'falance' would not 

benefit from this letter correction to lexical input. To probe the contribution of the lexical route, we 

tested for an effect of the frequency of the original word. There was no main effect of frequency (RT: 

F(1,173.64)=0.20, p=0.65 ; accuracy: χ²(1)=0.12, p=0.72) nor, crucially, its interaction with pseudoword 

type (RT: F(1,172.55)=0.08, p=0.78 ; accuracy: χ²(1)=0.67, p=0.41). Thus, the lexical route does not 

appear to contribute much to the processing of those pseudowords, if at all. 

A second possibility is that as some mirror-letter substitutions violated the orthographic statistics of 

French, such violations could have facilitated the rejection of those pseudowords. Indeed, in French, 

the letter ‘q’ is very rare and is almost always followed by the letter ‘u’. However, when p was 

substituted with a q, this graphotactic rule was violated in all but one of our mirror-substituted 

pseudowords containing a ‘q’. To test this idea, we removed all items with a ‘q’ substitution and 

repeated our mixed effect analysis. The main effect of pseudoword type vanished for both RT and 

accuracy (RT: F(1,133.21)=2.19, p=0.14 ; accuracy: χ²(1)=1.43, p=0.231). There was also no interaction 

with fluency on RT, F(4,15227.15)=1.84, p=0.12, and a minor one on accuracy: χ²(4)=12.87, p=0.012. 

This finding suggests that our paradoxical effect on RT (more efficient processing of mirror 

substitutions) was in fact entirely due to the specifics of the letter ‘q’ – and mirror letters did not pose 

specific difficulties for our participants.  

DISCUSSION 

Our primary goal was to evaluate the lexical decision performance of 6th grade students at different 

levels of reading fluency, a known predictor of school reading comprehension (Fuchs et al., 2001a; 

Hudson et al., 2005a; National Reading Panel, 2000; Pinnell et al., 1995). Our results for reading ability 
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within a single grade converge with prior research comparing LD performance across grades, children 

with adults, or normal readers with dyslexics – but the originality of the present work is to thoroughly 

characterized the variability in a large sample of students within a single grade year (6th grade). Our 

findings corroborate teachers’ reports of a large diversity of reading ability when students arrive in 

their first year of middle school. Based on student fluency scores, the best performing quintile had 

already reached adult reading levels, reading more than 200 words per minute, while participants in 

the worst quintile lagged behind 3rd grade expectations, a striking result with practical implications 

(Andreu et al., 2022). National statistics suggest that, depending on the definition of literacy, more 

than 10% of the French population is struggling with reading, and more than 5% remains functionally 

illiterate when they leave school and enter active life (Chabanon & Rosenwald, 2020). The present 

results suggest that the LD test in 6th grade may pick such difficulties at a moment where they might 

still be acted upon. 

Our findings are largely compatible with the hypothesis of two different pathways for reading words 

and pseudowords (Castles, 2006; Coltheart et al., 2001b; Di Filippo et al., 2006b). In line with previous 

research, we found a main effect of lexicality, with faster responses to known lexical items. The 

presence of a significant length effect on pseudoword RTs fits with the hypothesis that pseudowords 

are deciphered via a slow sublexical route. The decrease in the length effect as student's fluency level 

increases provides an estimate of the effectiveness of their procedure: the better the students are at 

reading, the faster their lexical and sublexical pathways.  

The impact of length on pseudoword reading contrasts with what was reported by Juphrad and 

colleagues who found no length effect on pseudoword RT in skilled readers (Juphard et al., 2004a). The 

type of pseudowords used in the tasks can possibly explain the difference. Juphrad et al's pseudowords 

were closest to our trigrams, most of which are orthographically distant from real words, while their 

words were of very high frequency (minimum 134 per million). Thus, it was far easier for their readers 

to base their decisions on lexicality, which may explain the absence of a length effect on pseudowords’ 
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RT. In our study, however, the presence of rare words, as well as the frequent proximity of 

pseudowords to real words, may have forced participants to rely more heavily on decoding reading 

procedures.  

Access to the mental lexicon was evaluated by varying the frequency of the word stimuli. As expected, 

we found a significant frequency effect on both RT and accuracy. The absence of an interaction with 

fluency in the z-score analysis indicated that, once corrected for greater slowness and variability of 

responses in the less fluent students, the frequency effect had the same size in all fluency quintiles. 

This result is in line with those observed by Burani et al (Burani et al., 2002) in younger children, where 

they showed a frequency effect on naming latencies but no significant interaction between word 

frequency and grade.  

Delving deeper, we found RT interactions between length and frequency to be dependent on fluency. 

All readers except the least fluent ones used lexical strategies to read very frequent words. The findings 

for our best readers regarding lexicality, length and frequency effects were consistent with those 

described by Araujo et al in Portuguese 3rd to 5th graders (Araújo et al., 2014b). Our poorest reader, 

however, were similar to previously reported cases of dyslexic readers, as evident by a length effect 

on RT, thus betraying a strategy of accurate but sublexical reading even for frequent words (Araújo et 

al., 2014b; Zoccolotti et al., 2005b). In other words, our poorest readers managed to correctly judge a 

majority of frequent words but did so by first identifying them through a slow sublexical reading 

process.  

The second goal of our study was to examine the impact of orthographic distance on pseudoword 

judgments. In general agreement with previous research, we found that stimuli that were most similar 

to real French words yielded that highest error rate (Bergmann & Wimmer, 2008; Grainger et al., 2012). 

Going further, we systematically compared orthographic traps with trigram-based approximations, 

transpositions with double substitutions, and mirror with single substitutions. We found greater 

mistakes on orthographic traps (homophones) than on trigram controls. Such errors are mainly due to 
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regularizations of letter sounds, which is a marker of the use of the sublexical procedure. In line with 

prior research, our results revealed that transposed letters led to increased response times (RT) and 

error rates when compared to letter substitutions (Chambers, 1979; Grainger et al., 2012). Notably, 

this effect became more pronounced as we compared the least fluent readers to the most fluent ones. 

This observation can be interpreted as an indication of the growing reliance on the lexical procedure, 

where all letters are processed simultaneously. As a result, there is a higher likelihood of letter position 

confusions occurring. Finally, looking at mirror and single substitutions, we found a surprising effect: 

mirror substitutions were faster and more accurately classified than single substitutions.  The effect 

appears to be mainly due to the transformation pq, When removing these pseudoword items, the 

difference between these two traps also disappears.  We conclude that mirror letters, relative to 

substitutions, do not pose difficulties for French middle-school readers. 

From a practical point of view, these results support the use of LD as a complementary test to oral 

reading fluency, one that can reveal details of the reading processes in students who show obvious 

difficulties on the fluency test (Balota et al., 2006; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). For example, our 

poorest readers showed a length effect on RTs to frequent words, suggesting that they know these 

words but identify them using a sublexical procedure, similarly to dyslexic students (Araújo et al., 

2014b; Castles, 2006). This insight from LD, which could not be obtained from fluency alone, may help 

flag students requiring special intervention. To this aim, we have begun to introduce teachers and 

students with a gamified version of our LD test (figure 6). At the end of this version of the test, students 

and teachers are provided with a summary of the main results, broken down into two categories: first, 

the results on words, with examples of errors made in the most frequent category; and second, the 

results on pseudowords, with examples of the student's main error type. A tip on how to avoid these 

types of errors in the future is added at the bottom of the page. In future research, we plan to test the 

usefulness of this gamified lexical decision test for both students and teachers. 
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Figure 6. Gamified version of the lexical decision task. Students are asked to send each stimulus into the 

dictionary if it is a word, and into the fireplace if it is a trap. At the end of the session, they receive feedback on 

their performance, including the number of errors on words and pseudowords and examples of errors. For words, 

errors are sorted by their frequency. For pseudowords, only the stimuli from the category in which the student 

made the most errors are displayed. A tip on how to avoid these traps is given. 

There are several limitations to this work. As the Ministry of Education carried out the recruitment, we 

were not able to formally exclude dyslexic students from our participants. Thus, it is likely that part of 

the group of students with the greatest difficulties was in fact composed of dyslexics. Similarly, we 
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were not able to check for the presence of other learning disabilities that might have disrupted the 

test, such as attention deficit disorder. We were also not able to test students twice or more, to assess 

test-retest reliability, neither on the LD task nor on the fluency test. Furthermore, the great diversity 

of items presented to each child left little room for more than 2 or 3 repetitions of the same condition 

(2 repetitions of each length-type combination for pseudowords, 3 repetitions of each length-

frequency combination for words). The high error rates on pseudowords therefore made it impossible 

to analyze the length effect within each type of pseudoword.  

CONCLUSION 

In summary, our study showed that lexical decision results variation within a grade in middle school 

are the same than those observed in longitudinal studies. We suggest that LD cannot replace other 

oral reading tests such as fluency, but provides an additional assessment that sheds detailed light on 

the efficiency of the two reading routes, i.e. lexical and sublexical reading procedures. LD has now 

proven its correlation with other tasks of oral reading. Given it ease of use, LD could prove an excellent 

tool to differentiate between readers in need of extra practice, and those with more serious deficits 

marked by an inability to establish an efficient mental lexicon. 
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CHAPTER 2 – THE MARIETTE, A SCREENING TEST FOR 

READING ERRORS IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS  
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ABSTRACT 

In the realm of dyslexia research, the umbrella term "dyslexia" encompasses a spectrum of reading 

difficulties characterized by diverse types of errors exhibited by readers. Unfortunately, prevailing 

reading assessment tools in France predominantly focus on evaluating reading speed and accuracy 

while neglecting the critical aspect of quantifying error types. To address this significant gap, we 

present the Mariette test, a novel reading aloud assessment featuring a 294-word nonsense text. The 

Mariette test incorporates regular, irregular, and pseudo-words, along with strategically embedded 

word traps. These elements enable the identification of various dyslexic profiles that may manifest 

during the orthographic-visual analysis stage as well as in lexical and sublexical reading. In this study, 

we standardized the outcomes of reading time, accuracy, and error types by administering the 

Mariette test to 812 French pupils spanning from 1st to 5th grade, encompassing all five years of 

elementary education in France. Our research elucidates how these outcomes evolve throughout 

primary school in typically developing readers. The Mariette test, coupled with associated normative 

standards, facilitates the establishment of thresholds indicative of reading fragility and deficit. To 

enhance the utility of the Mariette test, we provide comprehensive guidelines for interpreting the 

diverse types of errors observed. Additionally, we offer recommendations for supplementary 

assessments aimed at refining the diagnosis of dyslexia. We posit that the Mariette test has the 

potential to provide educators and practitioners with a more comprehensive understanding of dyslexic 

profiles within the elementary school context, thereby contributing to more effective support and 

intervention strategies for students with dyslexia.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Developmental dyslexia, a prevalent learning disability, impacts a significant portion of the population, 

with prevalence rates ranging from 3% to 12%, contingent upon language and specific diagnostic 

criteria (Di Folco et al., 2022; Lindgren et al., 1985). Identifying this condition at the earliest juncture 

and subsequently providing tailored support, especially to young children, represents a paramount 

endeavor to maximize students' academic success in school. 

In the realm of French language assessment, there exists a variety of test batteries designed to identify 

written language disorders. These assessments encompass both longstanding tools like Alouette 

(1967), and more contemporary offerings such as Evaléo (2018). These batteries, developed by a 

collaborative effort between researchers and practitioners, encompass a range of tests aimed at 

evaluating different facets of written language proficiency. Most of these assessments are 

underpinned by the Dual Route Model of reading (Coltheart, 2007), which posits that reading involves 

a dynamic interplay between two distinct pathways for processing written information. The first 

pathway, referred to as the lexical pathway, is responsible for recognizing words that are already 

stored in the reader's mental lexicon. Within this lexicon, words are organized based on their 

frequency, resulting in more common words being processed more swiftly than their less frequent 

counterparts. Essentially, this pathway facilitates the rapid reading of familiar words that the reader 

has encountered previously. Conversely, the second pathway, known as the sublexical pathway, is 

instrumental in decoding new words or pseudowords by applying grapheme-phoneme conversion 

rules. This pathway operates at a slower pace, as evidenced by the robust length effect, wherein longer 

words necessitate more time for accurate reading compared to words stored in the mental lexicon. 

Remarkably, for words spanning 2 to 8 letters, there is a consistent reading response time observed 

for those stored in the mental lexicon, demonstrating that word length does not significantly impact 

reading time (Coltheart, 2007). Before these two pathways come into play, readers engage in a visual-

orthographic analysis stage. During this initial phase, readers identify the constituent letters 
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composing the word and establish associations between these letters, their respective positions within 

the word, and their interactions with neighboring words, a process particularly pertinent in text 

reading  (Friedmann & Coltheart, 2018). 

To test reading, most batteries contain exercises in reading aloud and identifying written words. The 

exercises designed to measure the automation of reading involve reading texts over different 

durations (1 minute: BALE, 3 minutes: Exalang 8-11, Alouette-R, 5 minutes: Exalang 11-15, Vol du PC). 

In some batteries, these texts are significant (BALE, Evaléo, Exalang 8-11, Exalang 11-15, Vol du PC), 

while in others they are not (Alouette-R, Evaléo). Some of these texts also include pseudowords to 

assess decoding skills (Exalang 11-15, Vol du PC). All rely on measures of completion time and number 

of errors to establish scores, to which are sometimes added measures of pseudoword error rate where 

applicable. 

Written word identification exercises are designed to assess more precisely the functionality of the 

reading pathways. Composed of lists of words varying in frequency, length, and regularity, as well as 

pseudowords, they measure (using generally over a hundred items) reading time and the number of 

errors for each type of exercise presented (BALE, BELEC, Exalang 5-8, Exalang 8-11, Exalang 11-15, LMC-

R). The results obtained enable a differentiation to be made between surface dyslexia (impairment of 

the lexical pathway, marked by many errors in the reading of irregular words) and phonological 

dyslexia (impairment of the sublexical pathway, marked by many errors in the reading of 

pseudowords). 

Combined with the results of reading comprehension exercises, these tests claim to allow practitioners 

to decide on the functionality of reading and on the presence of surface dyslexia, phonological dyslexia 

or mixed dyslexia (meaning both reading pathways are impaired). However, this categorization has its 

limits, as there are many other cases of dyslexia reported in the literature. Below we briefly describe 

several other types of dyslexia found in the research, that are not taken into account by traditional 

screeners in French: 
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- Letter identity dyslexia, refers to a deficit in encoding the abstract identity of letters. This is a rare 

form of dyslexia, in which patients are unable to read because they are unable to identify letters 

correctly. They cannot name a letter, identify a written letter by its name or sound, or match upper 

and lower case letters (Brunsdon et al., 2006). A deficit in the output of the visuo-orthographic analysis 

affects all the functions of this analyser and leads to visual dyslexia, a profile in which the patient omits, 

substitutes or adds letters in words, whatever the letter and whatever its position (Friedmann et al., 

2012).2 

- Attentional dyslexia,  a deficit in binding letters to the words they appear in, resulting in migrations 

between words (for example, reading 'win fed' as 'fin fed', Shallice & Warrington, 1977). In this type of 

dyslexia, letters are correctly identified and almost always retain their relative position, but they 

migrate to a neighboring word - for example ‘dig fin’ is read ‘fig fin’. Migration can occur both 

horizontally and vertically, most often at the end of a word, and in French more frequently from the 

second word to the first (indicating that it is not simply a matter of perseveration of a letter or 

phoneme). They can take the form of substitutions, additions or omissions of letters present in 

neighboring words Attentional dyslexia has been broadly described in a case of an English reader 

(Rayner et al., 1989) and its properties examined in detail in multiple cases in Hebrew (Friedmann, 

Kerbel, et al., 2010a; Lukov et al., 2015), Arabic (Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 2014a), and in French 

(Potier Watkins et. al., 2023);  

- Letter-position Dyslexia, refers to readers with a selective impairment in the ability to encode the 

relative position of letters in words. Letter migrations occur most often between two inner, adjacent 

letters, particularly when the error also forms a word - for example, ‘from’ is read as ‘form’, or ‘smile’ 

as ‘slime’. These errors occur both in reading aloud and silently, in any task that involves identifying or 

                                                           

2 Not published yet, our team has recently identified a child with letter identity dyslexia in France. 
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understanding a word. Cases of selective developmental letter-position dyslexia have been described 

in readers of Hebrew (Friedmann, Dotan, et al., 2010; Friedmann et al., 2015; Friedmann & Rahamim, 

2007, 2014); English (Kezilas et al., 2014; Kohnen et al., 2012); Arabic (Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 

2014b, 2012), Turkish (Güven & Friedmann, 2019), Italian (Traficante et al., 2021), and French (Potier 

Watkins et al., 2023);  

- Neglect dyslexia (or “neglexia”), the reader may omit and substitute letters in reading, but errors 

predominantly affect one side of the word (i.e., reading ‘yellow’ as ‘pillow’, an example from Ellis et 

al., 1987). This impairment may affect reading exclusively, without neglect of other visual stimuli. 

Neglexia has been documented in developmental cases with children (Friedmann & Nachman-Katz, 

2004; Nachman-Katz & Friedmann, 2007, 2010).  

- Orthographic-visual analyzer dyslexia, (also called Visual dyslexia in the literature) is characterized 

by errors where the incorrect response shares some letters with the target word. For example, reading 

'unicorn' as 'united,' 'coronary,' or 'acorn.' These errors may involve substitutions, omissions, 

additions, or transpositions of letters. Notably, these errors are not attributed to issues with letter 

positioning, attentional dyslexia, or individual letter identification (in contrast to letter identification 

dyslexia, where single letter recognition remains intact). Furthermore, these errors cannot be 

explained by neglect dyslexia. It appears that this type of dyslexia arises from a deficiency in either the 

output of the orthographic-visual analyzer or the orthographic input buffer. (Friedmann et al., 2012; 

Friedmann & Coltheart, 2018).  

- Vowel Dyslexia, characterized by omissions, migrations, substitutions, and additions of vowel letters, 

with no corresponding errors in consonant letter reading. This condition primarily affects the sublexical 

route. In cases of pure vowel dyslexia, vowel errors are limited to pseudowords. When individuals also 

exhibit surface dyslexia alongside vowel dyslexia, they are compelled to read real words through the 

sublexical route, potentially resulting in vowel letter errors in real words. Notably, individuals with 
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vowel dyslexia do not typically encounter difficulties in manipulating vowel phonemes during oral 

language tasks (Khentov-Kraus & Friedmann, 2018; Güven & Friedmann, 2021).  

- Deep dyslexia is a complex condition characterized by relying exclusively on the semantic lexicon 

when reading. In this case, the reading process involves recognizing a word, comprehending its 

meaning, mentally visualizing it, and then naming what they've understood or imagined. This multi-

step approach leads to semantic errors, which are a hallmark of deep dyslexia (e.g., reading 'sand' as 

'beach'), as well as morphological and visual errors. Given the readers reliance on meaning-based 

reading, individuals with developmental deep dyslexia face heightened challenges when encountering 

abstract words, morphologically complex words, and function words. Additionally, they exhibit a 

profound difficulty in reading pseudowords. It's important to note that developmental deep dyslexia 

is relatively rare and has primarily been documented in the context of English language research. (in 

children with Williams Syndrome, Temple, 2003, 2006), in Japanese (Yamada, 1995), and in Arabic 

(Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 2014b).  

- Grapheme-phoneme conversion dyslexia, often confused by most screeners in France as 

phonological dyslexia, is a deficit in reading tasks that depend upon grapheme-phoneme decoding 

such as reading novel words and pseudowords, with even the conversion of single syllables impaired. 

Readers who cannot learn through the tradition grapheme-phoneme conversion route are required to 

memorize words by their orthographic form (Castles & Coltheart, 1993). This dyslexia was first 

discussed in the case of a participant with dyslexia who was able to read familiar words fluently, but 

unable to read pseudowords despite of an intact ability to orally repeat and write spoken items 

(Beauvois & Derouesne, 1979).  

- Phonological output buffer dyslexia involves a deficiency in the short-term memory buffer 

responsible for holding phonological units until they are ready for production and for assembling 

phonemes into words. Individuals with aphasia stemming from brain damage and afflicted by this 

deficit encounter challenges when reading aloud lengthy and morphologically intricate pseudowords 
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(e.g., 'binking') or real words (e.g., 'dancing'). Since the phonological output buffer plays a role not only 

in reading aloud but also in speech production, those with a deficiency at this stage also exhibit 

comparable difficulties in oral tasks such as repeating complex stimuli. Additionally, they tend to 

substitute numbers and function words with other words from the same category. (Dotan & 

Friedmann, 2015; Guggenheim & Friedmann, 2014).  

The list provided above, while not exhaustive, serves as an adequate introduction to the objective of 

this study, which aims to address various forms of dyslexia. It is worth noting that these deficits can 

occur in isolation, implying the independence of each stage. However, they can also co-occur within 

the same individual.  

In her research, the dyslexia specialist Dr. Friedmann advocates for the development of new diagnostic 

tools. The concept involves creating a reading screener that go beyond the conventional lists of 

irregular words and pseudowords, by including carefully selected "trapping" stimuli designed to elicit 

each type of error particular to different dylexias types. For instance, in some individuals, only the 

presentation of "transposable" words like "from-> form" or "smile->slime" can reveal errors in letter 

positioning that might otherwise go unnoticed. Consequently, because dyslexia might only manifest as 

a reading slowdown or even an absence of deficits on standard tests. (Kohnen et al., 2012; Potier 

Watkins et al., 2023). It is therefore essential that the standards for these new tests consider not only 

the number of errors in each category, but also the precise type of error made by the child, by precisely 

characterizing each of his errors. 

With this in mind, our laboratory, in partnership with the CERENE schools and diagnostic center, has 

developed a word identification test, the Malabi, standardized for 6th and 7th graders (Potier Watkins 

et al., 2023), and a test of text reading aloud, the Mariette, normed for pupils from 1st to 5th grade, to 

which this chapter is devoted. Based on observations of multiple types of dyslexia, the Mariette test 

has been standardized in terms of speed, accuracy and also in terms of the different types of errors 

made by the child, in order to characterize any difficulties as accurately as possible.  The aim is to 
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provide a rapid tool that, in just a few minutes of reading aloud, gives the practitioner an initial 

overview of the main reading difficulties that a child may face. A test such as this also enables the 

child's reading to be assessed under the most ecologically friendly conditions possible, because unlike 

a list of words, reading a text requires good use of the oculomotor mechanisms. Using this test alone, 

however, is not enough to conclude what type of dyslexia the child might have. It provides some initial 

clues, but should be followed up with other, more in-depth tests. 

This chapter explains the design of the Mariette test and presents the results obtained on almost 800 

normal-reading pupils. This work is still in progress, and a final section will present our on-going  

questions to be taken up in post-doc work after this thesis. 

METHOD 

Design of the Mariette 

The Mariette is a nonsense text of 294 words to be read aloud. The words were divided into 4 

paragraphs, matched in terms of mean word length (Kruskal-Wallis test, p=0.45) and frequency 

(Kruskal-Wallis test, p=0.62). Following the progression of difficulty of grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences in French, described by Potier Watkins et al. (Potier Watkins et al., 2019), the text 

progressively introduces increasingly difficult graphemes. For example, the complex digram "gn" 

appears for the first time in the third paragraph, whereas the easier digram "ou" is introduced as early 

as the first paragraph. To examine the influence of text alignment (left-aligned or justified) on pupils' 

reading speed, the first two paragraphs were left-aligned, while paragraphs 2 and 4 were justified. 

The text includes many words or pseudowords which, if they are subject to a specific type of error, 

lead to the production of another French word. There are pairs of words such as ‘cape page’ or ‘dont 

vent’ which are likely to give rise to attentional errors, because the exchange of letters leads to other 

words (‘cage pape’; ‘dent vont’); words or pseudowords whose letters can be transposed, such as 

‘fiable’, ‘arbi’ or ‘rogné’, i.e. where the transposition of two letters leads to another word; 
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pseudowords such as ‘truche’, which are likely to give rise to lexicalisations; irregular words such as 

‘parfum’ or ‘femme’ for regularisation errors; and words containing contextual rule traps such as 

‘dragée’ or ‘cousin’, which are likely to be read as ‘draguée’ or ‘coussin’ in the event of poor mastery 

of French contextual rules. Each paragraph contains five irregular words and four pseudowords, and 

the text contains at least ten examples of each of the other types of error. 

The fact that this test is nonsense is essential in the detection of dyslexia, as it makes it impossible for 

the pupil to rely on the context to guess the words that follows and avoid the pitfalls, which they can 

do on meaningful texts (Friedmann & Rahamim, 2007a). The full text is available in the Appendix. 

Participants 

We have standardised this test for primary school pupils, because the aim was to identify pupils' 

reading difficulties as early as possible in the course of schooling. To do this, 812 pupils from 1st to 5th 

grade (age: 5 years 11 months to 11 years 11 months) were recruited in 2023 from 7 schools of diverse 

backgrounds, spread across 4 different academies: 38% of the pupils tested lived in rural areas and 

27% of the pupils tested came from priority education, in order to make our sample more 

representative. However, these percentages were slightly higher than at national level, where 20% of 

pupils are educated in priority education (Stefanou, 2022) and 20% of pupils are living in rural areas 

(Direction de l’Evaluation, de la Prospective et de la Performance, 2021).  

These pupils were all tested in March 2023 and the 1st and 2nd graders were also tested twice more, in 

December 2022 and June 2023, each time over a period of 2 to 4 weeks, in order to take account of 

the significant progression in their reading ability over the year. The exact number of pupils tested for 

each test session are shown in Table 1. 

1.8% of pupils were excluded because their age was greater than or less than 2 standard deviations 

from the mean, and 2.4% of the remaining pupils were excluded because their speed or success rate 

was more than 3 standard deviations from the mean, resulting in a sub-sample of 778 pupils from 1st 

to 5th grade (age: 6 years 5 months to 10 years 8 months). 
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Grade 1st  2nd 3rd  4th  5th  

December session  84 79 / / / 

March session 80 86 73 100 103 

June session 88 85 / / / 
 

Table 1. Number of pupils per grade for each measurement period 

Procedure 

Parents were informed of the purpose of our study and of the possibility for them to object to their 

child's participation via a form given to the pupil by the teacher. The tests were carried out by our 

research team during school time, in a quiet room close to the classroom. During the test, the child 

was asked to read aloud the Mariette text, printed on an A4 paper, Calibri 14 font, 1.5 line spacing, for 

a maximum of 5 minutes. 

The pupil was informed that the text made no sense and contained pseudowords, with the following 

instructions: "This text is a story that makes no sense, so it is normal if you don't understand it. In this 

story, there are words that don't exist, so it is normal if you don't know them. I'm going to ask you to 

read this story out loud, as best you can, and to go as far as you can in 5 minutes". Once the child had 

understood the instructions, the page was turned over in front of the pupil and the stopwatch started 

to record the reading time for each paragraph and the total reading time. In order to record errors on 

each word and guarantee the quality of the analyses of the pupils' verbal productions, each pupil's 

performance was recorded so that it could be listened to again. 

During the test, pupils were allowed to follow the text with their finger. Pupils, especially the younger 

ones, received encouragement from us to keep them motivated by the exercise. So as not to 

discourage pupils at the start and middle year of 1st grade, only half the text was initially presented to 

them. If the pupil reached the end of the second paragraph in less than 5 minutes, the second half of 

the text was then offered. When marking, self-corrections and word skips were considered as errors. 

Occasionally, students skipped an entire line. When this happened, the number of words in the 

omitted line was subtracted from the total number of words read by the student. 
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To assess the validity of this test, 20% of randomly sampled pupils also took the Alouette test 

(Lefavrais, 2005), a test that has already been standardised and is widely used by paramedical 

professionals and researchers to screen for dyslexia. The Alouette text was presented in the same 

format as the Mariette, typed in Calibri 14 with 1.5 line spacing. The images in the original text were 

not reproduced. The Alouette text was always presented after the Mariette text. 

Error characterisation 

Percentage of errors on different types of words 

As mentioned in the introduction, in order to study different types of errors, most test batteries and 

articles in the literature refer to error rates in a given category of words (regular words, irregular words, 

pseudowords, pseudohomophones, transposable words, etc.). So, in order to compare our results with 

those in the literature, we first calculated for each pupil and each level the average success rate for 

regular words (16 words in the text containing neither digrams nor silent endings and not being 

functional words), irregular words (22 words in the text), pseudowords (16 words in the text), 

transposable words (20 words in the text) and word pairs (9 pairs in the text). 

Typology of each of the student's errors 

The previous classification does not, however, take account of the exact nature of the error made by 

the student, and does not include all the words in the text, even though all of them were the subject 

of at least one error. To remedy this, we then transcribed each of the pupil's errors phonetically. When 

the child made multiple responses to all or part of the stimulus, it was his first response to each syllable 

that was transcribed - for example, when the word 'fiable' was read as 'fiad... ah no, fiable', the pupil's 

response was transcribed as 'fiadle' in order to capture as much of his initial production as possible. In 

order to characterise the type of error more precisely, we then applied a procedure similar to that 

described by Potier-Watkins et al. for the Malabi tests (2023). The different types of error we 

considered and some examples are presented in Table 2. Certain types of error present in the Malabi 
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have not been reported here due to their rarity. These errors have been included here under the label 

‘other’. 

For errors that could be attributed to letter additions, omissions or substitutions, the origin of these 

errors could then be refined, between attentional errors, resulting from migrations of letters between 

words, letter position errors, resulting from migrations of letters within the word or visual errors, which 

include all addition, omission or substitution errors that could not be attributed to one of the other 

two types. An addition, omission or substitution error could be categorised as attentional if the letter 

or letters involved maintained the same relative position as in the neighbouring words (first letter, last 

letter, inner letter). Here, we considered as neighbours the words surrounding the target word (for 

example, the neighbours of the word ‘gradée’ are the words ‘plante’, ‘dix’, ‘places’, ‘fiables’, ‘pose’, 

‘mare’, ‘la’, ‘sur’ and ‘étrange’). An addition, omission or substitution error in which the letter in 

question was already present in the word could be categorised as a letter position error. Other 

additions, omissions or substitutions of letters could be attributed to visual errors. When an error 

made by a child was too far removed from the original word to be interpreted (the word 'sur' read as 

'sorti', for example), it was categorised under the label 'other'. 

This classification is not unequivocal. In fact, it was often the case that the same error could be 

attributed to several different types without it being possible to decide (for example, the word "nous" 

read as "sous" could be the result of a substitution within functional words, or of a substitution of the 

letter "n" by the letter "s", which itself could be either an attentional substitution or a letter position 

substitution). Other errors could be associated with a succession of different errors (for example, it 

was plausible that 'pose', read as 'possé', was a contextual rule error followed by a substitution). These 

different types of error were all taken into account in the standards, with the underlying idea that if a 

child suffers from a specific dyslexia, he or she should make many more errors in one category than in 

another, and that it is the accumulation of a certain type of error and the exceeding of the thresholds 

set by the standards that should alert the practitioner. For example, a child with letter position dyslexia 
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should have more errors of this type than the norm for his grade but should remain within the norms 

for attentional errors and other visual errors. A child with visual dyslexia should show a large number 

of visual errors but could also show a large number of attentional and letter position errors, because 

visual dyslexia is linked to a defect in the visuo-orthographic analysis, which also includes the 

association of a letter with its position in the word and between words. In all cases, it is the combined 

use of several increasingly precise tools that will enable the diagnosis to be refined. The Mariette could 

be followed by the Malabi to confirm these initial observations. 

Error type Description Stimuli sensitive to that type 

of error 

Example  possible error 

Attentional Addition, omission or 

substitution of letters present 

in neighbouring words. Letters 

that migrate keep their 

relative position within the 

word. 

These migrations can take 

place vertically or horizontally. 

The words surrounding the 

target word are considered to 

be neighbours. 

All text items and in 

particular word pairs in which 

the migration of a letter 

between neighbouring words 

that retains its position within 

the word creates another 

existing word (cape-page / 

puis-sois). 

Addition 

Page dira  page dirage 

Omission 

plante étrange  plate 

étrange 

Substitution 

lame rime  rame rime 

Letter position Letter transposition within 

words and pseudowords. 

Omission or substitution of an 

instance of a doubled letter, 

or doubling of a letter 

All items in the text, and in 

particular migratable words 

and pseudowords: items for 

which a transposition in the 

word forms a word. 

Transposition 

crique  cirque 

arbi  abri 

Addition 

sardine  sardrine 

Omission 

prirent  pirent 

Substitution 

depuis  dupuis 

Visual Omissions, substitutions and 

additions of letters resulting 

neither from a letter position 

error nor from an attentional 

error. 

All text items Addition 

mare  marche 

Omission 

compris  copris 

Substitution 

lange  lande 

 

Regularisation Regularisation of phonemes in 

irregular words 

Irregular words second  /səkɔ/̃ 

 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/API_%C9%99
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/API_%C9%94%CC%83
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Pronunciation of final silent 

letters 

Regularising the sound of the 

final silent letters 

Words ending in a silent letter nuit  /nɥit/ 

Mispronunciation of digrams Regulating the sound of digrams Words containing digrams plante  /plant/ 

 

Incorrect application of 

contextual rules 

Confusion of contextual rules /g/ 

or /ʒ/ for the letter g - /s/ or /z/ 

for the letter s - /s/ or /k/ for the 

letter c - /s/ or /t/ for the letter t 

Words containing a g, a c, a t an 

s or two s internally. 

regarde  /rəʒard/ 

 

Substitution within functional 

words 

Substitution of one functional 

word (determiners, pronouns, 

prepositions and conjunctions) by 

another 

Functional words (determiners, 

pronouns, prepositions and 

conjunctions) 

le  les, dans, du 

Difficulty with long and 

morphologically complex 

words 

Simplification of long words with 

complex morphology 

Morphologically complex words marcherions  marchons 

 

Table 2. The different types of error recorded in Mariette 

As not all the pupils read the same number of words during the test, the quantification of the different 

types of error was measured in terms of the percentage of errors made in relation to the number of 

words likely to result in such an error. For example, only irregular words can give rise to regularisation. 

A child who encountered 4 irregular words during the test and made 3 regularisations would have a 

regularisation percentage of 75%. The closer this score is to 100%, the more the child has made the 

same error each time he or she has encountered a certain type of word. The words counted for each 

type of error are described in Table 2. 

Other observables 

Fatigability 

Fatigability is a very useful parameter to estimate, as dyslexic students make more effort to read and 

therefore tire more quickly than normal readers. Here we characterised it as the variation in number 

of words correctly read per minute (called speed hereafter) from one paragraph to the next measured 

as a percentage using the following formula: 

𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ 1 − 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ 2 = (
𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ 2

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ 1
− 1) × 100 

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/API_%C9%A5
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/API_%C9%99
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/API_%C9%99
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A negative difference indicates a decrease, while a positive difference indicates an increase. Only 

differences for which at least 80% of pupils had reached the end of the paragraphs involved were 

reported.  

Self-corrections 

The term self-correction refers here to the fact that a student makes a mistake and then corrects 

himself. In some tests, such as the Alouette, self-corrections are considered as correct answers, with 

the underlying idea that the student's hesitations will necessarily result in a slowdown in their reading 

speed.  

As we are looking here at the exact errors made by the pupil, it is vital to keep a record of their first 

verbal production, even if they subsequently self-correct. This is why, in the Mariette, we consider any 

incorrect answer to be an error, and why we have taken self-corrections into account at a later stage. 

As not all the pupils read the same number of words, we expressed these self-corrections as the 

proportion of self-corrected errors in relation to the total number of errors made. 

RESULTS 

Reading speed and success rate  

Figure 1 shows how pupils' reading speed and success rate changed over the course of schooling. In 

order to situate pupils among their peers, coloured thresholds are also shown in this figure: yellow for 

scores between the tenth and fifth percentiles, and red for scores below the fifth percentile. Between 

the start of 1st grade and the end of 4th grade, reading speed, expressed in words read correctly per 

minute, increases almost linearly (r=0.79, p=0.021), reaching a plateau between 4th and 5th grade. 

Pairwise comparisons showed that reading speed increased significantly between each level (p<0.05 

for each comparison) except between 4th and 5th grade (t(196.2)=-0.133, p=0.89).  

The success rate followed a less linear profile: it rose sharply during the first year of primary school, 

from 46.6% to 79.5%, an increase underlined by the significance of pairwise comparisons (p<0.001 
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between the beginning, middle and end of 1st grade). This increase then continued at a more moderate 

pace between the beginning of 2nd grade and 5th grade, reaching 93.9% success rate. Pairwise 

comparisons testify to this slowdown, since they are non-significant between the end of 1st grade and 

the beginning of 1nd grade (t(163.6)=-1.69, p=0.093), between the middle of 2nd grade and the end of 

2nd grade (t(165.7)=0.035, p=0.97), and between 4th and 5th grade(t(199.4)=1.35, p=0.18). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Changes in reading speed and success rate over the course of schooling. Colours are showing the 

thresholds at which students can be considered fragile (score below the 10th percentile) and impaired (score 

below the 5th percentile). 

Success rates for different word categories 

An initial measure of the types of errors made by the child consisted, for each grade, in averaging 

across pupils the rate of success in different word categories (regular words, irregular words, 

pseudowords, transposable words and word pairs). The results are shown in Figure 2. An analysis of 

variance on the percentages of success on regular words, irregular words and pseudowords showed a 

regularity effect (better success on regular words than on irregular words) as well as a lexicality effect 

(better success on regular words than on pseudowords), which were significant at all grades, even for 

the youngest pupils. A second analysis of variance showed that the difference between regular words 

and transposable words was also significant for all grades, with the success rate on regular words 

always higher than the success rate on transposable words. A final analysis of variance showed that 
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there was no significant difference between regular words and word pairs, except at the end of 1st 

grade (F(1,85)=255.30, p=0.021), where the success rate for word pairs was slightly lower than the 

success rate for regular words. 

 

Figure 2. Changes in the percentage of success for different types of stimuli (regular words, irregular words, 

pseudowords, transposable words and word pairs) over the course of schooling. 

However, using only the success rate to compare results in these different word categories masks 

major disparities. For example, among children at the start of 1st grade, only 19.2% of errors on 

transposable words are transpositions, 37.7% of errors on word pairs were attentional errors and 

38.1% of errors on irregular words were regularizations. While these percentages increase with grade, 

in 5th grade, transpositions account for only 67.9% of errors on transposable words, attentional errors 

account for 75% of errors on word pairs and regularizations account for 59.4% of errors on irregular 

words. It is therefore difficult to equate type of word with type of error, even for the oldest pupils. To 

get as close as possible to the pupils' difficulties, it therefore seemed important to us to also take an 

interest in pupils’ exact errors, especially as the rate of errors characterized as 'other' was close to 0% 

from the middle of 1st grade, a sign that the method used here was able to characterize almost all the 

errors made by the pupils. 
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Error rate for each error type 

An analysis of student error rates for each type of error, shown in Figure 3, reveals a decrease in errors 

in each category between the start of 1st grade and 5th grade. However, this decline does not follow 

the same pattern depending on the type of error considered.  

We observed a similar trend in the rates of attentional and visual errors: they fall sharply during the 

first year of primary school and then continue to fall more slowly from 2nd to 5th grade, where they are 

close to 0%. In other words, by the end of primary school, pupils make virtually no errors of this kind. 

The trend is slightly different for letter position errors, which also fall sharply between the beginning 

and end of 1st grade. While additions, omissions and substitutions of letters already present in the 

word disappear at the start of 2nd grade, transpositions reach a plateau at around 1.2% of errors. This 

is partly linked to the transposable pseudowords contained in the text (such as 'arbi' or 'oviles'), which 

lead to transpositions in the oldest pupils (in 1st graders 3.9% of transpositions were made on these 

pseudowords, a percentage that increases with schooling to reach 42.5% in 5th grade). While the 

mispronunciation of digrams and the pronunciation of silent endings fades very quickly over time, 

virtually disappearing from the beginning of 2nd grade, the incorrect application of contextual rules 

decreases over time but still peaks at around 4% from the middle of 2nd grade to 5th grade, a sign that 

these contextual rules are still not perfectly mastered at the end of primary school. Regularisation is 

very frequent at the start of 1st grade, where almost 40% of irregular words read have been regularised. 

The amount of regularisations increased between the beginning and middle of 1st grade and then 

decreased steadily from the end of 1st grade to 5th grade, even though the rate remains high: in 5th 

grade, an average of 10% of irregular words encountered are still regularised, probably due to the 

presence of infrequent irregular words such as 'dolmen'. Morphological simplifications follow a bell 

curve: errors increase between the beginning of 1st grade and the beginning of 2nd grade, then decrease 

from the beginning of 2nd grade to the middle of 5th grade. The increase in errors during the first year 

of primary school is probably an artefact, linked to the small number of words that can generate this 

type of error. Finally, confusion of functional words decreases during the first year of primary school 
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before increasing at the start of the second year of primary school and then decreasing again over the 

course of schooling, although the error rate remains fairly high, at around 5%. 

Figure 3. Evolution of different types of error over the course of schooling. These percentages were calculated 

in proportion to the number of possible occurrences of the error. For example, an error percentage of 100% on 
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regularisations means that every time the child read an irregular word, he made a regularisation. This is why the 

sum of the percentages in the graphs above does not equal 100. 

Other observables 

Fatigability 

Fatigability, measured as the variation in speed between two paragraphs, is graphically described over 

time for each grade in Figure 4. The following variations can be observed: the pupils all slowed down 

between paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 (they read between 20% and 27% slower, depending on the 

grade considered) as well as between paragraph 3 and paragraph 4 (a drop in speed of around 6% for 

all the grades considered). On the other hand, between paragraph 2 and paragraph 3, the average 

speed increased for all the grades considered. Since the paragraphs are matched in terms of frequency 

and average word length, one possible interpretation of this result could be a facilitating effect of 

aligning the text on the left, and conversely, a deleterious effect of a justified presentation, as 

paragraphs 1 and 3 were left-aligned, whereas paragraphs 2 and 4 were justified. However, this 

interpretation should be taken with caution insofar as other parameters such as the frequency of 

bigrams or the number of neighbours were not measured for each of the Mariette words, and it is 

highly likely that the paragraphs differ on these points, which could also have had an influence on the 

variations observed. 
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Figure 4. Variations in reading speed (number of words correctly read per minute) between different paragraphs. 

These variations were only calculated for grades where at least 80% of students had reached the end of the 

paragraphs in question. A negative value indicates a slowdown between the two paragraphs, while a positive 

value indicates an acceleration. 

Self-corrections 

As shown in Figure 5, self-corrections are rare at the start of 1st grade, with only 3% of errors being 

self-corrected. This percentage increases over the course of 1st grade, and even more sharply between 

the end of 1st grade and the beginning of 2nd grade, when it rises from 8% to 16%. It then falls during 

2nd grade, before rising again in 3rd grade and stabilising at around 20% between 4th and 5th grade. 

These 20% self-corrections are mainly due to traps that pupils fall into, such as pseudo-transposable 

words, which they then correct instantly. 
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Figure 5. Evolution of the percentage of self-corrections with schooling 

Validity of the Mariette 

Finally, in order to measure the empirical validity of our test, we correlated the speed and success rate 

scores on the Alouette and Mariette tests for 20% of the pupils assessed in March. We chose the 

Alouette test because it is one of the tests that most closely resembles the one we developed, since it 

is also meaningless, includes a similar number of words (265/294) and has a comparable completion 

time (3 minutes/5 minutes). 

The results, graphically depicted in Figure 6, showed a massive correlation between the two tests, both 

in terms of speed (r=0.97, p<0.001) and success rate (r=0.79, p<0.001). So the Mariette measures very 

similar performance to the Alouette, while allowing sophisticated error analysis. 
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Figure 6. Correlations between the Alouette and the Mariette 

DISCUSSION 

The change in reading speed observed here between grades is similar to that observed in other 

longitudinal and cross-sectional studies, with a quasi-linear increase as a function of schooling for the 

youngest pupils, including during 1st and 2nd grade, and a plateau that begins to be reached towards 

the end of primary school (Al Otaiba et al., 2009; Biemiller, 1977; Lervag & Hulme, 2009; Nese et al., 

2013). A great deal of research has shown that reading speed, also known as fluency, is a good 

reflection of a child's reading ability. A marker of automaticity in reading, this measure is highly 

correlated with comprehension (Fuchs et al., 2001; Hudson et al., 2005; Lee & Chen, 2019). Indeed, 

children who reads automatically will be able to pay more attention to the meaning of the words they 

read and make their working memory more available. 

Reading speed increases monotonically as schooling progresses, and this growth is significant at every 

stage, except between 4th and 5th grade, but including between the end of 1st grade and the beginning 

of 2nd grade. However, for the same number of months (6 months separate the measurements at the 
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start and end of 1st grade, all the same as the measurements at the end of 1st grade and the start of 2nd 

grade), this growth is smaller between school years than during the year. Given that pupils do not 

receive explicit teaching during the vacations that separate 1st and 2nd grade, this result is not surprising 

in itself, but could suggest that a fraction of pupils benefit from 'self-learning' (Share, 1995) : once 

decoding is in place, their reading continues to help them make progress, because the phonological 

pathway enables them to decode the pronunciation of new words, and therefore to recognize them if 

they belong to their oral vocabulary, and thus provides the lexical pathway with data to learn about 

the correlation between spelling, pronunciation and meaning. It should be remembered, however, 

that there is also a negative effect of the holidays, recently quantified by the DEPP: during the summer 

between 1st and 2nd grade, many children make no further progress, especially those from poorer 

backgrounds (Andreu et al., 2023). Finally, it should be remembered that the data presented here are 

cross-sectional and not longitudinal. As a result, it is not the same children who contribute to the data 

for 1st and 2nd grade, and we cannot rule out the possibility that the recent measures introduced to 

improve reading instruction are beginning to bear fruit. These three factors probably contribute to the 

differences observed between the end of 1st grade and the beginning of 2nd grade, although it is not 

possible in our experience to separate them. These effects, however, remain minimal. 

The success rate is also a parameter that is highly correlated with reading comprehension, which is 

interesting to consider in more opaque languages such as French (Ziegler et al., 2010) for which it takes 

time to master all the rules of reading. Success rates in more opaque languages often take several 

months to approach 100% (Seymour et al., 2003; Vaessen et al., 2010; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005), which 

is also what we observed here. The plateau of around 95% success rate observed from 4th grade 

onwards is consistent with the automaticity of reading acquired by pupils at the end of primary school. 

A percentage of errors of around 5% persists, due in particular to certain rare irregular words 

("dolmen") and also to the presence of pseudowords close to frequent French words ("truche", "arbi", 

"oviles", "mantou"). 
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When we looked at error rates for different types of stimuli, we observed the presence of significant 

lexicality and regularity effects from 1st to 5th grade. This is consistent with the literature, which shows 

that the first lexicality effects appear only a few months after the start of reading (Zoccolotti et al., 

2009) and reports the existence of a regularity effect already in 3rd graders (Schmalz et al., 2013). These 

two studies mention the modulation of these effects with frequency, since the lexicality effect first 

appears between frequent regular words and pseudowords before extending later to rarer regular 

words, and the regularity effect is present only on low-frequency words, as in adults (Paap & Noel, 

1991; Seidenberg et al., 1984), a modulation that unfortunately we can't see here, because the number 

of stimuli is too small. 

For transposable words, we observed with the Mariette an overall decrease in the error rate on these 

words and an error rate higher than the error rate on regular non-transposable words. These 

observations are compatible with the results of Paterson et al. (Paterson et al., 2015), which show that 

the error rate on transposable words is higher than that on non-transposable words in adults and in 

2nd-4th graders, as well as a decrease in the error rate on transposable words between 2nd-4th graders 

and adults. However, we did not observe a bell curve with a maximum reached in 3rd grade as Grainger 

et al. (2012) but an almost monotonic decrease, probably because we didn't have enough items to 

focus solely on transposable pseudowords, which were the subject of their study. 

Our results on reading fluency and on the different types of error observed are therefore consistent 

with those described in the literature. The evolution of the precise error rate for each type of error 

then provided us with benchmarks for the relative frequency of these errors within a grade and their 

number, which we could interpret. For example, it is perfectly normal for a child in 1st grade to 

pronounce silent endings, make mistakes with digrams or not yet master contextual rules. As French 

is a rather opaque language, it takes at least a year of learning to read for all these rules to be mastered 

(Seymour et al., 2003; Vaessen et al., 2010; Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). As we can see here, mastery of 

these contextual rules continues to pose problems for older pupils, which is in line with other studies 
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that have shown that pupils are still making many errors of this type when they enter 6th grade 

(Lubineau et al., 2023). Confusions over functional words, which are present in large proportions in the 

oldest pupils, should be regarded as normal errors, a sign of automaticity and speed of reading, since 

the eye hardly ever looks at these short, very frequent words (Rayner & Duffy, 1986; Rayner & 

McConkie, 1976). Our results also showed that other types of error diminished over time. This is why 

their existence in some pupils, even in small numbers, should be a cause for alarm. This is particularly 

true of the mispronunciation of digrams and the pronunciation of silent final letters. 

The Mariette is part of a wider range of tests that should be used together to formulate a diagnosis. 

Its standards help to guide the interpretation of a child's errors, and to determine whether they can 

be considered normal or whether, for certain types of error, their high number could be a sign of an 

underlying disorder, in which case further tests will need to be carried out. For example, if a pupil 

makes more letter position errors than average, but makes very few attentional and visual errors, there 

is a good chance that he or she has letter position dyslexia, but this initial impression will have to be 

confirmed later by taking the Malabi.  

The work presented here is still in progress and some adjustments still need to be made in order to 

establish precise standards for each type of error and to ensure that these standards are meaningful. 

Our main obstacle concerns the fact that not all the students read the same number of words. This 

raises the question of how many words a student needs to have read for it to be relevant to look at 

the types of errors they have made.  We also need to confirm the validity of our approach by testing 

the Mariette and Malabi with dyslexic and normal-reading pupils to establish the correlation between 

these two exercises. 

CONCLUSION 

Our measurements show that the Mariette is a good test for assessing reading speed and accuracy in 

primary school pupils. What makes it so useful is the detail we were able to quantify about the exact 

nature of the error made by the child. The changes we have observed in the exact types of errors made 
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by pupils according to their level will, for the first time, provide practitioners and teachers with 

benchmarks for the different errors made by their pupils, so that they can help them better. However, 

the test does not provide a sufficiently accurate diagnosis to determine the exact type of dyslexia a 

child may have. It is a first step towards more detailed tests that give practitioners an indication of the 

child's potential deficit(s), thus pointing them in the direction of further investigation. 

This test, developed in partnership with CERENE schools and diagnostic centre, will shortly be available 

for a few euros via a manual and a dedicated application, which will include the text, standards for 

speed, success rate, fatigability, self-corrections and types of error, as well as scoring help. 
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CHAPTER 3 – DOES WORD FLICKERING IMPROVE 

READING? NEGATIVE EVIDENCE FROM FOUR 

EXPERIMENTS USING LOW AND HIGH FREQUENCIES 
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ABSTRACT 

Does word flickering facilitate reading? Despite a lack of scientific evidence, flickering glasses and 

lamps for dyslexia are being marketed in various countries. We conducted four experiments to assess 

their efficacy. Two experiments involved a computerized lexical decision task with constant display or 

low-frequency flickering (10 or 15 Hz). Among 375 regular adult readers, flicker noticeably slowed 

down word recognition, while slightly biasing the decision towards pseudowords. No significant effect 

was observed in 20 dyslexic children. In 22 dyslexic children, we also evaluated the impact of the 

Lexilight® lamp and Lexilens® glasses, which operate at higher frequencies, on reading fluency, letter 

identification and mirror letter processing. No detectable impact was observed. Lastly, in two 

participants who claimed to benefit from flickering glasses, we orthogonally manipulated whether the 

glasses were actually on, and whether the participant thought they were on. Only a small placebo 

effect was noted in one participant. Our findings starkly contrast with marketing claims that these tools 

can help 90% of dyslexics, and emphasize the role of rigorous scientific research in empowering 

dyslexic individuals to make informed decisions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Dyslexia is a neurodevelopmental disorder characterised by important difficulties in reading 

acquisition in the presence of normal intelligence and access to education. It is estimated that 3-12% 

of children are affected by this disorder, depending on language and dyslexia definition (Di Folco et al., 

2022; Lindgren et al., 1985). Many different directions are pursued in dyslexia research, including the 

existence of subtypes, their behavioural characterization, and their cognitive, circuit-level, neuronal 

and genetic mechanisms. Here, leaving those questions aside, we concentrate on one issue: is it 

possible to facilitate reading for children with dyslexia by manipulating their reading experience? 

Assessing this issue scientifically is all the more important that many companies are quick to market 

products for dyslexic populations that are often labelled as life changing, generally without any 

supportive evidence. 

Some of the tools available on the market offer a variety of options to modify the layout of texts. For 

instance, electronic book readers offer the option of enlarging the font size, spacing the lines further 

apart, changing the background colour of the page or changing the font to a special font such as 

Dyslexia, OpenDys or EasyReader. While these technologies claim to facilitate reading, increasing font 

size and character spacing are the only options that have so far proven to be effective. A study by 

O’Brien et al. found that reading speed improved with font size in all students, then reached a plateau, 

with the font size at which this plateau was reached being slightly larger for dyslexics (O’Brien et al., 

2005). This facilitating effect of font size was confirmed by another study, conducted by Rello and 

Baeza-Yates, which shows that the reading of dyslexic pupils is improved by using a font size of 22 or 

26 points, compared with a font of 14 points (Rello & Baeza-Yates, 2017). While it may simply indicate 

that many dyslexics, similar to beginner readers, have not yet adapted to small print, it does offer a 

simple way to help them. 

Increasing the spacing between characters is also an effective parameter (Zorzi et al., 2012), that could 

even be more effective than increasing the font size (Katzir et al., 2013). Spacing letters a few extra 
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percent apart has been reported to increase reading speed, reduce errors and facilitate 

comprehension  (Łuniewska et al., 2022; Stagg & Kiss, 2021; Duranovic et al., 2018; Rello & Baeza-

Yates, 2017; Hakvoort et al., 2017; Sjoblom et al., 2016; Zorzi et al., 2012). To be optimal, it has to be 

combined with an increase in the spacing between words (Galliussi et al., 2020).  

A study from Rello and Baeza-Yates found no facilitating effect from the use of 1.4 line spacing, a 

coloured or grey background with black or white writing, or the use of a specific font (Rello & Baeza-

Yates, 2017). In another study, no effect of the “dyslexia font” OpenDyslexic was observed on reading 

rate and accuracy (Wery & Diliberto, 2017). The effectiveness of specific fonts which is occasionally 

reported  (Bachmann & Mengheri, 2018) fades once controlling for the spacing between characters, 

which is greater in specific fonts (Joseph & Powell, 2022; Galliussi et al., 2020; Marinus et al., 2016), 

thus suggesting that character spacing, rather than the font itself, is the most impactful variable.  

Regarding the effect of colors, Humphreys and Mayall (2001) and Friedmann and Rahamim (2014) 

reported that colouring each letter using a different colour did not improve their dyslexic participants’ 

results, and in some cases even worsen them, compared to baseline. Other studies, this time involving 

groups of dyslexic children, yield the same conclusions (Koornneef & Kraal, 2022; Pinna & Deiana, 

2018). 

Recently, a new idea has emerged among manufacturers: flickering words using either stroboscopic 

light or flickering glasses. Either the light emitted by the lamp flickers at a very high, almost 

imperceptible frequency (from 60Hz to 120Hz), or the glasses' lenses darken and light up, also at a very 

high frequency (from 70Hz to 90Hz). The scientific rationale behind this idea seems extremely thin. It 

stems from a study by Le Floch and Ropars (2017), published in this journal, who claimed that dyslexia 

is caused by a retinal anomaly leading to the formation of illusory mirror images and resulting in the 

absence of a dominant eye, that could be remedied by high frequency flickering. The logic of this study 

is highly debatable: dyslexia was never properly tested, as no reading scores were provided; statistics 

were flimsy; a retinal anomaly, if it was properly documented, would not explain the dissociations 
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observed in dyslexia, for instance between number and letter reading (Dotan & Friedmann, 2019; 

Friedmann, Dotan, et al., 2010); why flickering would bypass it remains unclear; and finally, to the best 

of our knowledge, the results of this study have never been replicated.  

Thus, it would seem easy to dismiss flickering as an eccentric proposal, were it not for several possible 

counterarguments. First, manufacturers seem successful in selling their products. Second, 

physiological recordings show that even subjectively invisible flicker frequencies can induce rhythmic 

neural activity in lateral geniculate and primary visual cortex (Gur & Snodderly, 1997; Krolak-Salmon 

et al., 2003). Third, prolonged adaptation to fast flickering visual noise can improve acuity in fine visual 

recognition tasks, including word recognition in a small font (Arnold et al., 2016; J. Lee & Chong, 2021). 

Finally, and most relevantly, a few studies have described adults with mirroring reading disorders who 

were helped by flickering (McCloskey et al., 1995; McCloskey & Rapp, 2000a; Pflugshaupt et al., 2007; 

Vannuscorps et al., 2022). In particular, a single case of developmental dyslexia,  documented in great 

detail by McCloskey and collaborators in a series of articles, presented with a severe confusion of right 

and left, frequently copied figures in mirror image and, when reading, often mirrored letters, for 

instance reading lamp as lamb (McCloskey et al., 1995; McCloskey & Rapp, 2000a). Her word reading 

errors arose at a visual level prior to semantic access. Remarkably, her mirror effects vanished, and 

reading became almost perfect, when stimulus exposure time was low (<100ms) or under low-

frequency flickering (10Hz). Those factors led to an abrupt transition from a very low error rate (0.5% 

in reading a word list) to a much higher error rate (25%). McCloskey et al. tentatively interpreted this 

flickering effect as a reflection of the subdivision of the visual system into a transient subsystem 

specialized for processing rapidly changing visual stimuli, the magnocellular pathway, and a sustained 

subsystem more sensitive to static or longer-duration stimuli, the parvocellular pathway. Both 

pathways link the retina to the visual cortex through ganglion and bipolar cells (Masri et al., 2020). 

McCloskey patient’s behaviour might have arisen from an impairment in the parvocellular pathway, 

which would have been short-circuited by flickering, thus activating only the magnocellular pathway, 

supposed to be intact. Since these pathways start in the retina, a putative impairment of the 
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parvocellular pathway could perhaps be related to a different organisation of retinal cells, thus 

establishing a tentative connection with le Floch and Ropars (2017)’s paper. 

Another patient described by Pflugshaupt et al. (2007) acquired mirror writing and reading following 

brain damage. Again, her reading came back to normal under low frequency flickering (10Hz) with an 

abrupt transition between presentation durations of 100ms and 200ms, where her performances 

suddenly worsened.  Finally, the patient described by Vannuscorps et al (2022) perceived high-contrast 

shapes as if they had rotated 90° or 180°, or mirrored the initial shape. Her orientation difficulties 

disappeared almost completely when the stimulus flickered at 5.7Hz. Note that these results were 

obtained at low frequencies, quite far from the frequencies mentioned by Le Floch and Ropars, which 

were higher than 70 Hz. Nevertheless, flickering clearly helped the patients, thus begging the question 

of whether it could benefit other dyslexia patients or the general population.In this study, we therefore 

aimed to better understand if low or high frequency flickering could facilitate reading for normal 

readers and dyslexics. Figure 1 summarizes our approach. First, we studied the impact of low-

frequency flickering, similar to McCloskey et al., and Pflugshaupt et al., on reading performance in 

normal adults and dyslexic children.  Next, we turned to the impact of high frequency flickering. For 

this, we used a more natural setting (reading on paper) and the lamp and glasses described above. We 

tested a flickering frequency of ~80Hz, first on a group of dyslexic children unfamiliar with these 

devices, and second on two patients, one adult and one child, who both claimed to be helped by the 

glasses on a daily basis. 
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Figure 1. Logic of our successive experiments 

EXPERIMENT 1. IMPACT OF LOW-FREQUENCY FLICKERING ON 

NORMAL ADULT READERS 

Method 

Participants 

Participants were recruited via Twitter. The study was conducted on-line on a computer or a touch 

screen, during the Covid19 epidemic. Participants were informed that they could leave the task at any 

time and that in this case their data would not be retained. 778 adults participated (543 females, 226 

males, age group breakdown: 18-24 years old, 38 subjects; 25-40, 239 subjects; 41-60, 442 subjects; 

>60, 59 subjects).  
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Lexical Decision Task 

To measure the effect of low-frequency flickering on reading, we used a lexical decision task. The 

stimuli were randomly drawn for each student from the database extracted from Lexique 3.83 (New 

et al., 2004) described by Lubineau et al. (2023). Words varied in length (4 to 8 letters) and fell into 

four different frequency bands: very frequent, frequent, rare and very rare (see Table 1 for details and 

examples). Pseudowords were also between 4 and 8 letters long, and divided into 6 categories, 

according to the nature of the trap they presented (see Table 2 for details and examples). These 

pseudowords categories were matched and came in pairs as followed: orthographic traps and word 

approximations, transpositions and double substitutions and mirror and single substitutions. 

Frequency category 
          Examples  

word translation 

Very frequent (greater than 100 per million) 
beau 

message 

nice 

message 

Frequent (40 to 100 per million) 
usine 

étudier 

factory 

study 

Rare (10 to 40 per million) 
carnet 

éprouver 

booklet 

experience 

Very rare (3 to 10 per million) 
cerf 

abolir 

deer 

abolish 

Table 1. Characteristics and examples of single-word stimuli for experiments 1-2 

Pseudoword traps Description Examples 
pseudoword associated 

word 

translation 

Orthographic 

traps 

Created from words by manually 

introducing orthographic mistakes. They 

can be read as words if the participant 

does not correctly master the grapho-

syntactic rules of French. 

bage bague ring 

inciet inquiet worried 

Word 

approximations 

Control for orthographic traps. Assembly 

of trigrams according to a markov 

procedure to ensure a probability of 

occurrence of syllables similar to that of 

French. 

atio   

ouvoi   

Transpositions Created from words by inverting two 

adjacent consonants or vowels 

ceil ciel sky 

pafrois parfois sometimes 
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Double 

substitutions 

Control for transposition created by 

substituting the same consonants or 

vowels by two others. 

cuol ciel sky 

pansois parfois sometimes 

Mirror 

substitutions 

Created from words by applying the 

following rules: 

b  d / d  b / p  q / q  p 

qièce pièce room 

dateau bateau boat 

Single 

substitutions 

Control for mirror substitutions created by 

applying the following rules: 

b  f / d  t / p  g / q  j 

gièce pièce room 

fateau bateau boat 

 

Table 2. Characteristics and examples of pseudoword stimuli for experiments 1-2 

This lexical decision comprised 360 stimuli (180 words and 180 pseudowords), each randomly 

presented in one of three conditions: a continuous display, a flickering display at 10Hz or a flickering 

display at 15Hz. These flickers were such that the stimulus was displayed in the first half of the period 

and replaced by an empty screen in the second half, exactly as in previous publications (McCloskey & 

Rapp, 2000a; Pflugshaupt et al., 2007). For each of these trials, we collected accuracy and response 

time. 

Data analysis 

Because the experiment was run on-line, some of the trials were presented at a duration that departed 

from the desired regular flickering. We excluded participants for whom more than 20% of the stimuli 

had the wrong timing. This resulted in a smaller sample of 375 participants (246 women, 123 men, age 

group breakdown: 18-24, 16 subjects; 25-40, 120 subjects; 41-60, 208 subjects; >60, 31 subjects). This 

subsample is equivalent to the original one in terms of sex, χ²(1)=1.64, p=0.20, and age, χ²(3)=0.57, 

p=0.90. We further excluded trials with response times below 200ms or inappropriate timing (2.4% of 

trials). The remaining 131,714 trials were then analysed with mixed-effects models, using a procedure 

similar to that described by Lubineau et al (2023), incorporating display condition (3 levels, continuous 

display, flickering at 10Hz or flickering at 15Hz), lexicality (word, pseudoword), length (4-8 letters), 
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word frequency (a numeric variable encoding the frequency category of the word) pseudoword-type 

(which we analysed by two-by-two comparisons for matched pairs) as fixed effects. We run three 

successive models, with the following structure 

dv ~ 𝑋1 ∗ 𝑋2 ∗ … ∗ 𝑋𝑛 + (1|subject) + (1|stimulus) 

with the dependent variable being either response time (RT) or error rate (ER). Xi represents the 

combination of our interacting fixed effects. We used subject and item as random effects. All response 

time analyses were performed on correct responses only. Error data were submitted to the same item-

based models, using logistic mixed effect models. Whenever a frequentist test evaluated the effect of 

flickering displays, we also used Bayesian statistics to evaluate the weight of evidence for or against 

the hypothesis that it had an effect on performance. We used the BayesFactor R package to compute 

Bayesian mixed effect models and obtain Bayes factors for each effect. We used the models described 

above, except that we only put participant as a random variable in order to maintain a reasonable 

computation time. With our conventions, a Bayes factor (BF) between 3 and 10 offers substantial 

evidence that flickering has an effect, while BF>10 is strong evidence. In the opposite direction, a BF 

between 0.33 and 0.1 offers substantial evidence in favour of the null hypothesis that flickering has no 

effect, and BF<0.1 is strong evidence.  

Results 

We start by summarizing the effects of lexicality, length, frequency, and type of pseudoword. Figure 2 

graphically depicts these effects as a function of display condition (continuous display, flickering at 

10Hz or flickering at 15Hz). The results tightly replicated our previous findings with the same task but 

without flickering (Lubineau et al., 2023). A lexicality effect was found only on response times (RT) with 

pseudowords taking longer to classify than words (RT: F(1,3016.0)=334.63, p<0.001, BF>100; ER: 

χ²(1)=0.25, p=0.62, BF>100). The results also confirmed the significance of the length effect (RT: 

F(1,2810.8)=106.08, p<0.001, BF>100; ER: χ²(1)=5.89, p=0. 015, BF=0.042) and its interaction with 
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lexicality (RT: F(1,2810.8)=9.82, p=0.002, BF>100; ER: χ²(1)=53, p<0.001, BF>100), showing a larger 

length effect for pseudowords than for words.  

Figure 2. Deleterious effect of low-frequency flickering (10Hz and 15Hz) on lexical decision in normal adults. Each 

point represents the mean RT or error rate as function of word length, frequency or pseudoword type and 

condition. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. The slopes are the linear regression associated 

with the points. 

Within words, the frequency effect was significant, with higher RT and error rates for lower frequency 

words (RT: F(1,1796.1)=611.82, p<0.001, BF>100; ER: χ²(1)=344.68, p<0.001, BF>100). Finally, within 

pseudowords, participants were slower and less accurate at spotting orthographic traps, compared to 

word approximations (RT: F(1,327. 18)=28.90, p<0.001, BF>100; ER: χ²(1)=29.91, p<0.001, BF>100) and 

at spotting transpositions compared to double substitutions (RT: F(1,368.04)=25.30, p<0.001, BF>100; 

ER: χ²(1)=48.10, p<0.001, BF>100). We replicated our previous observation of a paradoxical effect of 
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mirror substitutions, which were faster to classify than single substitutions, F(1,300.76)=7.71, p=0.006, 

BF>100, although their error rate did not differ, χ²(1)=2.56, p=0.11, BF=2.7. We explained this effect 

by the fact that some mirror-letter substitutions involving letter “q” violated the orthographic statistics 

of French and such violations facilitated the rejection of mirror substitution pseudowords (see 

Lubineau et al 2023). 

Crucially for our current purposes, flickering affected some of these observations. Flickering at 10Hz 

or 15Hz, relative to a continuous display, slowed down words responses (RT: F(2,62001.1)=61.68, 

p<0.001, BF>100) and made them moderately more error-prone (ER: χ²(2)=57.44, p=<0.001, 

BF=0.011), while slightly facilitating responses to pseudowords (RT: F(2,62134.7)=6.36, p=0.0017, 

BF=0.047; ER: χ²(2)=9.45, p=0.009, BF=0.023). Those effects led to a strong interaction between display 

condition and lexicality (RT: F(2,124763.1)=49.11, p<0.001, BF>100; ER: χ²(2)=42.49, p<0.001, BF>100), 

which can be described as a bias towards classifying items as pseudowords whenever they were 

flickering. Flickering did not impact the length effect, as the interaction between length and condition 

was not significant (RT: F(2, 124378.0)=0.24, p=0.79, BF<0.01; ER: χ²(2)=0.91, p=0.64, BF<0.01). There 

was no significant interaction of flickering condition and word frequency (RT: F(2,62456.8)=1.64, 

p=0.19, BF<0.01; ER: χ²(2)=0.59, p=0.74, BF=3.1).  

Finally, concerning specific comparisons between pseudowords, there was no effect of flickering on all 

pseudowords comparisons (orthographic traps versus word approximation: RT: F(2,20418.12)=0.80, 

p=0.45, BF<0.01; ER: χ²(2)=0.47, p=0.79, BF<0.01; transposition versus double substitutions: RT: 

F(2,20501.04)=0.179, p=0.84, BF<0.01; ER: χ²(2)=1.93, p=0.38, BF<0.01; mirror versus single 

substitutions: RT: F(2,20471.02)=1.78, p=0.17, BF<0.01; ER: χ²(2)=4.47, p=0.11, BF=0.018).  

Thus, flickering displays did not enhance reading in normal adults. Instead, it impaired lexical decision 

for written words and biased participants towards the pseudoword response. While this result could 

be described as a performance improvement for pseudowords, the simplest explanation is that 

flickering displays looked slightly abnormal to participants and therefore biased them towards the 
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pseudoword response. However, it remains possible that flickering selectively facilitates reading in 

dyslexics. In experiment 2, therefore, we used exactly the same lexical decision in dyslexic students.  

EXPERIMENT 2 – IMPACT OF LOW FREQUENCY FLICKERING ON 

DYSLEXIC CHILDREN 

Method 

Participants 

Our participants were all dyslexic students coming from the CERENE schools, specialized for students 

with learning disabilities and with normal intelligence. Class sizes and teaching methods are adapted 

to the needs of these students.  

29 CERENE students, from 6th to 8th grade, took part in this study, all of them diagnosed as dyslexic by 

a professional speech therapist. To confirm the diagnosis, they first took the Alouette test, a test used 

in France to test for dyslexia. Only those students whose Alouette scores were more than 1.5 standard 

deviations below the mean in speed or error rate were retained. 22 students met this criterion. 20 

students finally completed the task, as two were absent on the day of the tests. 

Procedure 

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1, except that the students did not take the task online 

but during their school time. Parents were informed of the experiment by mail beforehand, and the 

participation of their child in the study was subject to their approval. Each participant performed the 

test individually in a quiet room.  

Data analysis 

Data cleaning followed the same rules as in the previous experiment. Trials with a RT of less than 200ms 

and trials with imperfect timing (4.1% of trials) were excluded. RTs that fell 3 standard deviations or 
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more above the subject's mean were also excluded. Finally, one student was excluded because his 

performance did not differ from chance (χ2(1)=0.04, p=0.53). The remaining 6,905 trials were then 

analysed with mixed-effects models, using a procedure similar to that described in Experiment 1. 

Results 

Results are shown in Figure 3. Mixed-effects models show that RT and error rate were higher for 

pseudowords than for words (RT: F(1,1693.8)=124.66, p<0.001, BF>100; ER: χ²(1)=194.47, p<0.001, 

BF>100). A large effect of length, typical for dyslexic readers, affected RT but not error rates (RT: 

F(1,1290.5)=176.93, p<0.001, BF>100; ER: χ²(1)=0.52, p=0.47, BF=0.11). There was also a significant 

effect of frequency (RT: F(1,1410.4)=43.83, p<0.001, BF>100; ER: χ²(1)=108.63, p<0.001, BF>100). 

Finally, the patterns of differences between pseudowords replicated those observed by Lubineau et 

al. with their least fluent students. Orthographic traps were more error prone than word 

approximations, χ²(1)=32.67, p<0. 001, BF>100; transpositions were more error prone than double 

substitutions, χ²(1)=29.42, p<0.001, BF>100; and, we observed faster responses to mirror substitutions 

than to single-letter substitutions, F(1,218.93)=14.76, p<0.001, BF>100. 
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Figure 3. Lack of impact of low-frequency flickering (10Hz and 15Hz) on lexical decision in 20 dyslexic children. 

Each point represents the mean RT or error rate as function of word length, frequency or pseudoword type and 

condition. Error bars represent one standard error of the mean. The slopes are the linear regression associated 

with the points. 

Crucially, flickering had very little impact on these observations. The main effect of display condition 

was not significant in any of the analysis performed, the interaction of condition X lexicality did not 

reach significance either (RT: F(2,4714.1)=0.86, p=0.42, BF<0.01; ER: χ²(2)=5.74, p=0.057, BF=0.070), 

nor did the interaction between length and condition (RT: F(2,4699.7)=1.82, p=0.16, BF<0.01 ; ER: 

χ²(2)=0.85, p=0.65, BF<0.01). There was no interaction with frequency (RT: F(2,2643.5)=0.68, p=0.51, 

BF=0.012; ER: χ²(2)=2.36, p=0.31, BF=0.023).  

Only a single, barely significant interaction was found on RTs to pseudowords, when comparing 

orthographic traps and word approximations (F(2,587.18)=3.19, p=0.042, BF=0.76). This effect was 
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unsupported by Bayesian comparison and would not have survived a correction for multiple 

comparisons. It suggested that at a frequency of 15Hz only, dyslexic students were slower to detect 

orthographic traps compared to words approximations. Even if this effect was deemed significant, it 

would correspond to an impairment rather than a facilitation by flickering.  

Thus, we found that flickering had no facilitating effect in 20 dyslexic students. Contrary to what we 

observed with adults, we did not find any slowdown in the detection of words when they were 

flickering – but crucially, there was no facilitation either.  

EXPERIMENT 3 – IMPACT OF HIGH FREQUENCY FLICKERING ON A 

GROUP OF DYSLEXIC STUDENTS  

Experiments 1 and 2 tested flicker frequencies of 10 and 15 Hz, based on their effectiveness in previous 

single-case studies (McCloskey & Rapp, 2000a; Pflugshaupt et al., 2007). However, commercially 

available devices for dyslexic individuals use much faster frequencies and claim to aid reading on paper. 

To come as close as possible to the conditions that are claimed to be effective by the manufacturers, 

we next tested dyslexic students using those devices, using purely paper-based tests.  

Method 

Participants 

35 dyslexic students from CERENE participated in this second study, 20 of whom had already taken 

part in the previous one. As in Experiment 2, all of them first took the Alouette test to confirm the 

presence of dyslexia. The results showed that 28 of these students were below standard in speed or 

error rate. As the various testing sessions described below took place over several weeks, only 22 

pupils, from 4th to 8th grade, were able to take part in all sessions. 
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Test procedures 

To study the impact of high-frequency flickering on dyslexic students' reading, we used the Lexilens® 

glasses and the Lexilight® lamp, unfamiliar to the students. The light emitted by the Lexilight® lamp 

flickers at an almost imperceptible frequency, between 60Hz and 120Hz, and can be adjusted among 

5 different frequencies. The Lexilens® glasses use electronic lenses that darken at an adjustable 

frequency ranging from 70Hz to 90Hz in steps of 1Hz. We set the two devices to a common frequency 

of 80Hz. At this frequency, the flickering is imperceptible on paper, but create interference patterns 

with other frequencies, which makes them incompatible with reading on a computer screen or in a 

room lit by neon lights. All tests were therefore ran on paper, in a sufficiently bright room that did not 

require artificial lighting. Each student was tested individually during 5 sessions of 20 minutes spread 

over 5 consecutive weeks and comprising the following 5 conditions in pseudo-random order: glasses 

on, flickering at 80Hz; glasses off; lamp on, flickering at 80Hz; lamp on but not flickering; and natural 

light alone. This design made it possible to evaluate the placebo effect linked to the presence of the 

device alone with the impact of the device itself, as well as to see if one of the two device is more 

effective than the other. 

The tests were conducted in a single-blind mode. The student did not know whether the lamp or the 

glasses were flickering or not. No comments regarding the functioning of the object or its facilitative 

potential were made by the experimenter.  At the end of each session, the student was asked, among 

other things, if he or she had observed any flickering. The analysis of these responses indicates that 

the participants did not notice any difference between device on and device off conditions, χ²(1)=3.50, 

p=0.062. 

Description of the tests 

Each session comprised the same 3 tests in random order.  
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Letter naming 

All 26 letters of the alphabet were presented twice and randomly distributed in 6 lines of 8 letters and 

a final line of 4 letters. Letters were printed in lower case, Calibri font, 14 point size, with 11 spaces 

between each letter and 1.5 line spacing on half an A4 page. Students were asked to name them aloud. 

Their overall reading time was measured using a stopwatch, switched on when the list of letters was 

presented to the student and stopped once the last letter had been spoken. We also reported errors. 

Reading aloud a list of words 

Students were asked to read aloud a list of words, presented in columns, in lower case, Calibri font, 14 

point size, 1.5 line spacing, on A4 paper. The manufacturers rely on the study by Le Floch and Ropars, 

which states that high-frequency flickering drastically reduces mirror confusions for letters b, d, p and 

q (Le Floch & Ropars, 2017). To test this hypothesis, we developed a list of 144 words, one third of 

which could be misread due to a confusion of those letters. We search the French lexicon for words 

forming a mirror pair, i.e. words in which if the substitution of a mirror letter (b, d p or q) by another 

mirror letter yields another word (e.g. bague – dague [ring - dagger]). We identified a list of 100 mirror 

pairs. Since the letters b, d, p and q are both visually and phonologically close, we also included 

phonological control pairs and visual control pairs. Because these letters are plosives, we selected the 

letters t, c (when pronounced /k/) and g (when pronounced /g/), which are also plosives and 

phonologically close, but bear little visual similarity to each other. By searching the lexicon, we 

obtained a list of 62 phonological word pairs, such that substitution of one such letter by another 

resulted in another word (e.g grue – crue [crane – raw]). For the visually similar pairs, we used the 

similarity matrix obtained by Agrawal et al (Agrawal et al., 2020) to select the following pairs of similar 

letters f/l, r/v and n/h. Using a procedure similar to the one described above, we obtained 66 visual 

word pairs (e.g. localiser – focaliser [localise – focus]). 

From these three lists, we selected 24 word pairs in each, so that the words in the three lists were 

matched according to their length, frequency, bigram frequency, number of neighbours (calculated 
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using OLD20), position of the substituted letter (first letter of the word or middle of the word), number 

of syllables, number of phonemes, orthographic CV structure and phonological CV structure. Those 

144 words were presented in random order. 

Reading aloud a short text 

To measure students' reading fluency, we asked them to read a text called “Mariette” and comprising 

295 words spread over 4 paragraphs whose sentences were all syntactically correct. Designed as a 

screener for various subtypes of dyslexia, it contained regular words, irregular words and pseudo 

words. Students were given 5 minutes to read as much of this text as possible. The same text was used 

for all sessions. We measured reading time when it was below 5 minutes, and the number of errors, 

thus allowing us to compute fluency as the number of correctly read items per minute. 

Data analysis 

All sessions were recorded to allow the tests to be rated by an external observer blind to the reading 

condition, thus ensuring that the rating was neutral. Two independent observers scored all the sessions 

and their results were more than 95% consistent. For the frequentist analysis, we used the following 

mixed effects models for each exercise: 

𝑛𝑏_𝑜𝑓_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡_𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑠_𝑝𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒 ~ 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + (1|𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡) 

The test order covariate (1-5) was added to the model to capture a putative learning effect, as the 

same tests were repeatedly used. Condition was a 5-level factor reflecting the condition in which the 

session took place (glasses or lamp flickering, glasses or lamp not flickering or natural light).  

Bayesian analysis was carried out to assess the evidence for or against the hypothesis that the device 

on/off status had no effect on performance.  We ran exactly the same model as the one used in the 

frequentist analysis.  
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Results 

The distributions, across participants, of the number of correct answers per minute as a function of 

test condition and their means for each exercise are presented in Figure 4. Results were identical for 

both mixed-effects models. We found a positive effect of test order, with performance improving over 

time and repeated testing: letter naming: F(1,83.00)=5.55, p=0.021, BF=2.9; list of words: 

F(1,81.99)=35.46, p<0.01, BF>100; short text: F(1,83.00)=56.67, p<0.001, BF>100. The main effect of 

condition was never significant (letter naming: F(4,83.00)=1.21, p=0.31, BF=0.18; list of words: 

F(1,81.99)=0.85, p=0.50, BF=0.11; short text: F(4,83.00)=1.23, p=0.303, BF=0.18). Thus, lighting 

conditions did not significantly influence the results obtained by students. This conclusion was 

supported by Bayes factors smaller than 1/3, corresponding to substantial evidence in favour of the 

null hypothesis. 

 

Figure 4. Lack of effect of high-frequency flickering (80Hz) using either a lamp or glasses on 22 dyslexic children. 

Each point represents the mean score for each condition, and error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean. 

For reference, the dotted line shows the mean of the daylight condition and two arrows indicate the conditions 

under which the lamp or glasses were lit.  
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We next focused on mirror errors in the word lists, since high-frequency flickering has been claimed to 

reduce the mirror confusions made by patients with dyslexia (Le Floch & Ropars, 2017). Given our 

design, we compared the error rate in the three word-pair categories (mirror, phonological, visual). 

We submitted them to a mixed-effect model using order as a covariable and condition (5 levels) and 

category (3 levels, visual, mirror or phonological) as factors. It confirmed the significant main effect of 

order, F(1,290.01)=12.35, p<0.001, BF=47, as well as significant differences between categories of 

words F(2,290.01)=28.49, p<0.001, BF>100. As shown in Figure 5, the error rate for mirror-confusable 

words (average = 20.5%) fell in between the error rate for visually confusable words (17.3%) and for 

phonologically confusable words, which was the highest (23.0%). This result suggests that phonological 

similarity, more than left-right inversion or visual confusion, was the main source of errors for our 

participants. Crucially, however, there was again no main effect of lighting conditions 

F(4,290.04)=1.94, p=0.10, BF=0.17, and no significant interaction between condition and category 

F(8,290.01)=0.75, p=0.65, BF=0.028: lamps and glasses, whether on or off, had no effect on reading 

fluency for different types of error-inducing words.  
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Figure 5. Lack of effect of high frequency flickering (80Hz) using either a lamp or glasses on mirror 

errors on single -words reading. The graphs show the mean, standard error, and distribution of error 

rates across 22 dyslexic participants, separately for words that could be confused with another word 

by visual confusions (left), mirroring of a letter b d p q (middle), or phonological confusions (right). For 

reference, the dotted line shows the mean of the daylight condition and two arrows indicate the 

conditions under which the lamp or glasses were lit.  

In summary, at the group level, we observed no significant impact of high-frequency flickering on 

letter, word, or text reading fluency. Individual analysis revealed no consistent improvement with the 

glasses or lamp. However, it remains possible that those devices may be helpful in a small number of 

specific cases, similar to those of McCloskey (2000), Pflugshaupt (2007) and Vannuscorps (2022). While 

this hypothesis is difficult to evaluate without testing an extremely large population, in experiment 4 

we endeavoured to identify dyslexia cases who claimed to be helped by those devices – and then 

rigorously test if the effect was real or a placebo. 

EXPERIMENT 4 - SINGLE CASE STUDY 

Method 

Participants 

A call for volunteers on social networks identified two participants, FAP and CT. Both were more than 

two standard deviations away from one of the two speed or accuracy variables in the Alouette test. 

For FAP, we used the adult norms, described in the article by Cavalli et al. (2018).  

FAP 

FAP was 27 y.o.  self-employed scientific illustrator. Reading has been difficult for her since the 

beginning of primary school due to dyslexia. She received speech therapy from ages 6 to 18.  She has 

no other diagnosed learning disability. 

FAP's reading experience is hindered by a hazy and glittering vision, leading to difficulty identifying 

words, which makes her very tired. However, wearing the glasses for over a year has improved her 

daily comfort, enabling longer reading sessions, and enhancing comprehension. 
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CT 

CT was a 12 y.o. girl. Diagnosed as dyslexic at the end of 3rd grade, she is followed by a speech therapist 

for weekly sessions. She has been wearing the above glasses for two years now and reports a clear 

improvement in her reading skills. Without the glasses, she reports that the words stick together and 

overlap, while this is no longer the case when she wears them. 

Procedure 

We used a 2 x 2 design to contrast the genuine effect of glasses (on/off) with the placebo effect of 

believing that the glasses were on/off. The former variable is hereafter referred to as the objective 

variable: on different sessions, the glasses were either on and set to the participant’s self-selected 

favourite frequency, or off. For the subjective variable, the different sessions were introduced with 

sentences such as "the glasses are now set to the frequency you usually use, so they should help you" 

versus "the glasses are now set to a different frequency than that you usually use, so they should not 

help you". These two objective/subjective factors were crossed in a 2x2 factorial design, repeated 

twice, for a total of 8 sessions. The order of the sessions was reversed between FAP and CT. A training 

session was also conducted to familiarise the participants with the instructions and the different tests. 

During each session, participants were asked to perform three different tests, all carried out on paper. 

In order to collect reading and decision times, the whole session was filmed with a 360p, 16:9, 30 fps 

camera. 

Single words reading aloud 

To test single-word reading, we used a sub-list from experiment 3. We classified words used in 

experiment 3 by category (mirror, visual or phonological pairs), length (short: 4-5 letters / medium: 6 

letters / long: 7-8 letters) and trap position (beginning of the word or middle of the word). Within this 

classification, we retained two pairs of words, resulting in a list of 36 word pairs. In each session, half 

of this list (36 words) was presented in random order. Overall, since each objective x subjective 
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condition was presented twice to each participant, the entire list was read in each condition of the 2x2 

design. 

To determine the reading time of each item, the list was presented as follows: the 36 words were 

divided into 4 lines of 9 words, written in Calibri 14 on a blank sheet of paper. A mask allowed one 

word to appear after another, hiding the rest of the list. The reading time was determined as the 

difference between the time when the word appeared entirely in the cache (determined manually 

using frame-by-frame video analysis) and the time when the participant started to say it aloud 

(determined manually using the audio analysis software Audacity). 

Text reading aloud 

The design of the present experiment did not allow for the reuse of the same text (“Mariette”) as in 

experiment 3: as all eight sessions were carried out within a two-hour interval, the repetition effect 

would have been massive. Instead, the texts used here were taken from the ALECTOR corpus (Gala et 

al., 2020), which lists reading resources for children from 2nd to 4th grade. We extracted all texts suitable 

for children in 4th grade, an age reasonably younger than that of our participants, and cut them up into 

slices of about 200 words, resulting in a corpus of 28 texts (13 extracts from novels and stories and 15 

extracts from science documentaries). 

During each session, participants were asked to read 3 texts (4 texts were used for the training session), 

written in Calibri 14 with 1.5 line spacing. For each text, participants were asked to go as far as possible 

in one minute. We recorded reading fluency (number of words correctly read in one minute) and error 

rate. 

Sentence comprehension 

The sentence comprehension test was adapted from the Score Aphasiologique de la Salpêtrière (SAS) 

listening comprehension test. Originally, it is a listening comprehension test in which the experimenter 

reads aloud a sentence and the participant has to choose the relevant image among 4. The original 
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test is composed of 90 items divided into 7 categories: active sentences with one or two distractors on 

the picture ("The policeman pursues the thief"), passive sentences with one or two distractors on the 

picture ("The thief is pursued by the policeman"), positioning of geometric shapes in relation to each 

other ("The rectangle is to the left of the square"), subject relatives with the pronoun "qui” in French 

("The truck which is following the car is black") and semantically reversible object relatives with the 

pronoun "que" ("The truck that the car is following is black"). For the purposes of our experiment, we 

added 38 items to obtain a total of 14 sentences per session, 2 sentences from each category. The 

original test had 18 geometric shape positioning items, so 2 of these were removed. 

To turn this test into a reading comprehension test, participants were asked to read each sentence 

(aloud or silently) and then point to the appropriate picture. The test was administered using a binder 

in which the pages alternated between sentences and associated images. Thus, participants no longer 

had the sentence in front of them when they pointed to the image. The decision time was measured 

as the difference between the moment when the participant could see all four images and the moment 

when her finger touched one of them.  

Data analysis 

To analyse these data, we run ANCOVAs for each participant and each exercise using a 2x2 factorial 

design with objective (what we did) and subjective (what we said we did) binary variables: 

𝑑𝑣 ~ 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 +  𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ∗ 𝑜𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 

The dependent variable was fluency or error rate for text reading, reading time or error rate for words 

reading, and decision time or error rate for sentence comprehension. We added the covariate of test 

order (1-8) to capture a putative learning effect. We excluded trials with reading times more than three 

standard deviations away from the mean for each participant (less than 3% for each participant in each 

test). For word reading and sentence comprehension, we only considered reading time on correct 

trials. The exact same model was used for Bayesian analysis. 
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Results 

Single-word reading aloud 

Overall, CT was faster than FAP (average reading time of 447 ms for CT and 688 ms for FAP) but she 

made more errors (error rate of 12.0% for CT and 3.19% for FAP). Figure 6 shows reading times and 

error rates in each condition of the experimental design. On reading times, we found a significant effect 

of temporal order in both participants (FAP: F(1,268)=10.66, p=0.001, BF=24; CT: F(1,245)=12.14, 

p<0.001, BF=42), but no significant effect of either the subjective (FAP: F(1,268)=0.77, p=0.38, BF=0.20; 

CT: F(1,245)=0.19, p=0.67, BF=0.15) or the objective variable (FAP: F(1,268)=0.008, p=0.93, BF=0.16; 

CT: F(1,245)=3.93, p=0.05, BF=0.89). Their interaction was also not significant (FAP: F(1,268)=0.049, 

p=0.83, BF=0.19; CT: F(1,245)=0.49, p=0.48, BF=0.24). Thus, reading times, for both participants, did 

not differ across conditions.  
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Figure 6. Lack of effect of high frequency flickering (FAP: 87Hz or CT: 82Hz) in two single participants claiming to 

be helped by flickering glasses. Scores in the different exercises for both participants. Significant differences have 

been highlighted with p value.  

On accuracy, we found no significant effect of temporal order (FAP: F(1,277)=1.23, p=0.27, BF=0.24; 

CT: F(1,279)=0.21, p=0.65, BF=0.16) or of the objective variable (FAP: F(1,277)=0.58, p=0.45, BF=0.18; 

CT: F(1,279)=0.045, p=0.83, BF=0.15). But we found a small effect of the subjective variable on CT’s 

error rate (FAP: F(1,277)=1.03, p=0.31, BF=0.21; CT: F(1,279)=4.60, p=0.033, BF=1.2). CT made fewer 
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errors in single-word reading when told that the glasses were on. This effect was quite modest as the 

subjective variable only explained 1,6% of the variance in error rates and the Bayes factor was close to 

one. The lack of interaction with the objective variable (FAP: F(1,277)=0.11, p=0.74, BF=0.19; CT: 

F(1,279)=0.17, p=0.68, BF=0.18) suggested that this effect was unchanged whether the glasses were 

actually on or off – a pure placebo effect. 

Text reading aloud 

Overall, FAP read on average 154 words correctly in 1 minute, and CT 151. FAP's accuracy was slightly 

higher than CT's as she made 3.8% errors compared to 7.3% for CT. The results of the ANCOVA 

highlighted the lack of effect of glasses on reading speed. None of the variables in the model reached 

significance for both participants and all Bayes factors were smaller than one. In contrast, on error 

rates, there was a small but significant interaction between objective and subjective variables, in CT 

only (FAP: F(1,19)=0.078, p=0.78, BF=0.48; CT: F(1,19)=5.20, p=0.034, BF=2.5). In a simple effect 

analysis, a small effect of the objective variable (a reduction of error rates when the glasses were on 

rather than off) was found only when CT was told that the glasses are off, F(1,9)=6.56, p=0.031, BF=3.8. 

While this effect goes in the correct direction, it should be noted that it would not resist a correction 

for multiple comparisons and, most importantly, if it was a genuine effect rather than a false positive, 

it is hard to see why it would not be replicated in the “subjective on, objective on” condition, which 

yielded more errors. 

Sentence comprehension 

Finally, we were interested in the impact of glasses on reading comprehension. Overall, FAP responded 

faster than CT (FAP: 2.6s; CT: 3.7s), but both made the same amount of errors (FAP: 20.2%; CT: 21.1%). 

None of the effects in the ANCOVA on decision time reached significance for either participant, 

whether this was the effect of the subjective condition (FAP: F(1,82)=7.00.10-3, p=0.93, BF=0.23; CT: 

F(1,81)=0.93, p=0.34, BF=0.33), the effect of the objective condition (FAP: F(1,82)=0.075, p=0.79, 

BF=0.26; CT: F(1,81)=0.31, p=0.58, BF=0.27) or their interaction (FAP: F(1,82)=8.2.10-4, p=0.98, 
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BF=0.30; CT: F(1,81)=4.00.10-3, p=0.95, BF=0.30). This result was strengthened by Bayesian analysis in 

both participant as for both decision time all Bayes factors were smaller than 1/3. Similar results were 

observed for error rates. 

In summary, two patients claiming benefits from flickering glasses showed minimal or no objective 

effect. In FAP, no effect of objective or subjective variables was found in both tests. CT was influenced 

by a placebo effect during single-word reading and, while a small improvement of sentence reading 

accuracy was found when the glasses were on, the fact that it was small, only appeared as an 

interaction with the subjective variable, and only in a single test, suggests that it was likely a false 

positive. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Our aim, through these different experiments, was to assess the impact of low and high frequency 

flickering on reading. We found no major effect of low-frequency flickering, either in adults or in 

dyslexic children: periodically refreshing bottom-up inputs did not facilitate reading. We only found 

that low-frequency flicker slightly biased adults towards pseudowords in the lexical decision task. 

These results confirm that reading difficulty profiles such as those described by McCloskey and 

Pflugshaupt (McCloskey & Rapp, 2000a; Pflugshaupt et al., 2007), who were helped by low-frequency 

flickering, are quite rare. 

Regarding high-frequency flickering, our data favours the absence of effect of the lamp or the glasses, 

the performance of the students being very similar whatever the reading test we proposed. Our 

findings, of course, should not be taken to imply that those devices may never be helpful to some 

readers. However, they stand in stark contrast with marketing claims that they facilitate reading for 

90% of dyslexic children (Atol les Opticiens, communication personnelle, 16 mars 2022). We also found 

no impact of both devices on the rate of mirror confusions of students, a result that contrasts with 
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prior suggestions on the usefulness of high-frequency flickering to reduce mirror image formation in 

dyslexics (Le Floch & Ropars, 2017). 

Even in two dyslexic participants who felt helped by the glasses, we found no major improvement in 

either fluency or comprehension. We only observed a weak placebo effect in our youngest participant, 

whose accuracy on word reading improved when she was told that the glasses were on. She also 

showed a slight improvement in text reading accuracy when the glasses were actually on but this effect 

was only in one test and, inexplicably, only when she was told that the glasses were off.  

While these findings contrast with those described by Le Floch and Ropars, they are consistent with 

the literature on flicker contrast sensitivity, which shows that dyslexics are no more sensitive than 

normal readers to low and high frequency flickering (Cornelissen et al., 1995; Williams et al., 2003). 

These studies, however, only focused on low-level visual perception and did not investigate the impact 

on reading. To our knowledge, the present study is the first to assess the effects of high and low 

frequency flickering on reading in normal readers and in a group of dyslexic children. While revising 

the present paper, we became aware of a preprint that draws similar conclusions (Lapeyre et al., 2023). 

Lapeyre et al. investigated the impact of the third flickering device currently on the market, the Lili 

lamp, in dyslexic adults and age-matched controls. They first assessed reading deficits using 

standardised tests, as well as measured visual acuity and ocular dominance. These measures already 

call into question Le Floch and Ropars’ hypothesis that dyslexia is linked to a dominant-eye deficit, 

since 87% of their dyslexic participants showed normal ocular dominance. Furthermore, flickering light 

had no significant impact on subsequent tests of sentence reading speed and text reading 

comprehension.  

While further studies could possibly identify a subtype of dyslexia that would be sensitive to flicker, 

the weight of the evidence, across 4 successive experiments, indicates that flicker is not a viable 

solution to the reading difficulties of most, if not all, individuals. We find this conclusion unsurprising 

for two reasons: first, the slim evidence previously presented in support of the efficacy of flickering (Le 
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Floch & Ropars, 2017); and second, the overwhelming brain-imaging evidence that reading acquisition 

and reading deficits occur in the cortex rather than the retina, and involve a broad hierarchy of areas, 

most of which lie above the level of invariance where flicker would be expected to have an effect 

(Dehaene et al., 2015; Feng et al., 2020b). Nevertheless, the present research highlights the 

importance and the feasibility of using the cognitive psychology of reading to evaluate the claims of 

device manufacturers in this field. Indeed, it is hard to understand why the burden of proof does not 

lie with the manufacturers themselves, prior to selling their products, as in the medical domain. We 

hope that the present work may constitute a small step in making evidence-based psychology the 

future norm. 
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 

For this doctoral research, our primary objectives were twofold: to enhance dyslexia screening 

methods in France by crafting diagnostic tools and to assess the efficacy of existing remediation tools 

available in the market. We envisioned that the outcomes of our work could be readily implemented 

through our collaborative partnership with the CERENE schools and diagnostic center. In this 

summary, I will outline our key contributions to the fields of reading and dyslexia sciences and revisit 

the project's deliverables. 

Contributions to the science of reading 

How does variability in typical reading affected lexical decision results in students with the 

same amount of education? 

In my introduction, I mentioned our theoretical aim of studying how variability in typical reading 

affected lexical decision results in students with the same amount of education. To this end, I 

developed a lexical decision task, which was administered to 1,501 6th graders representative of the 

French population as part of the National Assessments organised each year by the Ministry of 

Education. Observed through the prism of the level of reading fluency measured during these same 

assessments, my results enabled me to confirm the variation in reading fluency at this age, which 

ranged from adult-like to lagging behind 3rd grade expectations (Andreu et al., 2022). Furthermore, 

this study replicated some of the hallmark phenomena in visual word recognition, namely: lexicality 

effect (B. S. Weekes, 1997; Seidenberg et al., 1984; Forster & Chambers, 1973; Juphard et al., 2004a), 

length effect (Bijeljac-Babic et al., 2004a; Ferrand et al., 2010; New et al., 2006a; B. S. Weekes, 1997) 

and frequency effect (Andrews, 1992, 1989; Forster & Chambers, 1973; McCann & Besner, 1987; 

Seidenberg et al., 1984; Burani et al., 2002). Their interaction with fluency level revealed profiles of 

readers similar to those observed in many cross-sectional studies, with the best readers being faster 

and more accurate at making lexical decisions, and their effects of length, lexicality and frequency 

being less marked than in the least fluent students, who showed a greater effect of length, even for 
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high frequency words (Bijeljac-Babic et al., 2004a; Burani et al., 2002; Schmalz et al., 2013a; Schröter 

& Schroeder, 2017; Zoccolotti et al., 2005a, 2009b). While we were unable to formally exclude dyslexic 

students from our participant pool or conduct multiple test sessions to assess test-retest reliability, 

the substantial size of our sample and the inclusion of students spanning a broad spectrum of reading 

abilities render our study a valuable addition to the literature on reading across diverse orthographies. 

What kind of errors are typically made by normal readers? 

During this PhD, I was interested in the different types of reading errors made by typical readers. Using 

again the lexical decision, I first looked at how different types of pseudo-words were processed by the 

1501 6th graders described above. In general agreement with previous research, I found that stimuli 

that were most similar to real French words yielded that highest error rate (Bergmann & Wimmer, 

2008; Grainger et al., 2012). My results also showed that almost no students, even the most fluent, 

perfectly master French contextual rules, and that contrary to what we were expecting, mirror letter 

substitutions are as hard to process as single letter substitutions.  

In a second study, I visited 812 pupils from 1st to 5th grade to have them read the text of the Mariette, 

a read-aloud exercise designed to screen for different subtypes of dyslexia. Generally speaking, I 

observed a significant drop in the total percentage of errors and an increase in reading speed 

compatible with the results of the literature (Al Otaiba et al., 2009; Biemiller, 1977; Lervag & Hulme, 

2009; Nese et al., 2013). By characterising each of the errors individually, I then looked at the 

development of different types of error throughout primary school. I found that a substantial portion 

of visual errors (including omissions, substitutions, and letter additions), and certain surface errors 

such as the pronunciation of silent final letters or mispronunciation of specific words tend to diminish 

significantly as children acquire reading skills. However, other error types such as regularizations, 

functional word confusions, and the application of contextual rules persist even in 5th graders. It's 

noteworthy that this categorization of errors has not been comprehensively explored in a large sample 

of typical young readers until now. 
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This novel categorization of errors holds significant implications for the field of applied research in 

French literacy. It not only provides a clear understanding of the normal progression of reading errors 

at each grade level but also informs the development of targeted instructional methods. Specifically, 

it sheds light on the aspects of reading, such as the mastery of conceptual rules, that still require 

attention and refinement in pedagogical approaches, contributing to the science of reading as well as 

dyslexia. 

Contributions to the science of dyslexia 

The applied aspect of this thesis also provided an opportunity to enhance existing screening tools for 

dyslexia in French, in particular through the development of a screening tool for different subtypes of 

dyslexia. It was in this context that we developed the Mariette, a 294-word non-meaning text 

containing irregular words, pseudowords and transposable words. This text, designed as an initial 

screener, enables us to situate the pupils' various errors among those of their peers, identify any 

difficulties they may have and adapt the rest of the assessment accordingly to confirm the diagnosis. 

This is the first time that a test of this type, offering a precise characterization of children's specific 

errors, has been produced in French for primary school pupils. With this test, we bring to research into 

dyslexia in French the possibility of better characterizing the profiles of dyslexic participants, and to 

international studies a method for developing such tools and quantifying pupils' errors. 

Another contribution of my work to the science of dyslexia concerns our finding that high or low 

frequency flickering is useless in facilitating reading in most dyslexics. This result, which we obtained 

from 375 normal adult readers and a cohort of 20 dyslexic pupils, calls into question a recent idea 

according to which dyslexia could be corrected using flickering devices (Le Floch & Ropars, 2017) and 

on which French manufacturers had relied to design lamps and glasses supposed to make reading 

easier for dyslexic children. Similar conclusions were drawn by Lapeyre and colleagues in a recent study 

conducted in adults (Lapeyre et al., 2023). These results not only add to the scientific literature on 
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dyslexia, but also constitute the first solid scientific studies on the subject. They are even more 

important as they will enable speech therapists and parents to make more informed choices in the 

support of dyslexic children. 

Our deliverables 

All of this work was carried out with a view to providing CERENE and, more broadly, practitioners and 

teachers with applicable solutions for screening and characterising reading difficulties. Two tools were 

designed to this aim. The lexical decision has been standardised for 6th garders and can now be 

accessed free of charge online, on computers and mobile phones. At the end of each test, which lasts 

around 3 minutes, automatic feedback is generated, showing where the pupil's strengths and 

weaknesses lie. Regular use of the test allows you to see how the student is developing and to measure 

their progress. The Mariette has been standardised for pupils from 1st to 5th grade and will soon be 

available to teachers and practitioners who wish to use it. A user guide including norms and rules to 

make it easier to mark errors, will accompany the test.  

Finally, with our study on flickering, we have provided CERENE's paramedical professionals with 

arguments in response to parents' questions about reading tools that are currently on the market with 

the unfounded promise of helping almost 90% of dyslexic children. 

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

I will conclude by mentioning my prospects for future research in applied science for dyslexia diagnosis 

and remediation. 

Continuing to develop a battery of tests focusing on children's specific errors 

The development of the Mariette is part of a wider project drive by CERENE and our research team to 

develop a dyslexia screening battery that focuses on children's precise errors. Prior to this thesis, this 

battery already included a word identification test, the Malabi (Potier Watkins et al., 2023), 

standardised for French 6th and 7th graders. A first limitation of this work concerns the range of levels 
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for which these tests have been standardised. Indeed, it would be interesting to administer the Malabi 

to pupils for whom the Mariette results seem to indicate a specific disorder such as letter position 

dyslexia or attentional dyslexia. However, analysis of the results will not allow any conclusions to be 

drawn, as there is no Malabi norm for primary school pupils. A first objective in continuing this work 

could be to standardise these two tests from 1st to 12th grade. Having the same pupils take both tests 

would also make it possible to measure quantitatively the reliability of the clues given by the Mariette. 

The complexity of the scoring is also a limiting factor for the inclusion of such tests in current speech 

and language therapy assessments. It would therefore be interesting to develop a speech recognition 

system which, linked to the database of errors that we have already established, would enable virtually 

automatic scoring. Such a tool would certainly enable our battery to be disseminated more widely.  

Large scale studies to measure the prevalence of each of these types of 

dyslexia in French and in other languages 

As mentioned in the introduction, Naama Friedmann's work has highlighted different subtypes of 

dyslexia in a vast variety of languages (Friedmann, Kerbel, et al., 2010; Friedmann & Haddad-Hanna, 

2012, 2014; Friedmann & Rahamim, 2007a; Güven & Friedmann, 2019; Kohnen et al., 2012; Potier 

Watkins et al., 2023; Rayner et al., 1989). However, there are currently no studies measuring the 

prevalence of these different disorders in the general population. So once our battery has been 

standardised for pupils of the same age, it would be interesting to conduct large-scale studies in 

French, and also in the different languages for which these different subtypes of dyslexia have been 

identified. This could give rise to comparisons between countries, to understand how the opacity of 

the language influences the representation of these different subtypes of dyslexia. 

Find personalised solutions based on the dyslexia profile 

Another direction in which we could pursue our research concerns remedial solutions for dyslexia, and 

in particular, the development of specific solutions for each subtype of dyslexia. Previous research 

have shown that the use of an attentional window drastically reduced errors in attentional dyslexics 
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(Friedmann, Kerbel, et al., 2010), while following words with the finger greatly helped patients with 

letter-position dyslexia (Friedmann & Rahamim, 2014). Maybe flickering devices could also help some 

children with a specific profile. Once enough cases of each subtype of dyslexia have been identified, 

new remediation practices need to be designed and tested. From an applied science perspective, 

disseminating successful methods to practitioners, teachers and parents should also be one of our 

objectives, to improve the care of dyslexic children. 
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